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TERRACE-  Orenda Forest have an interest in the land 
Orenda gets antsy 
upon which Orenda wants to 
build. 
One person has already been 
hired by the province to do the 
review but there's no word yet 
on how long it might take. 
Orenda filed its application 
with the provincial Major Pro- 
jects Review Process (MPRP) 
last fall. 
That process didn't then in- 
clude a native review compo- 
nent, something the new 
government says it now wants 
Products is worried about the 
length of time it's taking for the 
province to decide if it'll be 
allowed to build a pulp and 
paper mill near here. 
"Our time line is in pieces at 
the moment," company vice 
president Frank Foster said last 
week. 
Foster's comment follows a 
decision by the province to in- 
volve two native groups in the 
review of the company's plan to 
build the mill south of Lakelse 
Lake. : :~=: : ................. ..... on:large industrial projects; : 
The Haisla of Kitimaat and Orenda wants approval-in- 
the Tsimshia n Tribal COuncil principle, defined as permission 
That's caused Orenda to now 
look at plans for winter con- 
struction which, Foster said, 
will drive up the Price of the 
project estimated last year to 
cost $365 million. 
"Each day that goes by sees 
the cost in dollars going up. 
We're working very hard to 
avoid being pushed over the 
financial brink," said Foster. 
"We have to show what im- 
pact there will be to the finan- 
ciers and we don't know what 
to go ahead providing the com- 
pany receives necessary permits 
and licences. 
The company wanted that ap- 
proval early this year so it could 
prepare for those licences and 
permits leading up to a spring 
construction start. 
Foster said Orenda told the 
government i s worried about 
the delay at a meeting last week 
to go over plans for the native 
review. 
The permits and licences 
"will take time that's not 
available: There's no waywe'l l  . . . .  ...... : : ::~: ::: : : : 
be looking at turning sod by  cont'd A2 
May 1," said Foster. : . . . .  
Outrage erupts over sewage mess 
%-. .  
• 7 . .  . . , . 
• :, . 
CoOl ? ;i 
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIER Dave Aliwood, of HazeltOn, cruises to first place in the37-kilornetCe :. 
Alcan Marathon out at Onion Lake Feb. 15. AIIwood was erie of 75 competitors racingin either 
the marathon or the 18.5-kHometre half-marathon. See race resu ts on page B4: (PHOTO ~ 
ERIC BRORUP) 
Spring start forecast 
New jail beckons 
Hwyl6. 
Watts says the $2.3 million 
budget includes the purchase of 
the land. 
Watts said work will be done 
to cut corners and minimize 
costs wherever possible, because 
costs have increased: greatly 
since the search for a new cor- 
rectional centre began three 
years ago. 
"Two and a half years of in- 
flation has eroded the buying 
power of our initial budget," he 
explained. 
Located at the north end of 
.Braun St., the centre will be sur- 
rounded by other industrial pro- 
perties and by :the railway 
tracks. 
The new property w;ll also 
mean a huge expansion tbr the 
centre's workyard. 
Inmates work on a small- 
scale logging operation run out 
of the correctional centre. Right 
now the entire centre sits on 
three acres of land. At the new 
site they'll have seven acres for 
the workyard alone. 
"It ' l l  more than double what 
we have right now," Watts said. 
TERRACE --Construction of a 
new $2.3 million correctional 
centre should begin this sum- 
mer, says the district corrections 
director. 
Rob Watts says he hopes to 
see tenders on the project go out 
in late April or May. 
Final work on the centre's 
plans and drawings are now be- 
ing worked out. It's hoped in- 
mates and staff will move into 
the new jail sometime arly in 
1993. 
The final selection of a parcel 
of industrial land between Keith 
Avenue and the CN railway 
tracks last year ended months of 
speculation and opposition 
from local residents, 
Now, says Watts, the centre 
appears to have a home that 
meets with the approval of 
everyone. 
The correctional Centre is 
now in a fornler"motel on 
TERRACE - -  A disease out- 
break appears to be the only 
prospect for a quick fix to the 
sewage woes of residents on 
Bobsein Crescent. 
Reg iona l  distr ict  ad- 
ministrator Bob Marcellin 
predicts Victoria w i l l react  
quickly with aid to help build a 
proposed $5 million sewer 
system if anyone gets sick there. 
Until the epidemic arrives, 
however, regional district of- 
ficials and Queensway-area 
residents -- who also live under 
the fear of eviction - -  will have 
to continue chasing individual 
government agencies for grants. 
The Thornhill subdivision - -  
described by former regional 
district chairman Jack Talstra 
as having "deplorable, third- 
world conditions" - -  was cited 
last month by B.C. Environ- 
ment. on.a pro.vince-wide, list of. 
polluted or contaminatedsites. 
The high water table there 
causes septic fields to fail and 
brings raw sewage to the surface 
in ditches and yards. 
"You cannot tell me that 
there isn't a health problem on 
Bobsein," resident Jim Olson 
told people at a meeting here 
Saturday. "Kids play in those 
ditches." 
" I t 's  like a war zone," added 
Chris Clark, "we're just waiting 
for the bomb to drop." 
Residents called the meeting 
to try to find a solution after 
Bobsein Cres. homeowner 
David Giesbrecht was hit with a 
health ministry order giving him 
until this Saturday to fix his 
house's eptic system. 
Environmental health officer 
Russell Seltenrich told residents 
at the meeting at least five other 
homes in the area are also under 
investigation. 
"So who's next on the hit 
list?" Olson demanded. "Are 
you going to make me wait on 
pins and needles to see if you're 
going to try to evict me too?" 
Although eviction is unlikely, 
a court order could be sought 
"What would happen if 
all of Thornhill was 
deCl'ared':'~75~-~i~ :'uhfit- 
for habitation?" 
forcing residents to take action 
if the health ministry decides to 
enforce sewage regulations in 
the Queensway area. 
Giesbrecht is asking for an 
extension of the deadline he's 
been given by health ministry 
officials. The order was issued 
when dye tests determined his 
Stewart workers 
getting a hand 
TERRACE --Another commit- 
tee to help people affected by 
the Cassiar mine closure has 
been set up. 
This time it's in Stewart 
where 30 people were laid off 
after the northern asbestos mine 
shut down this month. 
Those people are ,employees 
of Arrow Transport, which 
trucked asbestos from Cassiar 
to the docks at Stewart, lease 
truck operators, longshoremen 
who worked at the docks and 
those connected to servicing Ar- 
row Transport. 
The industrial adjustment 
committee, with the financial 
help of the federal and provin- 
cial governments, will set up a 
job search centre, said Stewart 
alderman Kirsten Chapman 
who attended the founding 
meeting of the committee last 
week. 
A similiar committee was 
established in Cassiar earlier 
this month for the 450 people 
who lost their jobs there. 
"The committee through the 
job search centre will set up a 
fax service and help people go 
out on interviews," said Chap- 
man. 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege is also considering putting 
on a job resume preparation 
course, said Chapman who is 
the administrator of that in- 
stitution's campus in Stewart. 
A similiar committee will be 
established in Stewart later this 
year when the Westmin gold 
mine phases out operations. 
** 'A -  'A" * * 
In the meantime the District 
of Stewart is waiting to see if 
it'll receive any help from the 
provincial government because 
of the Cassiar closure, says 
mayor Darlene Cornell. 
Cassiar Mining Corporation 
owes the municipality back 
taxes in the "s ix - f igure"  
bracket, said Cornell. 
Having to write off that 
amount  will hur t  the 
municipality's budget, she said. 
Northwest Roundup 
i 
PRINCE RUPERT - -  Plans 
continue to be made for a 
new Alaska ferry terminal 
here. 
Alaskan officials say their 
ferries will pull out by the 
.m~l  ~ g  dh |o  ,~oor  , , in lmaa |hpa'p 
i i 
SMITHERS - -  The mayor 
here is worried about any 
plans to shift wood process- 
ing away f rom the 
Hazeltons. 
Jim Davidson said taking 
wood from the Hazeltons to 
ing to an underground opera- 
tion to replace its current 
open pit. 
The move could keep up to 
50 workers employed past 
the mine's scheduled October 
closure. 
septic system had failed.- 
Apart from construction of a 
new subdivision sewer system, 
the only other option to 
residents in violation is to spend 
about $5,000 to build up the 
level of individual yards'by 29 
inches and install a new septic 
system. BUt officials admit even 
that's not a guaranteed solu-: 
tion. 
Giesbrecht is holding out for. 
agreement on building a sewer- 
system - -  even if he has to ap-: 
pear before a judge in the mean- 
time. 
Several other residents 'in-: 
dieated they'd make a stand 
with him. "What would happen 
if all of Thornhill was declared 
an area unfit, for habitation?": 
one man asked. 
The regional.district has been 
trying for more than 10 years to- 
get.., a ~sew. e~ sys~m, .  ,b~ilt:.,~ere . . . .  
Each Pr0Pos ~ has been discard. 
edas too expensive. 
The cheapest of  four options 
before Queensway homeowners 
this time would see each of them 
pay more than $700 every year, 
making .it the most expensive 
sewer system in the province. 
And that proposal is predicated 
on the $5 million project receiv- 
ing every government grant 
available, amounting to a nearly 
80 per cent subsidy. 
Homeowner Rick Hawke 
blasted the regional district for 
not taking action sooner. 
"They've screwed around for 
10 years, the prices have tripled 
and they've done nothing," he 
said. "The only thing delay is 
doing is 'making the problem 
bigger and more expensive." 
I 
i 
BURNS LAKE - -  A 17-year- 
old male was arrested here 
Monday after.a woman was 
stabbed and ra g~ shop r0b. 
bed. .  • . . . . .  -... - 
RCMP seaied i off.tbe area~ 
and conductedseii~¢hes of  ~ 
1 
, ,f, 
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Task force heaves 
to on the hor,zon 
TERRACE - -  Victoria is 
creating a task force to probe 
the University of Northern B.C. 
(UNBC) and how it will serve 
the outlying regions. 
The move comes in response 
to growing discontent in the 
northwest about the centraliza- 
tion of the university in Prince 
George ....................................................... 
The task force will hold 
public hearings into the post- 
secondary education needs of 
northern B.C. and report back 
to cabinet before the start of the 
legislature's spring session. 
Skeena MLA He lmut  
Giesbrecht said he hopes the 
task force, which is to operate 
independently of UNBC, will 
listen to northerners. 
"We don't want to play poor 
cousin to whatever's being done 
in Prince George," Giesbrecht 
said. " I  think there's some 
justification to the kind of out- 
cry that's going on. And I think 
we either do it now or we lose 
it." 
He said the task force will at- 
tempt o find out what kind of 
regional university presence 
people in outlying areas want 
and how they want the existing 
community college system to 
mesh with UNBC. 
"This is an opportunity to get 
a message as clear as we 
possibly can from the areas out- 
side Prince George as far as 
what they want'to see from a 
decentralized inst i tut ion,"  
Giesbrecht added. 
There is a perception, he said, 
that the northwest is not getting 
its share of the university's in- 
itial seed money. 
Giesbrecht said there's a 
danger that - -  if the university 
ends up competing for students 
with the existing community 
colleges - -  that the remote com- 
munities could end up with less 
than they started with. 
'% northern university is a 
great concept,,' he said. "But 
we want to make darn sure it's 
not done at the expense of the 
local colleges." 
Meanwhile, university of- 
ficials are to respond this Friday 
to a series of questions posed by 
northern delegates last month. 
The delegates expressed fears 
about the centralization of all 
university administration in 
Prince George as well as the 
possibility that second phase 
grants - -  earmarked for the 
regions - -  will be cut from the 
provincial budget in the name 
of restraint. 
• k .k- * * "k 
Another organization has 
joined other northwesterners in 
firing barbs at UNBC. 
Northwest labour organizer 
John Jensen last week issued a 
press release from a group call- 
ed the Northwest Study Con- 
ference, accusing university ad- 
ministration of building "an 
ivory tower with a moat around 
it to keep out most of the 
citizens of the north outside the 
immediate vicinity of Prince 
George." 
Jensen says the 15-year-old 
group of northwest represen- 
tatives has been inactive of late, 
but has been resurrected to 
tackle the northern university 
question. 
"The way it's going now l 
think it stinks," Jensen said of 
the university. " I f  they don't 
change their direction this 
university will be a white 
elephant --  costly and em- 
barassing to everyone." 
He said he doesn't believe 
university officials' assertions 
of their commitment to decen- 
tralizati6n. 
" I f  they were really determin- 
ed to decentralize this thing they 
wouldn't need 2,000 beds in 
Prince George - -  because there 
aren't 2,000 students in Prince 
George," he said. 
Correction 
A story in the Feb. 19 edition 
indicated Gordon Sebastian's 
future as a school trustee is 
uncertain because he has missed 
three consecut ive  board  
meetings. 
The School Act states the 
board may recommend a trustee 
be removed after more than 
three absences and that the 
education minister may act on 
that recommendation. 
Former trustee Barb Johnson 
resigned, and wasn't removed 
after missing meetings when she 
moved to Calgary in 1989. 
• k .k ~. * -k .k 
The environment ministry 
didn't promise $485,000 in 1990 
for a sewer project in Thornhill, 
as reported Feb. 19. 
It said it would give $215,000 
for a system covering the 
Queensway area or $273,000 for 
both the Queensway and Thor- 
from front nhill horseshoe areas. 
Orenda project 
costs,it's g°!Tet°bet.fter the added, ,w , re  rying our hardest to 7:~trSei!;wewa~e'ti!'~g;°!!iaPmUlPc ColumbmBrltlsh 
keep this project alive here in rollers and use hydrogen- 1.604-68"/-9096 
B.C. The pressure is on us. peroxide as a bleaching agent. 
We're fighting hard," Foster That's different from tradi- 
eO~tttltted. . . . . . . . . .  tionai kraft" mills which use 
.... ~,n""fi~li:'led'"prbbl'din i'g th~ chlorine-based chemcmls. 
threat of competition from fhe company will, however, 
other mills which will produce use some of that kraft pulp to 
the same kind of paper Orenda give strength to its product. 
STOLEN IN QgEBEC. 
LICENSEg ILLEGALLY 
IN B.C. 
The priwLte sale of stden vehicles i  big business. 
Don't be a victim! Buy your used car or truck through 
a Member of the Motor Dealers' Association ofB.C. 
Licensed under the Motor Dealer Act with a strict code of 
disclosure, and. franchised "to give you the highest standards 
for sales, these dealers let you buy with confidence. 
• You can be sure that the vehicle's previous 
ownership and registration have been checked. 
• You can be sure that the vehicle has been checked 
for any outstanding claims. 
• You can depend on the warranty offered. 
• You can always find your dealer to seek service and 
assistance in the future. 
So the next time you're shopping for a used vehicle, look for 
this symbol. Or your next deal could be arealsteal. 
~ The symbol f membership in the 
Motor Dealers' Association of 
British Columbia, 
TERRACE MOTORS 
DEALERS ASSOCIATION 
I I 
/-#Z Northern Computer 
Our Manager is Away.., 
SO WE'RE CLEARING OUT 
OUR STOCK! 
But he'll only be gone for a few days... 
25% OFF 
ALL SOFTWAREI 
IN STOCK 
• 0 ! 
" NLy 
~'~ _ eb.  29  ,,~,~ '.....,,. 
15% 
OFF 
ALL HARDWARE 
IN STOCK 
/I _Y Northern Computer 
_'~~-~Z 4720 Lazelle Avenue 
638-0321 F,x 638"0442 
" : - :W.21",  ,a l t ' l i {5  
EAR 
Revolt 
3 DAYS ONLY 
Feb. 27, 28, 29 
Don't Pay 
& 
l iB== 
T 
. 
We will pay the applicable tax on all 
merchandise in our stores. 
HURRY! ENDS SATURDAY! 
SAVE BIG $$ " BUY TODAYt 
° ]1 
--BRIEFLY'-" 
Poacher 
fined 
A LOCAL man has been 
fined $2,500 for poaching 
moose. 
Carl Schmidt pleaded guil- 
ty on Feb. 14 to charges of 
killing moose during a closed 
season, ki l l ing moose 
without proper licences, ex- 
ceeding the provincial bag 
limit for moose, using so- 
meone else's hunting licence, 
discharging a firearm within 
the Hwyl6 quarter-mile no- 
:shoot ing area, failing to 
retrieve edible portions of 
meat, and unlawful posses- 
Sion of wildlife. 
Schmidt, who didn't have 
a moose-hunting licence, 
shot a bull moose near the 
I I  ghway Oct. 25, and then 
• took a cow moose as well, ac- 
'cording to district conserva- 
tion officer Peter Kalina. 
I Offender 
jailed 
THE MAN who once 
headed local mental health 
services has been sentenced 
to  four years in prison for 
:sexually abusing a young girl 
here. 
William Dawson Herriot, 
, 3, was sentenced Friday in 
Vancouver one four sexual 
:assault counts. 
Tlie offences against the 
i 10-year-old girl took place in 
;Terrace between 1973 and 
i975. 
:Canada Day, eh 
A LOCAL person wants to 
do something special to 
recognize this July 1 as 
Canada's 125th birthday. 
And so Mary Swift is plan- 
n inga March 5 meeting to in- 
vite ideas and plans. 
"This is an important time 
in Canada's history and a 
~pivotal time in the nation's 
: future," said Swift last week. 
She said there is money 
available from the federal 
government for whatever 
plans are made. 
The March 5 meeting takes 
)lace at city hall and begins 
at 7:30 p.m. 
:More  in format ion is 
~vailable from Swift at 
~35-5518. 
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A MOTHER WAITS. 
Abortion death 
probe continues 
TERRACE - -  Why? 
That's the question Maureen 
George has been asking for the 
last five months'- -  since her 
19-year-old daughter Myrna 
died following an abortion at 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
She still hasn't gotten an 
answer. 
Coroners, hospital workers, 
and investigators have been 
looking into the death since 
Sept. 14. 
Coroner Jim Lynch said lasi 
week that no decision has been 
made yet on whether a 
coroner's inquest should be held 
into the death. 
Myrna George suffered inter- 
nal bleeding for three days at 
Mills Memorial  Hospital  
following her Sept. II abortion 
before she was transferred to 
Vancouver Sept. 14. She went 
into a coma and died that night 
in St. Paul's Hospital. 
" I t 's  not going to bring my 
daughter back, but I need to 
know what happened," George 
says. "Some days everything 
comes back to me and I go 
through it all over again. I feel 
like I,ve been robbed of 
something." 
The ordeal of waiting in the 
hospital still haunts her. 
"There are times when I get 
off work, when I'm walking 
home alone andit just hits me. 
And I can still hear her last 
words to me before she went un- 
conscious at the hospital." 
'"Mom help me.' That's all 
that I could hear. 'Morn help 
me.' But I couldn't •help her 
then - -  she was in so much 
pain." 
When Myrna was taken in for 
a second operation to determine 
where she was hemorrhaging, 
Maureen said the family was 
told Myrna was "asleep and do- 
ing fine" and it was suggested 
that the family go home and do 
the same. 
But Maureeg, ~ay&d.~nd,w.at- 
l ,¢:~ { J .  t .'1 I~' *rl ~'l, | IiI ~ t I J.= t~ i .  ~,; '1~ ' :~ V!" cnea net aaugnter in . Intensive 
care. Sfli6"f,6h'fii5 :~6tilt '  fi6fi' f hat 
JUST MEMORIES: Maureen George looks at PhotograPhs o f  her,,19r, year,-old,~,augbt~r~My.r.l~a,~who  
died last fall of abortion complications . . . .  ~ :~,~,~. ,~. . .~ : .~ . ,~ . .  ,, , , . , .~ ,~, .~, . ,~T~r . ,  . . . . .  .~,,-~,~:,,,:~,= ,,..~v 
Myrna George 
Myrna was in a coma. 
That night Myrna was flown 
south to St. Paul's Hospital• 
The family flew down on a 
separate flight. 
When they found Myrna - -  
being wheeled on a gurney by 
hospital staff in Vancouver --  
George demanded to know 
what was happening. 
"When they said her heart 
stopped beating I just went 
crazy," she recounted, 
Myrnawrote poetry, enjoyed 
life and was always happy, her 
mother says. 
"Her and (boyfriend) Ron 
had planned to get married," 
she said. "One day I found a list 
of who her bridesmaid was go- 
ing to be, who was going to be 
her maid of honour." 
George said she heard about 
another abortion complication 
that took place at Mills 
Memorial earlier this month. 
"They moved a lot faster this 
time than they did with my 
daughter," she notes. "I guess 
they figure I'm just going to 
drop it and forget about it. But 
something has to be done." 
Myrna George leaves behind 
her two children - -  three-year- 
old Alyssa and one-year-old 
Tristin. 
"She loved her children," 
George said. But my grBnds0n 
IS, not going to  know his 
mother." 
Nobody Knows More About Freshness 
* Assorted ,r 
Varieties j 
,? 
iJ 
THUH6UA Y I I-tllu~ Y 
FEBRUARY 27 | 2 FEBRUARY 8 I 
AGEL MANIA 
• Reg. Price 
1.69/1 O0g 
• Reg. Price 
.89/100g 
SATUROAY" 
FEBRUARY 29 
ROYAL NUT MIX 
• 100g 
MIX NUTS 
C 
• lOOg 
CALIFORNIA GROWN 
BROCCOLI 
• 108kg 
C 
LB 
HALF PORK LOINS 
S 91l 
• Cut Into Chops 
• Rib or Tenderloin 
Ends LB 
• 4.39kg 
COKE OR SPRITE 
o Diet or regular, Coke ~ 6 8  
Classic Caffeine Free Diet 
Coke, Canada Dry - Sugar 
Free or Regular- Ginger or 
Lemon Ale * Plus 
= * 2 litres Deposit 
STORE 
HOURS: 
Monday 9 am. 2 pm 
Tuesday 9 am. 9 pm 
Wednesday 9 am. 9 pal 
. Thursday 9 am. 9 pm 
Friday 9 am. 9 pm 
Saturday 9 am. 6 pm 
Sunday 10 am. 6 pm 
A A 
e 
CHIM0 HOME 
DELIVERY 
Service available 7days a week 
SENIORS FREE 
We reserve the dght to limit 
quan'd'des • zeny no raiecheck= 
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Wage warriors 
• Perhaps it's still Christmas and 
perhaps the school district is Santa 
Claus. Taxpayers will have to be 
forgiven for making that assumption 
judging from the most recent contract 
agreed to by the school district. The con- 
tract is a one-year deal, to run out this 
June 30, giving maintenance, custodial 
and outside workers increases in the 
eight per cent range. 
A reasonable person can't fault a 
union for getting the best deal it can 
from an employer. And a reasonable 
person could assume that this contract, 
because it takes in a portion of last year, 
mirrors the one the district has with its 
teachers. That deal, signed in 1991, gives 
teachers even per cent in each of two 
years. 
But a reasonable person also knows 
that the government-financed gravy 
train has pulled into its last station. 
That's why it's interesting to consider 
why a school district would agree to such 
a contract at a time when the provincial 
government has put the clamps on more 
spending. 
By the sounds of things, the much- 
abused taxpayer is going to be paying 
more income taxes this spring as it is. 
There seems to be a real problem bet- 
ween the province communicating its 
position that there isn't more money 
with those that receive it. 
The irony is that for years school 
districts and other public sector bodies 
argued long and loud that their ability to 
function was being hurt by  provincial 
budget control. That valiant position can 
°nly be undercut with increases °f this G t ! ks  
kind in this day and age. overnmen wa 
For better or for worse, the previous 
provincial government was rigid in its 
Sg:gjeti°~n, mei:w;i~p~lebt'a~lU~tha!!:10ol:~hilch!~ 1 b u d get h i g h w i re 
districts and the like would strike hard VICTORIA-- If Premier Har- 
bargains. In this case, it looks like that 
didn't happen. 
R,umours, rumours 
dian Tire. In the best tradition of all 
bureaucracies, the corporation says there 
is a long and involved system of dispos- 
ing 9 f government-owned land. In other 
words, nobody can swoop in overnight 
and sew up a deal. 
But all rumours have some kind of 
foundation. So when the Canadian Tire 
one is bandied about it raises the ques- 
tion of what this city should - -  or will - -  
look like over the next 20 years. 
And that brings us to what was once a 
news story but which has now sadly slip- 
ped to rumour status --  plans by the city 
for a new official community plan. The 
longer the plan takes to come about, the 
more difficult it will be to place the city 
in the right position to provide for its 
residents. 
Life would be pretty boring without 
rumours. They make coffeeshop conver- 
sations fun, add zest to parties and fuel 
'~heated ebate in darkened, corners. ~.°f 
bars. 
Aside from reports of Elvis sightings 
in the Skeena Mall, one of the more in- 
teresting rumours to circulate from time 
to time is that of Canadian Tire coming 
to Terrace. It's a natural given that the 
city is establishing itself as the service 
centre for the northwest. 
The rumour gains speed when tied to 
mention of various pieces of vacant pro- 
perty. How about he correctional centre 
site? It's soon to be vacated when a new 
one is built. 
B.C. Buildings Corporation gladly 
reports that it isn't talking with Cana- 
I,N 
Consumer lament 
The Swiss army knife last 
year celebrated its 100th birth- 
day. Whoever designed it must 
have ant ic ipated today 's  
packaging. It's the perfect ool 
for gaining entry. 
Ever since the Tylenol scare, 
manufacturers have been devis- 
ing tamper-proof packaging. 
But the older I get, the less time 
- -  and patience - -  I have to 
cope with it. And the more tools 
I need. 
Food packaging has become 
so  impenetrable, a lost hiker 
loaded with emergency rations 
but no axe, could starve. Even 
crackers are vacuumed into 
plastic more tear-resistant than 
the Sky-dome's fabric roof. 
Jars of salad dressing and 
bottles of over the counter 
medicine have plastic collars 
tougher to remove than a sales 
tax. Opening a container of 
yogurt is hazardous. It calls for 
puncturing the foil with an awl 
powered by relentless hammer 
blows, then carefully peeling it 
back in strips to avoid paper 
cuts. 
Supplies arrive bound by 
more layers of tape than last 
season 's  hockey  stick. Halfway 
through unwrapping the goods ,  
I have to stop for a vacation. 
As for general packaging, 
shoplifting has led to rigid over- 
sized display backings. Packag- 
ing so far our-weighs and out- 
fits the product, you can leave a 
/ 
Foods didn't have to be served 
in single portion containers with 
pry-loose lids. 
We mailed Christmas parcels 
cross country wrapped in a layer 
of brown paper sealed with 
three dabs of red sealing wax 
and one round of butcher's tr- 
ing. No more. Even a Kraft car- 
ton trussed in a roll of two inch 
cellophane tape may arrive 
rescued in a plastic bag with a 
zip lock. 
The Swiss army knife comes 
in many models. The one with a 
blade, screwdriver, corkscrew 
and scissors -- plus a crowbar 
- -  should equip me to penetrate 
most packaging. 
court wants to make good on 
his promise to balance the pro- 
vincial budget over the term of 
his government's current man- 
date, he's got his work cut out 
for him. 
A couple of weeks ago, 
cabinet got its first look at the 
Treasury Board's spending 
plan for the next fiscal year. 
According to finance minister 
Glen Clark, it wasn't a pretty 
.sight: .~'  ~;~J ' .~ ~:.~,,;t~n'.,. 
Nobody will say just how 
big the deficit of the current 
budget is going to be, but $2 
billion might turn out to be a 
close guess. 
Keeping the deficit for the 
coming fiscal year under the $2 
billion mark will be a difficult 
task already. But there's also 
the question of the current 
budget deficit, which will pro- 
bably also be around the $2 
billion mark. 
Remember that the current 
budget was never passed by the 
legislature. Most of the day-to- 
day government spending has 
been done by way of supply 
bills and special warrants. 
The supply bills were passed 
by the legislature. They 
authorized the previous 
government to spend a certain 
amount of money, until the 
budget was actually passed. 
But that never happened. 
Enter special warrants. Ever 
since the last legislative session 
collapsed, the previous govern- 
ment, as well as the new one,- 
have kept the province finan- 
cially afloat with special war- 
rants, authorized by cabinet, 
And while the Socreds were 
spending money like mad hat- 
ters, trying to salvage their 
disintegrating administration, 
they kept insisting that the 
deficit was under control, 
As late as last October, dur- 
ing the election campaign, then 
finance minister John Jansen 
stubbornly maintained that the 
deficit was around $580 
million. 
That bubble burst when 
former premier Rita Johnston 
admitted that, yes, the scrapp- 
ing of the Budget Stabilization 
Fund with its non-existing 
money put the actual deficit 
Through 
Bifocals 
by Claudette Sandecki 
rive home with a spool of dental 
floss. 
There's the inch long fuse rat- 
tling inside a plastic dome like 
Midoro Ito practising jumps in 
a vacant quonset rink. Or the 
80-page book disguised as the 
Canadian Encyclopedia by its 
cocoon of bubble cushioning. 
Fifty years ago packaging was 
sensible. Right after the war, 
our town's general store stocked 
peanut butter in five gallon 
pails. Mrs. Marchand would dig 
out the peanut butter with a 
large spoon and scrape it into 
our own Mason jar sitting on 
her counter scale. 
Cheddar cheese came in a 
four inch thick wheel big as a 
washtub, swathed like a mum- 
my in cheesecloth, She would 
tug back the cheesecloth, cut a 
wedge with a wide-bladed knife 
kept under the counter, weigh 
the cheese, and bundle it in wax 
paper. No string. No tape. No 
worry, 
Even in restaurants people 
could be trusted not to muck 
with everything on the table - -  
pats of butter heaped in a 
saucer; milk for many cups of .  
pharmacy  carrying what looks coffee in a pitcher; loose sugar 
like a sheet of wallboard and ar- or unwrapped cubes in a bowl. 
I From the Capital ! by Hubert Beyer . . . . . . .  J," 
closer to $1.2 billion; . . . . . . .  
BUt the Cu/~retit f i l i~  i I~,' 
minister says that Wasn't he ' 
half of it, hinting that the real 
shortfall was closer to $2 
billion. Based on an interest 
rate of 10 per cent, the service 
charges of that $2 billion 
deficit will add at least $200 
million a year to future 
budgets. 
Small wonder the new 
finance minister isn't amused 
and doesn't miss an opportuni- 
ty to elaborate the financial 
mess the Socreds left behind. 
The horror stories they're fin- 
ding out, he says, go beyond 
partisan politics. The word 
nightmare, he says, comes to 
mind. 
Well, if the current budget 
deficit actually comes in at a 
$2 billion deficit, and the new 
budget projects another $2 
billion shortfall, then 
nightmare is probably the right 
word. 
For the past four months, 
the Treasury Board, consisting 
of nine Cabinet ministers, has 
been poring over the figures. 
The nine include the three 
ministers who are spending 
most of the taxpayers' money 
- -  health minister Elizabeth 
Cull, education minister Anita 
Hagen and social services 
minister Joan Smallwood. 
In light of the province's 
tight financial position, they 
have had to make some tough 
choices. All ministries were in- 
structed some months back to 
submit budget estimates that 
are at least five per cent below 
last year's spending. 
Some ministries will have 
their spending severely curtail- 
ed. Nobody should be surpris- 
ed, for instance, if the 
highways budget will be trim- 
med to the bone. Highways 
minister Art Charbonneau has  
alr~aay: Stated tta~t~tie ~ve~ii- 
ment wzll not engage many 
wholesale blacktopping of the 
province. 
Instead, the government is 
concentrating the current level 
of social services. The new 
school lunch program, one of 
the NDP's major election pro- 
mises, is just one example. 
The problem is that 
highways construction and 
maintenance creates jobs, 
school lunch programs don't. 
Clark is quite aware of that. 
" I f  you want to fund a 
school lunch program and you 
don't want to increase the 
deficit, then you have to find 
the money within the budget. 
You have to cut somewhere 
else," he says. 
And cut, they will. This 
NDP government is determin- 
ed to get a second mandate 
from the voters, and if they 
ha~e to be fiscally conservative 
to succeed, they will be conser- 
vative. 
The business community has  
already sensed that Harcourt is 
anything but a socialist when it 
comes to spending money. I
have yet to hear any criticism 
to speak of from business peo- 
ple. 
The question is how the 
traditional NDP supporters 
will react to a budget will pro- 
bably bear close resemblance 
to Bill Bennett's restraint 
budget. It is they Harcourt will 
have to worry about. 
During the party leaders' 
debate on TV, Johnston kept 
prodding Harcourt o~ik ,  e us 
the numbers." He'didn't hen, 
but a few weeks from now, 
she'll get the numbers, in- 
cluding those for which her 
government must accept 
responsibility. 
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I iatlve issues mmssmng aMman side i I 
I'FRRAt'E - l)cbatc surroun- cd mllive culture and society, understanding and support. Long continued, meat out against the debate he said. . i m 
' ' - , , . . . , , . . • i l  a 
duig'uattvc tssues is too ellen Whal he round were mst~tu- Before any relationship can Part of that hstenmg comes over native self-government and What natwe people are say-~ i 
¢ousumcd by power games, tions who assumed their values grow, there has to be that accep- from statements made by native the demands by governments ins is 'your government doesl I 
politics and bureaucracy, says were superior to those of others, tance," he says. leaders in the on-going process that natives give them a defini- not work and that is part of why: ! 
:m Edmonton professor. This assumotion, combined "It's oaternalism to say that of constitutional- an-d- other tion. we don't wan t it',!' added) I 
And that takes away the with officialgovernment policy, we knowthe answer --  that we discussions. He feels what too easily h.ap- Long. - . - , . ~ I 
, ,, pens men is power brokln Long spore in lerrace last human dimension of people has created the problems of to- know what s best for them. One sentence, from Assembly g • ~ . . ', I 
deahn with eo le. sa s Davtd d~(v , . . . . .  . of First Nations 1,'~,~,', ta,,;,~° where politics and bureaucracy night as part oI a nortlaern tec- "; I 
~r°nfglgs~w~t~stit~;tKiYil've~iotl y- s acch~aSceo;nnda~ve lpatokp~egs ;ndttii°emdwt~C~f~re~tmea!~e~;ii LMo !;r'~dattenPt~uarly, caught gd~nl, tWi~!r~ti!te~ngk!dtha~a I sUm~t/e~r~t°~ ~ i~ i l~eSEd nJ I 
ts~gt~ti~Chrtstmnhberal artsm- arnodu_aonftand~n~Sos~nlittth:toft~ ~ learn from us. It's time for us to He said We dont  need IVlulroney or Don Getty saying montonoffersthr°ee-yeardegree [ 
: ,"  - eSx,~er~ences of another sa"s listen for awhile, not to your suppor!,w,nat we. n.eeo, is is that our system of govern- progr~ims. It is inter- I 
:. Long s philosophy is rootea Lea, , : translate things into our own to oe ac.cep.te.a., t ta, l, nl~ that meat in Canada is self- denominational nd one of its I 
,:in the study of how Christian. , s' terms,., not to go out with pre-set captures u nglat there, governing and that we can't main backers is the Christian I 
churches affected and mfluenc- 'Acceptance has to precede pohcles and a pre-set agenda," Long lays that kind of state- decide to do it adifferent way," Reformed Church. I 
   icertain : : t   !nPS land claims', i 
I have never opposed pro- • What is meant by self- I 
vidifigavailable resources, in- government? I 
cludingland in some instances, * What happens if we need ! 
to the various Indian bands in large cash outlays to provide the I 
order that they could become native bands in lieu of lands? I 
not ,~ on ly  self-sufficient but * Would you risk money .in a I 
substantial contributors to the place with such uncertainty I 
economic well-being of our pro- when there are so many other I 
vince, places in the world to invest? | 
I believe this because, without The problem is not people. It I 
finger pointing or laying blame, is not the native people per se. I 
there.was a failure on the part Most of them would be I 
0t' the firs't Europeans to arrive reasonably satisfied with a corn- I 
in this country to provide native fortable home, a decent job, i 
~ie0ple with the education and some security for times of II 
trade Skills necessary to corn- sickness or old age, the oppor- I 
pete-in the :New World which tunity to start a business and H 
was rapidly developing then. employ people etc., etc. I 
Most people today still The problem is not the non~ m 
believe that my position, one native person. They too would l 
that I have enunc iated like to see all of that which the I 
numerous times at various William Vander Zalm average native person would I 
meetings throughout he pro- wish for themselves and their I 
vince, is about what native peo- the insecurity felt by those upon families. 1 
pie are asking for. o f  course, whom we coufit to invest in our The problem is the politi- I 
they are wrong, province, clans, both native and non- I 
: The native people believe they No province in Canada is as native, all of whom" seek power I 
have an inherent right to most affected by land claims as is in one form or another. The I 
of the land in this province. British Columbia. Politicians biggest problem of all is that I 
They have in fact claimed such and pressure groups elsewhere, with greedy power-hungry i 
• eyen though it is not held direct- all with their own agendas, can native and non-native politi- I 
ly '~by title, indirectly through easily say what it is they think clans, each with their own agen- ! 
leasehold or use permit by many we ought to do. But the fact re- da and much of it somewhat I 
individuals and companies as mains that this growing uncer- dishonest. I 
well as various levels of govern- tainty could be one of the big- There will still be talking I 
meat. gest causes for economic tur- about all of this 10 and 20 years I 
Failing our ability to deliver moil in this province for years from now. I 
such land, the natives want to come. That too denies people the I 
• compensation. Not only is this Consider the following and opportunity they are entitled to, I 
the request I have he,axd.many a think abouthow it is you would including the opportunity to I 
time bu~t als0-tfieie ap~g~r~~is,bi~ feel ifry,9.y,',Weg¢,~l~at i vestor in contribute and that too causes ' m 
• d r"~al~'~ii~in~, td' Ihal~e*hny Europe, 'United states; i~£uth uncertainty. | 
settlement " i'eached final and America or Asia: " ~ I 
binding. It would appear they • How would governments deal William Vander Zalm was 1 
want to leave the door open for with your land in attempting to Premier of British Columbia I 
, future generations to claim arrive at a settlement with the from 1986 to 1991. I 
again, native Indian people? During that time, the provin- 1 
If you were one of many who • What will happen to roads, cial government established a I 
has. long misunderstood the railroads, hydro rights-of-way, separate ministry for native aJ- I 
demands we face or one who gas lines and other such in- fairs and entered into, along I 
has agreed with the position put frastructure that transgress land with the federal government, I 
forth by the New Democratic affected by land claims? negot!ations to settle the I 
Party without realizing all the • What happens to the people in Nisga  land claim. Wl 
implications of that, then you whole communities where land Mr. Vander Zalm has " . . , , . . '  ~ I . . . . . . . . . . .  1 " nd wh r "h donated a fee for this article to LARGE AND CONTENTIOUS is the Gltksan and Wet suwet en claim to 54,000 square kllometres of nave reason to  [eet Ingn[enea is eemg c romeo a e e t e J, ./, . . . .  . . . .  • 
~nd in¢.r, r~ hv it .11 ¢ ,c,.~.ct{nn |~ that r,~=m,~,,,~.. - the local unit of  the Canadian northwestern B.C. Although their claim was denied by the B.C. Supreme Court last year, the Gitksan Ii 
If you feel ~nsecure, imagine successful outcome of suc~a Cancer Society/ and Wet'suwet'en are headed to the appeal court this April, " . ;~"  : L I 
I Local'wood for local use , i ,  ! 
[ I ~ ~ "  _ : -  I By RANDY RODGER Orenda representat ives,  m 
m ~ ~ ~ , -  :"  ~ ) Environmental concerns have _ . . . . . .  ' _ . Although not all questions were I 
I [ ~ ' ~  `~ :. l l  a place but economical needs of Excess proms snoulcl De useo for new answered therewere some good li 
I the working layman also should technologies to clean up industrial effluent and positive prospects. I 
I ' " beT~i~hl~n the boundaries,  waste and for more intensive silviculture, notin- They said they can utilize m 
i aisla band wants Oren- vested in buvin~ out other corooratio n~ O r ~,~r 'n  5-foot long and three-inch I 
I I ~ W .  [ das progress stopped for fur- "otitors " diameter chunks of wood. They I 
ther studies H I I " • " could thrive o f f  the waste of 1 
I s not this the B.C.-based these other companies as far as I ! 
I : company whose mill proposal is . am concerned. ' I 
I ] I far cleaner and efficient than Eurocan and Repap, who rape graded for the saw logs and the If they are cleaner and more I 
I Eurocan or Repap's mill in this off the local forests and launder pulp_ . . . . .  left on the hillsides to rot. efficient.' ' ~ they should be the | 
i area? . profits off in distant cities, pro- [nese mg corporations now standard If the others can't 1 
I ~ "  ~ ~/  ~ " ~ ~ " L ] This hi-tech mill can be a vinces and lands while the local a mega profit one year then a ,,,r,~,.,,',~, ~om,~ete hen start m 
i" '~. E )  u' ~ cleaner standard by which the people just scrape by and watch see  e loss the next . Where has tak n~ a i  = way annual nercenta~es •! 
I . _ . . . . .  or  their AAC untd they are on m others should be obligated to the wasteful logging practices the previous profit gone? • . i follow. Protest should be pointed at the neeos el the tocaJ eco- par 1 
[ ~rff(~ (~ j ~]  [!~i~,!! ! . _ ...~. ~[ '.": ~.".". ~ Orenda seems more logical the forest service which is just system, and people should, come O'r take away their TFLs and I 
now after the B.C. government another bureaucratic puppet first. Excess profits should be split them ut~ between the l 
passed new emission laws. service to the big boys, who used for new technologies to natives and otl~er locals so, that I 
I ~ ~ ; 7  _±_ [ We have to step forward in seem to snub or ignore alternate clean up industrial effluent and the working forest can be tliiliz- l 
m i this area in economical develop- wood utilization practices waste and for more intensive ed to ~ts' fulles,t benefitting I 
i i ~ - -~l went of a port and other in- presented to them. sdwculture, not mvested m buy- more in our area than a few far m 
dustry or there will be more lean show examples of set- ing out other corporations or wa • . a y 
I )F;:! °~E~" i '~*~i i~  ='° unemployment and other tings logged by pulp and paper competltorstobulld a monopo- ! 
] I / ~ n ~ d ' - P a p o r  M,~ ]l negative side effects to follow, companies and you would not ly or monies being sent out of Randy Rodger is a failer and I 
I I ,0., .ooo,,,., II xr any industrial companies even think they were logged, the country, has lived in Terrace for 26 I 
! sh•••dbepr•t•stedagai•st•itisTheywe•en•t-theywe•ehigh•ta•kedwithandquesti•nedyea•s. I 
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Dear Sir: 
Canadians have worked 
too long and hard to build up 
Canada to let George Bush 
and Brian Mulroney ruin the 
country for the sake of their 
fantasy called the New 
World Order. 
Already statistics are 
revealing the grim reality of 
our times. Out of 75,000 
New world means new problems 
next on the list. Good luckl treasures together for thelast them? 
Other figures indicate that 
the ones being hardest hit by 
the recession are people with 
a high school education or 
less. Fewer people with a 
post-secondary education are 
out of work. 
But as the industrial state 
crumbles in the recession, 
yuppies and bureaucrats are 
bankruptcies in 1991, 62,000 
were consumer bankruptcies. 
This begs the question: how 
do you operate a consumer 
society if you've free traded 
Canadian jobs to Mexico and 
abroad? 
It may be cheaper to pro- 
duce goods in the exploited 
Third World but who in 
Canada is going to buy 
Show your pride with 
end to discrimination 
Dear Sir: 
Hello there! Not very long 
ago I wrote a letter about at- 
titudes toward different peo- 
ple and the consequences of 
those actions. 
Racism is a very ugly word 
and it touches the hearts of 
all of us. 
Racial discrimination has 
killed and injured thousands 
of people and it's gotten so 
out of hand the United Na- 
tions has declared March 21 
International Day for the 
E l iminat ion  o f  Racial 
Discriminationl 
On March 21, 1960, 
peaceful  demonstrators  
against apartheid were 
wounded and killed (also 
known as the Sharpeville 
Massacre). 
~ CORRECTION 
in this week's Kmart flyer the follow- 
ing errors have occurred: 
Due to unforeseen circumstances 
the 'Lisa J' Cosmetics featured on 
Page 1 will not be available for this 
event. 
The Ladles' Work Oxfords featured 
or] Page 8 are not Canadlm msdeas 
appears on the illustration, 
We apologize for any Inconve- 
nience this may have caused. 
Kmart Canada Limited 
O 
, 0 
O 
I have yet to see Terrace 
take part in Canada's cam- 
paign against racism. This 
program has been taking 
place since 1989. Especially 
today with so much uncer- 
tainty in Canada's unity with 
the aboriginais needing to be 
a distinct society and the 
Quebecers needing to be 
distinct and everybody else 
wondering where exactly it is 
they belong. 
It's easy to see why so 
many people would turn to 
racism as the answer. If you 
hate racism speak out against 
it. Believe in yourself -- you 
are an original. Did you 
know 94 per cent of Cana- 
dian job agencies are asked 
when looking for an apart- 
ment. 
You are probably wonder- 
ing what you can do to start 
eliminating racism and racial 
discrimination. 
First of all, get involved - -  
write an article, prepare a 
class project, organize a film 
night, write to your elected 
representatives. 
You see it all starts with 
you. So come on Terrace get 
a leg up. 
You always hear on the 
radio and TV - -  Come on 
Terrace show your pride. 
How can we be proud if there 
is still racism in our com- 
munity. 
Let's get involved and do 
In the cycles of recessions 
and boom periods there has 
never been such a social pat- 
tern of violence before. Even 
Bonny and Clyde have 
nothing on today's youth. 
Already there has been an 
increase in suicides and crime 
as a result of the recession. 
Given the statistics of crime 
and violence before the reces- 
sion it boggles the mind when 
one contemplates what it will 
be like in a few years when 
hurting people really start 
going Bonny and Clyde. 
I really don't think the 
ivory tower economists with 
their $60,000 a year incomes 
have any idea what's about 
to come down. If Robocop 
was supposed to be futuristic 
then the future is now. 
l 'm often accused of being 
partial to James 5 in the Bi- 
ble: "Go to now, ye rich 
men, weep and howl for your 
miseries that shall come upon 
you. You have heaped 
,/ 
days. Your riches are cor- 
rupted, and your garments 
are motheaten. Your gold 
and silver is cankered; and 
the rust of these shall be a 
witness against you, and 
shall eat your flesh as it were 
(nuclear) fire. Behold the 
hire of the labourers, who 
have reaped down your 
fields, whom you have ex- 
ploited by fraud - -  their cries 
have entered into the ears of  
the Lord. you have lived in 
pleasure on the earth and 
have been wanton; you have 
nourished your hearts as in 
the day of slaughter. You 
have condemned and killed 
the just..." 
Greed and gullibility have 
insured that this recession is 
going to be a long period of  
fasting and attrition before 
people wake up and smell the 
rotting economic adaver. 
Brian Gregg, 
Terrace, B.C. 
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS...IF 
:YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE... 
Wherever you move the Welcome 
Wagon hostess is the righ! person to 
help you lind a ~lace in your new 
Community. 
' Karen 638-0707 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO, 
...c.,,,, ,PALACE....c.,,,, 
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When you visit a travel agency, come prepared with J i / ~ x  ( \  Association Hockey Society Swim Club I Anti Poverty Terrace Local I Skating 
plenty of questions -- this will help you and the agent .'% ~ ~"~:..~ 
nar row down your cho ices . ,  ..Hgrg, ar~.~;,...s~pting of  "L~,~%\" '~ " ~r 22, , ,  ...... ,23 . . ,  [24  ,.~,q) l~ uLulqt~ :Rnyal. *Order of L/Parapegc ~ 1 " ) 1 " 7  Cnadian I 0 (;2 Little 
questions to consider ",~ . . . . . .  .~W~,,,,.~.,,~ ~3;~B&-"  d:'. ~ ::Ter~ice~:-4 ~!Teri~ee I Kermode ,Tei-racefi~ ~ ~'~"Pu~r~e'~ ...... ' A s s o c l a t i o n ~  
What type of vacation to'you enjOy"the;most? If water;l~_..," i ~ ~ l i  Athletic Minor I Friendship "Peaks / ' ~ French. | Terrace . N.T.C. I Shames . 
sports are Important, here are cruises which speclalize....~_~.,,~e ,t H I I  Association Baseball t Society Gymnastics / Anti-P0verty Terrace Local Ski Club 
in everything from scuba and snorkeling to sailing, Ar ". ~"~,g!.~\ in~|  
you an adventure seeker? lf so, manycrulsesofferop---'~-'~..,~ wn 29 30 13! 
portunitles to explore exotic and natural wonders, Is ~ "~-n 
shopping important? Many itineraries include stops at ~ t"-~| Terrace Terrace I Kermode 
pods famous for bargain shopping, _~-,,3~.~1"r~'~ ~ ~i;N Community Minor I Friendship 
Where and when do you want to go? Cruise lines ~ ~ ~ B Band Baseball I Society 
have developed a wide and diverse range of itinerary ~ ~/~ 
endchancesarey°u'llflndacrulsethatg°aswhereverT=i= !-l-z#= i J~ Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 1i:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
you want to go. While the Caribbean remains very i~ J .J. 
popular, you can also visit other exciting ports in Asia, i~/,~.J.~..,i~.t'~ 
Europe, South America, the South Pacific and other 
special places through the year, Before you visit your 
travel agency, review the costs of prior vacations, Was 
the total price a comparable land vacation. Keep In mind ) p~'~,~.~ ~. 
cruises are all inclusive; so you need not worry about 
budget -c runch ing  surpr i ses .  
Choosing a cruise Is an exciting process, and since 
cruising Is now more affordable than ever, you can start 
planning your next cruise and your next visit to your i ~ ' ~  "//= 
travel agency -- nowl Whatever cruise you choose, 
you'll choose to cruise again and again, 
FIRST CHOICE TRAVEL 
"FOR PEOPLE 
GOING PLACES" 
4736 LAKELSE AVENUE 
TERRACE,  B .C .  V8G 1 R6  
635-2277 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
.~ Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games  Doors 9:30 p.m. Games  10:00 p.m. 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
"R's ne by... 
2 
and it's free!" 
?, 
FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
BRIDAL SHOW 
On 
SATURDAY, FEB. 29, 1992 
DOORS OPEN 7:00 p.m. 
SHOW STARTS 8:00 p.m. 
INN OF THE WEST BANQUET ROOM 
The Following Participants Invite you 
To Pick Up Your Invitation 
UNIQUELY  YOURS BRIDAL  BOUTIQUE & FASHIONS 
HEATHERS BALLOON MAGIC  & FLOWERLAND LTD.  
JONS PHOTO 
IMAGES BY  KARLENE 
ROSES LADLES FASHIONS 
CUSTOM V IDEO 
CARMENS K ITCHEN 
JOE  A. BARBOSA - -  TERRACE REALTY  
INN OF  THE WEST 
ASHBURY 'S  
! .... C .d . 'S  ELECTROLYS IS  
F IRST  CHOICE TRAVEL  
F ree  Gifts,  Door  Pr izes ,  Fash ion  Show 
Champagne and  Hors  D 'Oeuvres  
GRAND PRIZE 
$600 IN GIFT CERTIFICATES 
I/ 
Help with your  taxes is probably c loser than you think. We're 
opeh ing  a temporary  tax off ice right in your  area! You can 
choose from a variety of  f6rms, guides and pamphlets ,  or  talk 
to  us about your  tax situation. If you  have quest ions about  any  
of  your  tax papers ,  br ing them along. We'll be  happy  to give 
you the answer, 
Skeena Mall 
,, 400 :' 4741 Lakelse Avenue 
• Terrace, B.C. " . . . .  
" Open from Mar. 03 
to Mar. 07/92 
During Regular Mall  Hours 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  I l l  . . . . . . . . . . . .  [ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  |nil n i ml m i nlnnn m ............................... 
Icy image 
WINTER'S LATE arrival last week provided a bit of rare 
scenery this year. This frozen waterfall near Gossen Creek ex- 
emplified that the cold weathel ~ can strike anywhere, at any 
time. 
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Trail developer waiting 
for government response 
TERRACE m Seven Sisters "The issue of the disputeon the evenutally be worked out. to look at placing the develop- 
Ventures Inc. is the sole remain- 
ing applicant for a licence to 
build a wilderness hiking resort 
near here. 
But lands ministry officials 
admit they don't yet know how 
the proposal will be judged. 
" It 's not clear what the next 
stage is ,"  regional lands 
manager Jim Yardley said, ad- 
ding the ministry is waiting for 
Victoria to decide how the new 
policy on granting such licences 
should evolve. 
He was speaking after a com- 
peting application for a com- 
mercial backcountry recreation 
licence, from the Gitksan eagle 
clan of  Gitwangak, was rejected 
last month. 
"The application from the 
eagle clan didn't meet some of 
the basic requirements of the 
proposal call," Yardley said. 
He said the eagle clan didn't 
provide the required $10,000 
leRer of credit or a sufficiently 
detailed business plan, 
The Gitksan have said they 
will oppose any tour ism 
business venture in the area that 
isn't agreed to by the hereditary 
chiefs. 
They have so far been at odds 
With Seven Sisters Ventures 
president Titus Nelson over his 
plan for a wilderness hiking and 
skiing resort on the north side 
of the Skeena River, opposite 
the Seven Sisters mountains. 
"I don't think the process is 
going to go anywhere," said 
Gitksan spokesman Don Ryan. 
land is still there. The Delgam 
Uukw (Gitksan land claim ap- 
peal) case is going ahead April 
6. Yardley and those guys can 
say whatever they want - -  I 'm 
not worried about it." 
Ryan says natives filed their 
application last fall to put their 
plans for an overall resource 
planning process into the public 
record. 
He said the eagle clan wants 
an overall development s rategy 
worked out that would set out 
provisions for selective logging, 
fishing, trapping, mushroom 
picking and tourism. He said 
they oppose any piecemeal ap- 
proach of granting development 
licences before that strategy is 
finished. 
" I f  you turn a given area into 
an exclusive type of tenure, 
you're excluding options," he 
explained. 
Nelson says he will wait for 
the province to decide what's 
going on with the tenure gran- 
ting system before attempting to 
negotiate with area natives 
again. 
"There is currently no con- 
sensus (among the natives)," 
Nelson said. "Don Ryan is 
beating around the bush with 
his public statements. But the 
real issue is that there is no con- 
sensus. ' ' 
He said there will probably be 
no productive talks between the 
Gitksan and his company until 
there is agreement. 
But Nelson believes adeal can 
He said it's clear the eagle 
clan application wasn't a com- 
petitive application, but rather a 
statement designed to further 
their land claim. 
And he says some cooperative 
arrangement may still make it 
possible for the development to
go ahead without undermining 
the Gitksan land claim. 
"'What's important to them is 
land ownership," he said. 
"And land ownership isn't im- 
portant o us." 
Nelson said he is continuing 
ment elsewhere. His company 
has been looking at the Wood 
River wilderness area in Wyom- 
ing as well as the Siberian 
wilderness of the eastern Soviet 
Government regulation is 
easier, he said, and natives eem 
more eager to cut a deal that 
would bring in tourism dollars. 
Nelson's company proposes 
an 11,000-square foot lodge 
near Dorreen, numerous remote 
cabins and bridges connected by 
55 miles of trails in the Fiddler 
Creek area. 
Arson nearly 
claims store 
TERRACE - -  A local corner 
store had a narrow escape from 
destruction after an arsonist 
struck in the early hours of 
Saturday morning, Feb. 15. 
John's Grocery at the corner 
of Loen and Munroe was one of 
two places to be hit by the 
firebug. In the other incident, a 
fire was set outside the front 
doors of Skeena Jr. Secondary 
school, just across Munroe 
from the store. 
Owner John Groot said he ar- 
rived at the store just after 6 
a.m. to find it full of smoke. He 
woke up the people in the living 
quarters attached and then call- 
ed the fire department. 
Groot said the fire was 
started on the outer wall of the 
store and when he arrived .the 
flames were just beginning to 
lick up the interior walls toward 
the ceiling. 
Fire chief Bob Beckett said 
the timing of Groot's arrival 
was fortunate because another 
half hour and the building 
would have been fully ablaze. 
It was also fortunate the. 
goods stored on shelves against 
the burning wall had been non- 
cumbustible. 
Noting the school fire had 
been set at approximately 4
a.m., Beckett said it was likely 
the John's Grocery arson had 
occurred at about the same 
time. 
The store was closed for 
several days for repairs. 
; FURNITURE LTff"~" :' 
I Since 1963 : BI 
OVERSTOCKED We need 
reduce Ir 
Feb. 29th is 
Year End WY 
Some 
I 
/ 
FURNITURE & APPLIANCE LTD, 
Since 1963 
Name: 
Address :  
• Phone:  
J !~)  Enter At The Store Only 
4501 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
I 
ENTRYQI  ::) 
FORM 
No Purchase 
Necessary 
L E 
eV'S, STEREOS, LIVING FI()OM, BEDROOM, 
RES, KITCHEN SUITES AND ACCESSORIES 
: i; Sokk, f 'may  be sl ightly distressed. 
UR 
' i 
. . ' , .  
TURE & APPLIANCE I'D' i 
Since 1963 
Some sale items may be slightly distressed. 
ALL." ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE 
!: l, vl sA i.,.,=. 
!i:: . . . .  ••i ~ : . . . . . . . .  ~ ?i: (~:I/::YI :¸¸  l , I ¸ 
4501 Lakelse Ave', Terrace, B.C. 638-1158 
ili i i -  ¸ :Y  ¸:¸: • 
i~ !'/ 
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SKEENA Belting & Rubber Services 
t " " -~-=, , , ,~- ,~ -~- -~ '~.  ,~, ~-~.,. ..... ,.-.--~ ,, ~ Inflatable Boat 
~ ~ ~ ~  Repairs 
Durable • High Quality • Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize In conveyor belt Installations, splicing and 
repairs, vulcanizing and pulley logging 
124 HOUR SERVICE I 638-0663 
(/~ ~ ' BRIDAL BOUTIQUE 
" ~ r e s s e s  * Invitations 
" • Tuxedo Rentals * Lingerie 
if/ • Grad & Party Dresses * Wedding Cakes 
Complete wedding service to make 
v that day 'Uniquely Yours' 
4617 B Lakelse Ave., 638-1  773  
BLAKEBURN FAMILY 
WOODWORKS 
Personal ~ Service 
For All Your Cabinet and Finishing Needs 
. . Residential nd Commercial . 
Cabinet Refacing 
Phone 635-4250 GORDON BLAKEBURN 
SPRING CLEANING SPECIAL 
Carpets In Any 
Three Rooms... 49 95 
~ ~  .. I , ,BAT ,  ES  0 N ........... [ ' " ..... " .......... " ~ "= ....... " ......... 
~ - I 
• , ' , ' FOR ALL YOUR CLEANING NEEDS 
Terrace & Kit imat Bui lding Maintenance 
Insured 635"6772 Bonded 
I 
• LANQ MOBILE  RADIO I -~UUUUU 
CANADA LTD. 
I;'~l L~ MobllesStatlingAs.LowAs$699 
, Portables Starting As Low As $519 
" .. Rugged & Reliable 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
No. 4-5002.Pohle 638-0261 
When you gotta' have it, We'll delivet'itl 
. . ) "'1 
, i ......... 
"Our expediting service will save your company money" 
CHIM0 DELIVERY 638-8531] 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
FUN'E R  L H ME 
/ " .  . . . .  , /  , ,, 
Box 247, Stn, thers~B.C. .  84.7-2441 fA ' . D i rec tor  A]  i~ hr~i t .," ,~ ~'~ .~ '  ' , Professional counsellir~9 ,, / '~ ~~ 
Memorial markers i ' -  ..... ! ~ '~ 
1 Grave covers [ . . ,~ "',, .~ Funeral 
Cremat ion  ,,:, • .,,.,. ~, Association 
  KEEN  
L E C T R I C  
P.O. Box 27"1, Terroce, B.C. V8G 4A2 
(604) 635-6988 
Class A Electrical Contractors 
For All Your Service & Contracting Needs 
PHILIP HUSTAD Reg. No. 17522 
Thornhill Electric 
• Residential & Commercial Wiring 
• 24.hr. Answering Se~ice ....... ..... , i, ,: ........ 
. . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  . " . • 
635-9787 
3532 Oid Lakelse Lake Rd. Rick Mccarron 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 5A7 Registration No. 16984 Proprietor 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave.. Terrace 
Direcfors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER 
mo,=e PI"~"'s 24 HOUR 
8, man,merits Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, Kltimat, Smlthers 635"2444 
& Prince Rupert 
A 
Funera l  Serv ice  
Assoc ia l ion  
ftairwav  
SALON BARBER SHOP 
4646 l . ske lse  Ave., Terrace, B.C. 635"5727 or 635-4555 
~'~'  ' I 
IS. ,;. 
--., t .:, , ;,,,,.i 
;/,: , , : " 
., ; T ' 
" 3 : , i il 
, A 
? ?: ~: ? i ~,; 
! 
SKEENA HEATING SERVICES INC. 
Bonded "A" Class Gas Fitter 
FOR ALL HEATING INSTALLATION AND SERVICE 
INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL 
CALL STAN HOLLAND 
635-7979 (Fax) 635-2208 
KITIMAT - TERRACE LIMOUSINE SERVICE 
632-4499 
o r ... ,: ?."'~*~ ~~ :~ :;
632-5585 
• .'~FOR~THAT SPECIAL OCCASION" 
Celebrate in extravagance; 
Create an unforgettable memory . . . .  
• Featuring: bar, TVIVCR, stereo system 
RESERVE EARLY N0n-Sm0klng Vehicle 
TOLSEC 
LOCK& KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLl. FREE --  1-800-661-2676 
. .  _ _ . . . . .  @A 
~ r ' l l Z  ~ I I IR ' I  . . .  SINCE 1955 
TRANSPORTA TION 
- -SYSTEMS LTD- -  
Daily freight sendce ex Vancouver 
TEL: (604) 635.2728 
I FAX: (604) 635-7197 . . . MENIBEROF~ 
3111BLAKEBURN ST., TERRACE, Et.C. VSG3J1 
~ Skeena Valley 
VIDEO CLINIC 
Specializing in repairs to: 
• VCRs * Camcorders * CD Players * 
[ make it work for you/ 
202-4716 Lazelle Avenue 635-7762 
Bonnie's RICHARDS ON EMERSON 
The Drycleaner & Shirt Laundry I I C U ~ ~  ~_ . r |  I 
NEWLY RENOVATED LAUNDROMAT "" 
A T I ~ "%Ch'~. . I 
__. ,_ . .  ~. ,  _ o . . . -  . =.,~n _ _ J I I WE FEATURE AN EXCITING NEW SPECIAL I 
Mui lUU ,.1at. O i:l, I I I, ;~, ~31J .111, LM y P " "  J I I EVERY WEEK. CALL US FOR DETAILSl I 
. ' ° ' / $ 
3223EMERSON 635 5119 BACHELO, SERV'CE I I Perm Spec,al 49.00=o,,,,.,. ]
OPEN DAILY 7A.M. -- 8 P.M, 6-4717 Lakelse Ave., Terrace B.C. 635-3637 
z~,:~ W~dshield Repair/Replacements 
~ ; ~ ' I  • Auto Glass 
~]~Z~/4~.~ o ICBC Replacements 
~ ~ ~ I  ,Mirrors 
T ~ ~ i  • Windows 
~ ~ ~ - x ~  • Sealed Units 
 L-C'S GLASS LTD 
-, ~- - - - -~ ' -~/~ 3720 River Drive Terrace 
_ C~ 638-8001, !n Kitimat 632-4800 
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Anti-vandalism gears up OUT AND ABOU ] " 
for official march start TERRACE--C:rtersJeweller'~ : bto e-'~t[the'~fo'--~ashare 
TERRACE --The chamber of 
commerce Will have its Vandal 
Watch tips phone line set up 
early next month. 
People with information on 
acts of vandalism will be able to 
give information in confidence 
by calling 635-5556. 
" In return, they'll be eligible 
for rewards of between $200 
and $500 if the information 
results in a conviction. 
L The chamber has set up an ac- 
count from which interest will 
be taken to pay the rewards. 
• Eligibility for the awards will 
be determined by a committee, 
said chamber spokesman Doug 
Smith last week. 
Those phoning in with infor- 
mation will be given a file 
number to preserve their 
anonymity, he said. 
The  phone line will be 
answered in person when possi- 
ble and it will be connected to 
an answering machine other- 
wise. 
VAN DAL WATCH received a boost last week when B.C. Tel donated an answenng machine. That's Ter- 
race and District Chamber of Commerce manager Bobbie Phillips with B.C. Tel representative Denise 
Sawtell. The chamber of commerce phone tips project officially starts next week. B.C. Tel also donated 
to the reward pool that's being set up. 
Fuel product ready to flow soon 
TERRACE--Railcars fullof a tion by the end of January," 
said Lynn Rogers of Chevron, a
half-owner in the MTBE effort. 
Chevron and the other half- 
owner, Finnish-based Heste 
Canada Inc., are going to pro- 
duce MTBE under a company 
called Alberta Envirofuels Inc. 
Its $390 million plant in Ed- 
monton will use butane and 
natural gas feedstock to pro- 
duce the additive. 
The first primary market for 
MTBE is California which has 
some of the toughest air emis- 
sion regulations in the world, 
"Chevron USA is already 
producing MTBE. This facility 
(in Edmonton) is a state of the 
art, first of its kind in Canada," 
she added. 
Nearly all of the initial 12,000 
barrel a day capacity of the 
plant will go to California and it 
is designed so it can be expand- 
ed, said Rogers. 
"As with any other product, 
we expect MTBE will flow to its 
natural market," she con- 
tinued• 
Alberta Envirofuels was first 
formed by Neste and Petrocan. 
:Chevron bought outPetrocan's 
flew, environmentally-friendly 
fuel additive should be rolling 
through town by next month. 
The additive will be produced 
at a plant in Edmonton and 
shipped to new storage facilities 
at Ocel0t in Kitimat for transfer 
tO ocean-going tankers. 
: MTBE (methyl tertiary butyl 
ether) is in high demand because 
it makes gasoline burn cleaner 
and lowers overall pollution 
emissions, ays a spokesman for 
the project. 
"We're going fiat out to be 
~eady for commercial, prodac,:~:~,~said~gers. 
!. 
THE SECRET OF 
OUR SUCCESS 
Stel l)det.  d ~-,8 " " "~ 
C. V#~ tl~S . 
ROd ~rl k : ¢604)635.2~46 
interest late last year. 
And as the Edmonton plant 
readies for production, storage 
and transfer facilities con- 
structed by Ocelot in Kitimat 
are ready, says Ocelot manager 
Bill Eynon. 
"We can receive at any  
time," said Eynon of a $15 
million project which was com- 
pleted in late January. 
It consists of a new rail spur 
to the Ocelot facility, a new 
holding tank for the additive 
and equipment to transfer 
MTBE to waiting ships, i 
h e 
the e~ ~ be amen.  °W.fn o 
AS the  "~kin' - gaUg~=d b -  u #an, JJ~v = WithA d w ,:Us ,...o ,.o,0, o0,4.0:::o:: 0:: :: 
~.[~:~,~ S CC RNATM/NG FAN ~ ppoz~( n.2.1 902~j t n . . .  % 
"t~TURDAY, FEB t, "edlee' ur t l ty  . Oto: e*" ~ctt'eZ~ •  0,0o ~.~-'~-~. - ,,. .............. .o~ , . .  °oo,°, oo =.° .  . ,  oo,: . . . .  , . ,  
• ,,... ,&,,,i I..,.¢ s~,ec.¢,~ ~eda[e,~ @ve/-it ~ ~ ~tOrno~ u.. TO- ~tSo~ 
[~_,-;;0o~,-~7 / ~ \x¢, "% ~,.o. 'o ~o.,., .. "","" ,, 0..,._"°'°~'" °'°'--,0.°°~'°°"°°e ,,o" ,. / 
l Friday, J r -  ~ *- " ~  tho " ~a,  and -n z h.ar ~e out ee a~ Joj t.h.,r, / • ~ tlave etp o -et~ 8 ta u~ I,: l~/_~l,: II / ~ I ~ / ~ "  etleitted Ouz- Per 100 poop./aP they  rae.*  to / 
t h~ 
/, ~ ~'. ' . 1 ~ .  09 ml even ! "t'~rrae ~ 
" ~ ;!o4>, ~"?>-,-~ ' ,~:,"" ..... 
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Janet Viveiros Marlee Paterson-•--s-am-coiiier 
I Advertising Consultant Advertising Manager Advertising Consultant 
" ml 3 ' 
of Smithers has bought of the company. 
Lehmann Jewellers in the Maher and another Grafton 
Skeena Mall. GrOUp arm[ Grafton-FraSer, 
It marks a return to Terrace 
for Carters which sold the 
business to Lehmanns ix years 
ago. 
At one time, Carters also 
owned what is now Erwins 
Jewellers in the mall. 
Carters owner Barrie Carter 
said local resident Sharon 
Lynch has been hired to manage 
the store. She managed the 
outlet before the sale to 
Lehmanns. 
Chamber  of  commerce 
members will hear aboutwhat 
the B.C. Medical Association 
thinks of the recent royal com- 
mission into health care and 
spending March 10. 
Local physician Dr. Francis 
Osei-Tutu will be speaking to a 
supper meeting of the chamber 
at the Inn of the West. 
Doors open at  6 p.m. with 
supper at 6:30. Call the 
chamber office at 635-2063 to 
make reservations. 
• k "k "k W W ~r 
There's a new voice and a 
new face in the Skeena Broad- 
casters newsroom. 
Robin Agnew has moved here 
from the AM radio station in 
Smithers. 
She'll be doing radio and 
television news, says station 
news director Roger Millions. 
~- ,k ,k ,k w ~- 
The parent company of a 
footwear store in the Skeena 
Mall has restructured its debt. 
Creditors of Grafton Group 
Ltd., which owns Maher Inc., 
have exchanged some of the 
have asked for court protection 
from creditors. 
The company recorded eb!s 
of $77 million (US) in December 
and th i sdea l  reduces that 
amount by $12 million, i 
,k ,k Yr W "k "k 
Hairbuster employees will get 
a chance•to pick up tips from 
the Prov ince ,s  best this 
weekend. 
Skeena Mall salon owner 
Tamara Thomson Says she's bi'- 
inging Janine Cleary, last year,s 
B.C. Hairdresser of the Year, 
up for a "hands-on cutting 
class" on Sunday. 
Yellowhead Road and Bridge 
Maintenance is the-new road 
and bridge contractor for the 
Stikine area up Hwy37. : 
The 29-month contract ook 
effect Feb. 14. 
YeUowhead was selected out 
of five bids submitted. Former 
contractors NorRoadco did not 
submit a bid. 
The Stikine area covers 1,595 
lane-kilometres of highway and 
35 bridges. 
The provincial environment 
ministry is looking for nomina. 
tions for its 1992 environmental 
awards. 
The awards are given each 
year to individuals, groups and 
organ izat ions  over six 
categories judged to have con.,. 
tributed to the environment. 
Nominations must be receiv.- 
ed by April 15. ' 
More information available 
by calling i-800-66%4321. 
I I 
Let our professionals get your car ready for spring with 
a tune up and maintenance check. 
WE SERVICE ALL MAKES AND MODELS! 
LUBE, OIL & FILTER 
+20 pt. Safety Inspection 
$29.95 
TUNE-UP SPECIAL 
(Labour Only) 
S59.95 
15% OFF Tune Up Parts 
MAZDA PICKUP BUG DEFLECTORS 
As Low As $99.00 (Instaled) 
MAZDA NOSE PROTECTORS 
As Low As $99.00 ,,sta,,od) 
THULE ROOF RACK 
SYSTEMS 
$129.95  ,,°,,a,,o°, 
RADIATOR FLUSH 
Includes New Coolant 
$49.95 
BRAKE SPECIAL 
(Labour Only) ~ ,~ ~ 
Replace Front Pads ........ ~O~1.~O 
Replace Rear Shoes ....... $45.95 
SUBARU & HYUNDAI 
NOSE PROTECTORS 
$129.95 
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 15/92 
THORNHILL MOTORS LTD. 
3040 Hwy.. !6  East, Terrace, B.C. , 
635-7286 Dealer No. ro4~ 635 7288 
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POLICE 
REPORT 
Driver charged 
after death 
THE DRIVER alleged to have struck down a college student 
on the Sande overpass in December faces charges relating to 
the incident. 
Christopher Doeleman, of Terrace, is charged with driving 
without due care and attention, and failing to yield to a 
pedestrian i  a crosswalk. 
Twenty-year-old Ian Patrick LeRoss was killed Dec. 4 
when he was hit in the crosswalk by a car turning left onto 
Greig Ave. 
The fatal accident prompted the highways ministry to 
change the traffic lights at the intersection. Traffic is now 
held back for 17 seconds while pedestrians use the crosswalk, 
and pedestrians have a no-walk signal while cars are turning 
left. 
Doeleman is to appear in court here in early March. 
Bootlegging 
charges laid 
TWO LOCAL men face bootlegging charges following a 
small RCMP sting operation last week. 
Frank David Miller, 63, of Straume Ave., and Jean 
Gosselin, 62, of Miller Ave. are charged with illegally selling 
liquor from their homes. 
The sting was carried out on Saturday, Feb. 8. The two are 
to appear in court Mar. 27. 
Unsafe cars 
checked 
TEN PER CENT of the vehicles checked by police in a Feb. 
5-7 roadblock safety inspection were deemed unsafe and were 
taken off the road. 
Const. Gary Swanson said 250 vehicles were checked by 
RCMP and the regional vehicle inspector. 
Twenty-four vehicles were immediately removed from the 
road by tow truck. Another 22 drivers were given notices 
ordering vehicle inspections within 30 days. 
Another 56 drivers received "fix-it" tickets ordering them 
to repair minor defects on their vehicles. 
"The two main reasons for vehicles being removed from 
the road right away was inadequate orno brakes, or loose and 
worn steering components," Swanson said. 
• RCMP advise motorists to have their vehicles checked 
regularly. Owners who fail to comply with mandatory inspec- 
tion notices face a $500 fine, loss of plates and having their 
vehicle impounded. 
Skeena Cellulose looks for 
Westar purchase word soon 
TERRACE --Skeena Cellulose 
wants a deal wrapped up to buy 
Westar's Carnaby mill near 
Gitseguecla and its cutting 
rights for the operation by the 
end of March, says a company 
official. 
And it wants to set up a joint 
venture with a native group 
within the same time period, 
said Reg Lightfoot. 
Opened in 1988, the $42 
million Carnaby mill has suf- 
fered because of an inadequate 
wood supply. It's now running 
on one shift instead of two. 
But that would change if 
Skeena Cellulose takes over 
because it would feed wood 
from other parts of the region 
into the mill, said Lightfoot. 
"We would bring in the right 
log diet, the right size of log by 
expanding the fibre base," he 
said of Carnaby which is set up 
to cut wood between 16 and 40 
centimeters in diameter. 
Skeena Cellulose is selling the 
proposal based on mixing in the 
Carnaby mill with its sawmills 
in Smithers and Terrace and 
with its pulp mill at Port Ed- 
ward. 
It's particularly important to 
the pulp mill because it now gets 
30 per cent of the wood chips 
needed from Westar. 
That kind of integrated 
operation will add to employ- 
ment stability in the Hazeltons 
and in other areas, said 
Light foot. 
"The real picture one has to 
keep in sight is the possible dire 
consequences otherwise in the 
entire northwest," he said. 
Such a mixture of timber and 
pulp production by one com- 
pany means a better balance in 
that one sector can buffer the 
other if needed, Lightfoot con- 
tinued. 
The end of March timetable is
important because $keena 
Cellulose has financing in place 
up until then, he said. 
Lightfoot declined to identify 
the native group with which it is 
negotiating but did say it will 
have to put up some money to 
become a joint venture partner. 
The Skeena Cellulose plan 
acknowledges that there is a 
surplus of milling capacity in 
the Hazeltons area when com- 
pared to the quantity and kind 
of wood supply Westar has 
under licence. 
Its plan doesn't include 
Westar's Kitwanga mill which 
has been closed because of in- 
adequate wood supply. 
Skeena Cellulose has yet to 
strike a deal with Westar which 
says there are other offers for its 
Hazelton area operations. 
And any deal to transfer cut- 
ting rights has to be approved 
by the provincial government. I  
can attach conditions to the 
transfer. 
For its part the province is 
waiting for a report, due the end 
of this month, by a commission 
Reg Lightfoot 
set up to examine what should 
happen to Westar's Hazelton 
rights. 
U niversity says regional 
fears totally unfounded 
TERRACE - -  University of 
Northern B.C. (UNBC) of- 
ficials say there's no reason to 
believe the institution won't 
receive money to expand 
beyond its Prince George base 
this year. 
That fear was raised by a 
group of northwesterners at a 
UNBC board meeting last 
month. 
The concern is that the 
budget-conscious NDP govern- 
ment will either postpone or 
greatly slash the university's se- 
cond phase budget - -  earmark- 
ed for the regions - -  leaving on- 
ly the central campus in Prince 
George. 
"Times are tough," UNBC 
regional operations director 
Dennis Macknak said Friday. 
"That is one of the major things 
that's generating a lot of con- 
cern among people in the whole 
of our region." 
But Macknak said he is cer- 
tain there will be a budget for 
the regional part of the universi- 
ty this year. 
"How much money is 
another matter. It's crystal ball 
time as far as that goes." 
"But to have a regional 
university without regional 
operations i a bit silly. That is 
not in the scenario as far as 
we're concerned." 
The university won't know 
how much it will receive until 
the provincial budget is released 
this spring. 
The delegation that visited 
UNBC last month will meet 
again with university governors 
Feb. 28 in Prince Rupert. 
"The concerns that those 
people brought here on January 
18th were taken very seriously," 
Macknak said. "Some of those 
issues are issues that will never 
go away because we're inven- 
ting a new kind of university 
here. There are no blueprints. 
There is no pattern or mold, 
because no one has really done 
anything like this anywhere 
else." 
He said the university will 
have to justify all expenditures 
very carefully to Victoria. 
sity of Northern B.C. and not 
the only piece. They have made 
a commitment to the whole of 
the university including the 
regional operation. And we're 
going to hold them to that." 
Macknak said the university 
could have regional coor- 
dinators in centres across the 
north - -  including Terrace --  as 
early as May 30. 
"We're not enemies - -  we're 
on the same side," he added. 
"We're not the people who 
need convincing. And so far 
"The provincial government we've had no indication that the 
has said that the PrinccGeorge peopl e in. V!ctor!a need any 
more convincing campus is a piece of  the.-Univer--~- ...... --- . . . . . . . .  : . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Try 
The Colonel's + 
Combos 
83.69 each. 
l~e-Plece Chicken Combo, 
Two pieces of chicken, fries, 
coleslaw and bread. 
Colonel's" 
Chicken Sandwich Combo. 
Colonel's Chicken Sandwich, 
fries and coleslaw. 
Hot Wings Combo. 
Five Hot Wings and a 
regular soft drink. 
b~ 
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Nobody~ Cookin'Like Today~ KFC 
*Plus tat. Umlted t~ne only. At ~dpat ln l l  mtamants.  
DON'T SPiN YOUR WHEELS 
THIS WINTER! 
Purchase  a new 
AEROSTAR XL, XLT OR EDDIE BAUER 
6.9= % Financing 
-48  Months O.A.C. 
=125000 CASH REBATE 
Rates on The Plan as low as 4.5% 
A clear leader in its class, Aerostar will keep its wheels planted firmly on 
the pavement during this winter's tough going: 
O BEST IN CLASS ELECTRONIC 4.WHEEL DRIVE. 
Purchase an Aerostar this winter, and you'll really appreciate its exclusive 
electronically controlled 4-wheel drive system for the ultimate in traction and safety. 
B BEST IN CLASS VALUE. 
Purchase a new Aerostar XL, XL'i", or Eddie Bauer while selection 
is at its best. 
a BEST CHOICE FOR CAPACITY. 
Whether carrying people or cargo, Aerostar is a leader in its class. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 i  . . . . . . . . . . .  " .................................................................... ' . . . . . .  + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + ....................................... II I l a in  . . . . . . . .  " iS - - .  ............................................ 
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LEADING THE charge to celebrate the 20th anniversary of 
Hwy37, the, Stewart-Cassiar Highway, is Cotton Lake resort 
owner Mighty Moe. He's worried that the 50th anniversary 
MIGHTy Im i~ L. 
' -  'PLACE"" 
i': CA ING.  
: i 
" ..... : F I  I' . - ' FISHING 
celebrations of the Alaska Highway this year will deter tourists 
from taking the Hwy37 route. 
Moe's mighty challenge 
TERRACE - -We've  all of Cotton Lake", Moe has and on a rough road that the Alaska Highway called 
heard about the 50th an- lived in and around Cassiar now forms part of Hwy37 to Rendezvous '92could benefit 
niversary this year of the since 1968. help build the Alaska Hwy37. 
Alaska Highway. What he wants is for towns Highway. " I f ,  quote unquote  
But there 's  another  and tourist information The 20th anniversary ap- . Rendezvous '92 brings in an 
highway anniversary - -  the booths along Hwyl6 to plies to the route that now extra 100,000 units, it will 
20th for Hwy37 - -  and it's in spread the word about runs south to Kitwanga certainly increase traffic," 
danger of not being recogniz- Hwy37. where it joins Hwyl6. said Greg Meredith. 
ed, says the owner of a resort Moe hopes that a planned "Oh sure. There was a His opinion is based on the 
south of Cassiar. tourist booth at Watson road before butit was alogg- circle route concept in that 
"We've got to tell people Lake where Hwy37 joins ing road and you had to go tourists will go up the Alaska 
we've got something to show with the Alaska Highway will with a pilot car," said Moe. Highway one-way and travel 
them. There's not much help direct people toward the For his part, Moe has down Hwy37 the other. 
t ime,"  Mighty Moe of latter highway, declared the July. as flag The North by Northwest 
Mighty Moe's Place at Cot- Part of the attraction of month at his resort and he's Tourism Association and the 
ton Lake said last week. the Hwy37 area, particularly planning a 50-mile caneo Peace River-Alaska Highway 
"Everybody has to pull where Moelives, is its rolein race to draw people up Association are publishing a 
together  - -  Ter race ,  helping develop the Alaska Hwy37. pamphlet this year on the cir- 
Smithers," said Moe who Highway. Meanwhile, the executive cle route, said Meredith. 
• declined to reveal his true Moe said heavy equipment director Of the North by Nor- "There are already a lot of 
name. was barged up from Seattle, thwest Tourism Association enquiries about Hwy37," he 
Known as the "Godfather taken up the Stikine River says the 50th anniversary of said. 
B t straight les ap.p[y i U ru . . . . . . . . . .  
Room for more river guides 
TERRACE - -  There's room for four anglers taken out for a As to why 700 days should be the branch would use "a 
a few more angling guides on single day equals four-days us- offered to five new guides when rigorous scoring procedure" to 
theupper SkeenaRiver but sue- ed). the same number of existing decide who, if anyone, got 
cessful  applicants will have to Hooton said five of the guides apparently needed less them. 
meet the standard, says provin- guiding spots had been assigned than half that amount, Hooton At the very least, applicants 
cial fisheries biologist, at that time under what is said the latter were operating on have to be 19 years or older, a 
Bob Hooton said the provin- known as a "grandfathering". a number of  different rivers, Canadian citizen or permanent 
cial branch is now accepting ap- That meant the individuals not just the Skeena. resident, carry $500,000 liability 
plications to guide on what's given guiding permits, and an A new operator concentrating insurance coverage, show 
' known as Skeena4, thestretch accompanying angler day solely on Skeena 4 might "familiarity with regulations 
of mainstem Skeena upstream quota, had a record of guiding therefore require more rod- and policy governing the angl- 
er a point 1.5kin above the on those waters in the past. days. He also pointed out ex- ing guide industry" and haveno 
Zymoetz (Copper) River. But those guides used less isting guides were also entitled convictions under the Wildlife 
Following public meetings than one-third of the available to apply for part or all of the re- Act or any other fish/wildlife 
last year, the limit on the rod-days. As a result, five mainingquota, regulations. 
Skeena 4 was set at 10 guides guiding spots and an allotment Emphasizing applying did not The deadline for applications 
and 1,000 angler days (the of up to 700 angler days are on automatically mean a permit is Friday, March 13 and no ex- 
definition of angler days means the block, would be issued, Hooton said tensions will be granted. 
~,- , - . - . - , - , - .  v , - , -  , - , ' , - , - , ' . - , - , - , - , v . - . - , - .  , - ,  
An Evening to Remember 
Join us for an evening of 
fine dining at it's best 
Prawn Cocktail 
Tiger Prawns served to you on a chilled bed of 
lettuce with seafood cocktail sauce ........... 6 .25  
Battered Sole 
With potato or rice and 
vegetable ............................ 6.95 
Carpetbagger 
16 oz. Striploin stuffed with a 
Seafood Newberg. 3 vegetables. 
Choice of potato or rice 
and garnish served at 
your table . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  36. 95 ( 
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Reservations 
Recommended 
"VO'Ta 
Income x! 
RRSP Deadline is February 29! 
"Open" Loans 
, ,  Easy Monthly Payments 
,~ Same Day Service 
Strictly Confidential 
Please Call Today For Your Appointment 
Avco  F inancia l  Services 
4557-A /aze l le  635-2826 
Avenue, Terrace 
, ,  
.. ,:'>~'~ the  c ru ise  o f  a l i fe t ime 
in the 
"(,,'-;. tOS qO ( UISE" 
S W E E P S T A K E S  
!12 Grand Prize Cruise Vacations! 
What a wonderful way to discover the fabulous world of cruisingl 
We're giving away 1 12 dream-come-true vacations for two. That's a chance 
to win a cruise vacation on every ship operated by the member lines of 
Cruise Lines International Association - -  to exciting destinations around the 
world. How can you "Choose to Cruise?" Simply anwer the quiz 
available to you at 
1ST CHOICE TRAVEL 
III 
OUT WITH THE OLD 
AND IN WITH 
I t  ~ ~ ~, .  ",mes are ./,+./: -- changing, and 
.... ~"~"~ ,~.4 . ,., so is Matrix, 
\ V .  4 . 
It:.' ~ The packaging that is, 
-:.., ~i,',I,,. ~ ~ ~owe'reo.,,.n~,~o~'. 
lllfll '25 ~:",. ' OFF 
' "~ ~ * Matrix 
Hair Essentials 
• Applies to previous package design items only, 
" HURRY SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED 
HAIR GALLERY 
4711-D Keith Ave. 635-3729 
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ORANGE CHUNK 
JUICE i LIGHT TUNA 
l i   o cove Buy In Water. 
Cor 184 mLtins 
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ASSORTED LIGHT 
VEGETABLES BULBS 
Generic. 60 or 100 
Town House. Assorted Peas, Watt. 
Cream Style Corn or Selectee 
Green Beans. 398 mL tins ....................................................... 
WHOLE, 
GradeA or 
Utility. 3 Per 
Bag. * • 
Limit 2 : 
Bags : 
CHICKEN GROUND BEEF 
2.16 I kg Ib 
Regular 
Quality. Approx. 
10 lb. bag. 
Limit 1. 
: i  
.94/kg b• 
TOMATO SOUP 
284 mE tins 
Case of 12 ea 
SPARTAN APPLES FRESH ASPARAGUS 
B.C. Grown. 34  U.S. orMexioan 9 9 I Canada Fancy 9 Grown. No. 1 Grade. 
Grade. Limit 2 Ibs. 
7 litre box ea 2.18/kg b 
(approx. 6 Ib.s) ........................................................................................................................................... 
STORE 
HOURS Monday . . . . .  ' . . . .  9:00 am- 9:00 pm 
Tuesday . . . . . . . .  9:00 am - 9:00 pm 
Wednesday . . . . . .  9:00 am - 9:00 pm 
Thursday . . . . . . . .  9:00 am- 9:00 pm 
Friday . . . . . . . . . .  9 :00  am - 9:00 pm 
Saturday . . . . . . . .  9 :00  am - 6:00 pm 
Sunday . . . . . . . .  10:00 am - 6:00 pm 
iiii!!iiiii!i!iiii!i! ~;:~.'.~:: 
WE REDEEM ALL MAJOR 
FOOD COMPETITOR C~UPONS 
On Items We Carry In-stoc ., 
AdVefflsed prices in effect until c os ncj Salurday Feb. 29, 1992 at your Friendly Terrace Safeway only: Quantity rights reserved, 
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Literacy 
on the 
move 
Overwhelmed by its own suc- 
cess, Project Literacy is on the 
move to larger premises. 
Program co-ordinator Nat 
Purcell said the shift will be car- 
ried out this weekend and, as of 
Monday, March 2, Project 
Literacy will be found on the 
upper floor of the old Anglical 
Church building on Lakelse 
Ave. 
Emphasizing the need for 
more classroom space, Purcell 
said overcrowding had become 
a severe problem at its Tillicum 
building location because of the 
number of people wanting to 
take the literacy tutor training 
courses. 
The new location would solve 
that problem and also mean 
more people could be accom- 
modated in Project Literacy's 
English as a Second Language 
programs. 
Po int ing out the 
Multicultural Association also 
planned to set up shop in the 
same building, Purcell said the 
proximity could be beneficial to 
both organizations. 
For example, in cases where 
students ran into problems 
which were beyond Project 
Literacy's ability to help, they 
could simply be referred next 
door. That referral process 
could work in reverse, he add- 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 26, 1992 - Page B1 
Seniors Information Access was d ing had been imposed until the 
already headquartered in the new legislature sat and the 
old church and the Northwest budget came down;  
Development  Educat ion Therefore, like all literacy 
association was also con: programs in the province, 
templating moving in, Purcell "We're waiting to see what sort 
of money we'll be working with 
come Apri l /May and the 
following year," he added. 
In the meantime, however, 
Project Literacy is trying to in- 
sulate itself against the possibili- 
ty of cutbacks in the amount of 
government money it receives 
- -  and largely relies on. 
Purcell said efforts were be- 
ing made to secure local cor- 
looked forward to the building 
becoming a significant educa- 
tional centre in the community. 
~r -k "k "k "k 
While Project Literacy's con- 
tinued strong growth has 
" just i f ied our presence',,. 
Purcell says there's a question 
mark hanging over its future. 
Noting all the talk of the pro- 
vincial government facing a $2 
ed. billion deficit, he explained a porate sponsors who /odd, if 
Given the Volunteer Bureau- moratorium on all new spen, necessary, step into the. breach. 
Nat Purcell 
• ~ i / ,  I ~ ~ • 
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 Ready 
to leap 
COUNTING DOWN. 
Mar ty  Christiansen 
celebrates his first birth- 
day this Saturday. If he 
• looks a little big for a 
one-year-old, you have 
to remember Saturday 
is Feb. 29 and that only 
comes around once 
every four years. 
• However, mother Lynn 
says that doesn't mean 
he's been deprived of 
birthday parties in years 
past, just that this one 
will be a bit special. In- 
cidentally, Marty's. a 
.... :.third generation Ter- 
racite iand great- 
grandson Of Will Little, 
• George Little's brother. 
i~  ¸ 
i • Y . . . . . . .  
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North works its magic 
Each place Denise Linley 
has lived has brought 
changes to her paintings. 
However, after less than 
four months here, she's 
discovering the influence of 
the northwest could lead to 
the most far reaching change 
yet. 
Linley has been painting 
for 18 years, beginning dur- 
ing her days in Maple Ridge. 
Her love of her horses and 
their popularity in that com- 
munity meant equine sub- 
jects dominated her work 
back then. 
Moving to Victoria, she 
found inspiration in the 
whales frequenting the Island 
waters around Ucluelet and 
the scenic coastal backdrop. 
And in Mackenzie, it was the 
wildlife -- "I saw my first 
grizzly there, with triplets". 
As for Terrace and the 
northwest, she suspects 
native images will increasing- 
ly be a part of her work. As 
evidence, she points to their' 
appearance in the painting 
she is presently working on 
and intends to enter in next 
month's Northwest Juried 
Show in Prince Rupert. 
It took a while for her to 
discover what she's certain 
will be another significant in- 
fluence in future works - -  
the scenery. 
That's not  surprising 
because she arrived in 
November, just in time for 
three months of unremitting 
cloud and rain. The skies 
having finally cleared to give 
her unobstructed views of the 
mountains, Linley's verdict 
on the local landscape isune- 
quivocally enthusiastic. " I  
have never seen anything like 
it." 
However, while the subject 
Past successes in- 
clude winning the peo- 
ple's choice award in a 
1989 Juried Show. 
matter changes are perhaps 
to be expected, it appears 
Linley may be about o make 
a significant stylistic change. 
Referring to her previous 
paintings of wildlife subjects, 
she said the animal or a 
I ~ :,j 
'i i 
PRIDE AND JOY, Denise Linley is seen above with the oil painting which won her the people 
choice award at a juried art show, Two years in the completing, the painting was based on a 
photo taken at Exhibition park 20 years ago. Linley says she has' kept it as a reminder of what 
she can do if she puts her mind to it. ' ' 
i i  i i i  
head-and-shoulders study of 
it was presented in a portrait 
style.  "That  was my 
trademark, you could say." 
With her Juried show en- 
try, a wolf's head is still eye- 
catchingly front and centre, 
but not the only image. Both 
the northwest's towering 
mountains and native images 
have found their way on to 
the canvas. 
Linley says this mosaic or 
collage effect is new for her 
and the first real style change 
in her years of painting. Now 
she's waiting to see if it sticks 
and where it will take her 
next. 
She doubts, however, her 
"realist" approach to her 
subject matter will ever 
disappear. "I can't abstract 
nature , "  she explains, 
although some had assured 
her she would eventually 
"snap out of it." 
Apart from avidly taking 
every art course available 
during her high sch0ol years, 
Linley has taken some even- 
ing classes on various aspects 
of art and some private tui- 
tion. 
Past successes include win- 
ning the people's choice 
award in a 1989 Juried Show 
in Victoria and an extremely 
successful one-woman show 
in Coquitlam. Her paintings 
have also found homes in 
California, Britain, Hong 
Kong and Japan. 
Linley hopes to one day 
get a chance to hold a one- 
woman show here, but adds 
she'll have to rebuild her in- 
ventory first, and, with that 
in mind, she,s avidly recor- 
ding all the tips she can get 
on promising wildlife view- 
ing locations in the region. 
Meal makes point 
A dinner with a difference is
taking place next month, one 
that not only offers a meal but 
also food for thought. 
It's the First World-Third 
World dinner and auction being 
organized by Canad ian  
Crossroaders Kirsten Murphy 
and Kim Saulnier. 
What makes it different, ex- 
plains Murphy, is those atten- 
ding won't know what they will 
be eating until they arrive and 
most will find themselves served 
a most unusual meal. 
Unusual, that is, for people 
from a developed country such 
as Canada -- and that's the 
point, 
"When you come to the 
door, you'll be given either a 
blue chip or a white chip," 
Murphy said. The people v~ith 
the blue chip will enjoy the slap- 
up meal usually expected at this 
kind of event here. However, 
those with a white chip will dine 
on beans, rice and pita bread. 
There will also be other 
privileges for the blue chip 
crowd. 
"We're not doing it to  be 
mean," she emphasized. In- 
stead, the ideais to convey what 
life is like in a Third World 
country where five per cent of 
the population control the lives 
of the remaining 95 per cent. 
The theme is appropriate 
because money raised at the 
event will help send Murphy on 
a four month cultural exchange 
to the African country of Zim- 
babwe beginning in September, 
The exchange is being carried 
out under the auspices of the 
I ~ l [ ]  
Kirsten Murphy 
Canadian Crossroads Interna- 
tional program which requires 
participants o raise the money 
for the trip themselves. 
Saulnier was Terrace's first 
Crossroader, Spending four 
months in Ecuador in late 
1990-early 1991. Since her 
return she has given a number 
of talks and slide shows on her  
experiences. Murphy wil be do- 
ing the same once shereturns 
from Zimbabwe, . : :  
Held iat ;tlie:'N0rthwest Corn, 
munity'/C0ilege! cafetefia,~ the 
March 151e~,ening will also see 
an auction of donated items 
local residents picked up  on 
their travels abroad and goods 
contributed by local businesses. 
Only 100 tickets they're $8 
each -- will be sold and they can 
be obtained by calling Saulnier 
at the college, 635-6511 local 
279. 
) 
Deadline reminder 
Miss Terrace Pageant organizers want to remindyoung ar- 
tists the last date for getting in entries for the pageant's poster 
contest is this Friday, Feb. 28. • 
Prizes are offered in three age categories --  10'12 years, 
13-15 and 16-19. Entries can be dropped off at the Skeena 
mall office. 
i 
i 
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WHAT'S  
UP  
The Terrace Standard 
offers What's Up as a 
public service to its 
readers and community 
organizations. 
This column is intended 
for non-profit organiza- 
tions and those events for 
which there is no admis- 
sio~ charge. 
To meet our production 
deadlines, we ask that any 
item for What's Up be 
submitted by noon on the 
FRIDAY preceding the 
issue in which it is to ap- 
pear. 
For contributed articles, 
the deadline is 5 p.m. on 
the preceding THURS- 
DAY. 
We also ask that all sub- 
missions be typed or 
printed neatly. 
FEBRUARY 6 - MARCH 7, 
1992 --  The Kitimat Centennial 
Museum presents Portuguese 
Crafts, a collection of artisan 
work typical of the various Por- 
tuguese regions. The Emigrants 
And The Sea, which explores one 
hundred years of Portuguese 
emigration with historic photos, 
personal memor|es and official 
statistics. Museum Hours: Tues. 
- Fri. 11 a.m.- 5 p.m., Sat, noon 
-5 p.m. 
9r**  ~r * 
FEBRUARY 26, 1992 ~ A 
meeting yvith Wendy K]yne, 
manager of Homebased Business 
Program of the BC Ministry of 
Economic Development, Small 
Business & Trade. 7 p.m. TEC 
centre. Free. Space limited. 
635-9415 for reservations. 
* 'k** 'k  
FEBRUARY 2"/, 1992 --  Skeena 
Valley Car Club will be holding 
its regular monthly meeting at 
Terrace Kin Hut on the corner of 
N. Sparks and Halliwell. On 
Thurs. at 7:30 p.m. For more in- 
fo. call Doug at 635-4809. 
• k "k * "k * 
FEBRUARY 29, 1992 - -  Nor-  
thern Singles are hosting a dinner 
with entertainment at Terrace 
Legion at 7 p.m. This will be an 
event that will be held the 3rd 
Sat. of every second month only. 
RSVP by Feb. 15/92. Phone 
632-.3547 or 635-3238. Join us  
a~h"bri~ a ~fli~h'd!": *' "t"" ...... :' 
FEBRUARY 29, 1992 - -  There 
will be an information table for a 
membership drive at the Skeena 
Mall all day Saturday for the 
Skeena Valley Recycling Society. 
• ,k, * ,k * 
MARCH 3. 1992 - -  Ladies Aux- 
illiary Legion Branch 13 monthly 
. meeting to be held at 8 p.m. All 
members please attend. 
"k "k "k "k * 
MARCH 3, 1991 - -  8:00 p.m. 
The Terrace Breastfeeding Sup- 
port Group will hold its monthly 
meeting in the education room at 
Mills Memorial  Hospital .  
Everyone including children 
welcome! For further info. call 
Terry 635-3287.~t 
MARCH 4, 1992 - -  Genera] 
meeting for Terrace Little 
Theatre at McColl Playhouse, 
3625 Kalum St. Come join us - -  
we're planning an evening of l 
act plays ['or May!Call 635-2942 
for more info Bring a friendl 
9¢ .k- * . k .  
Science Fair here 
With displays and exhibits 
completed, entry forms filled 
oul and handed in, local 
students can now only wait for 
the judges' decisions to see how 
well they have fared in the 1992 
edition of the Terrace Science 
Fair. 
The public too will have an 
opportunity to see how the 
judges saw the work of Terrace 
and Thornhill young scientists. 
All entries will be on display this 
Saturday, Feb. 29, in the 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
school gyms 9:30 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
That's not all the fair has to 
offer, of course. Students up to 
grade 7 take part in a variety of 
challenging - -  and entertaining 
--  contests which require put- 
ting into practice some of the 
scientific principles they have 
been learning. 
Leading off the day's ac- 
tivities is the scavenger hunt 
which gets under way at 9:30 
a.m. from the lecture theatre. 
Next, soft landings will be the 
aim when that perennial 
favourite, the two-egg drop 
contest begins at 10:30 a.m. in 
the parking lot. 
Future marine engineers then 
tackle the foil boat contest 
where the object is to see how 
many pennies the craft can hold 
before going to the bottom. To 
catch the action, drop into 
Room 2 at 11.30 a.m. 
The fair takes to the air at 1 
p.m. with the paper airplane 
contest (Room 1), followed half 
an hour later by the block tower 
building competition (Room 2). 
Towers are again the subject of 
the final challenge but this time 
the building material is straws. 
That goes at 2 p.m. in Room 2. 
Canadian Women in Timber 
arc also staging three display 
competitions on tree identifica- 
tion, wood products and how 
trees grow as well as the tree ag- 
ing challenge. 
And don't forget the special 
science shows presented by Dr. 
Dick Williams, dean of the 
Faculty of Education at  the 
University of Victoria. 
They take place at 11 a.m. 
and I p.m. in the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre and everyone is invited 
to take in what promise to be in- 
teresting and entertaining ses- 
sions. There is no admission 
charge. 
EDUCATION WEEK 
Students will be busy 
Next week is Education Week 
and to mark the occasion, 
School District 88 and the Ter- 
race and District Teachers' 
Union are co-sponsoring special 
events within local schools and 
displays and performances in 
the Skeena Mall. 
In-school activities include: 
• Thornh i l l  P r imary ,  
Wednesday, Mar. 4 - -  Beginn- 
ing at 11:30 a.m.. A. deLeonSs 
class will host a luncheon for 
members of the Happy Gang 
Centre; 
• Up lands  E lementary ,  
Thursday, Mar. 5 - -  Education 
forum involving the whole 
school. It goes all afternoon;. 
• Parks ide  E lementary ,  
Thursday, Mar. 5 - -  Afternoon 
open house for year 2 to in- 
termediate I. There will also be 
a museum exhibit all week 
which parents can visit; 
• Cassie Hall Elementary, 
Thursday, Mar. 5 - -  Exhibits, 
demonstrations and perfor- 
mances in the gymnasium, 1-3 
p.m. 
The Mall activity schedule is 
as follows; 
Monday, Mar. 2 
9:30-10:00 a.m. - -  E.T Kenney 
(computers) 
10:00-11:30 a.m. - -  Uplands 
(computers) 
1:30-2:00 p.m. - -  Castle Hall, 
grade 5 (choir and folk songs) 
3:00-4:00 p.m. - -  Skeena Jr. 
Secondary, grade 9/10 (band 
performance) 
Tuesday, Mar. 3 
9:30-10:00 a.m. - -  Uplands 
(library skills) 
10:30-11:30 a.m. - -  E.T. Ken- 
ney, years 2-4 (science) 
12:00-2:00 p.m. - -  Uplands, 
grade 7 (math) 
2:00-3:00 p.m. - -  E.T. Kenney 
Wednesday, Mar. 4 
10:30-I1:00 a.m. - -  Thornhill 
primary (skipping demonstra- 
tion) 
12:30.1:00 p.m. - -  Thornhill 
primary (poems) 
1:00-1:30 p.m. - -  E.T. Kenney, 
year 3 (art/science) 
1:30-2:00 p.m. - -  Uplands 
(music) 
2:00-4:00 p.m. - -  Kitwanga 
Elementary/Secondary (com- 
puter art) 
Thursday, Mar. 5 
9:30-10:00 a.m. - -  Kiti KsShan 
(co-operative games) 
10:00-11:30 a.m. - -  Uplands 
(reader's theatre) 
12:30-1:30 p.m. - -  Thornhill 
Elementary (choir, instruments) 
1:30-2:00 p.m. --  E.T. Kenney, 
years 2-4 (jungle mural) 
Friday, Mar. 6 
10:30-11:00 a.m. - -  E.T. Ken- 
ney (legends- native education) 
Parents wanting more infor- 
mation on any of  the activites 
going on during Education 
Week are asked to contact heir 
child's school. 
Win--One . fo r  
the  Env i ronment  
CALL  FOR 
MORE INFORMATION 
1-800-667-4321 
(in Vancouver, call 732-9253) 
ENTRY DEADL INE:  
April 15, 1992, 
,')fl J ~ f l l  IDD lJLl.; ¢, i | l ' /~dt  
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Minister 's  
Env i ronmenta l  
Awards  
A determined co I) risks his job, his family and his life in 
the relentless pursttit 0f a serial killer. Ray Sharkcy, 
I.co Rossi and Miles O'Kccfc star in this harrowing sequel 
to the hit thriller. 
~ '  ©1991 Gnetel Films, Inc. All Rights Reserved, ©1992 Artwork and Oesign 
SVS,~/Triumph Home Video. All Righls Reserved 
' IlJilJlJJ~J IR_J.~;). CINETELFILMS, 
' 0 "  ' UPE:I" " "D  -^ I _'II V l  CU 
FREE K ID ~S MOVIES  
- "  - WITH ANY OTttER RENTAL  
4721 Lakelse Ave. 635-4333 
Credit Uni, 
RRS 
Take care of 
yourself until 
retirement... 
We'll take care, 
the rest. 
can 
favc 
roll1 
you 
and 
At 
hel 
tim 
aP. 
Savi 
Opt ions  to  ! . . . . . . . . . .  
A Credit Union KRSF offers investment Every do]hr you invest in a Credit Union 
options that can hr!p maximtze your RKSP will contribute directly to your 
retirement income, retirement income. This and the fact that you 
A Variable Rate Plan will keep pace with are inwting some money that would otherwise 
upward trending interest rates, ensuring you ~ paid in taxes means that your KKSP will 
always receive a current rate o[ interest, grow rapidly over Iho yean. 
A Fixed Kate Plan will pmHde the security "1". i .^  , - . . .^  To"a l 
of knowing the rate of mum on yOUr I O .1~ L/ i : ;t I~ ULI  y ! 
retirement savings is guaranteed for the term Reguhr exercise, agood bahnced iet =nd a 
ou choose  y • ' commitment to a solid retirement t'inznchl phn 
Monthly Deposits can help maximize the are the key to a secure [uturel Take care of 
interest earned on pur lU~SP, Interest begins yourself now with a Credit Union RRSP and 
accruing immediately, which can have a we'll take care ol the rest - a guarantee of a 
dramatic effect on )'our Investment over the solid return to provide a rmeure lir~tyl¢ for 
long term, " your retirement. 
Tarrace & Distrtct Credit Union 
• i .  4650 Lazelle Ave,, Terrace 635-7282 
i 
Northern Computer 
We are pleased to welcome Tom Harris back to the team of 
Northern Computer. Tom offers many years of Dos support, 
along with giving you a confidant consultation of the purchase 
of a home or.business computer system. Tom has a vast 
knowledge of computing software, consisting of: PC Tools, 
Microsoft Windows, Excel for Windows, Dos V4.01 & V5.0, 
just to name a few. Tom, a long time resident of Terrace, is 
looking forward to helping you with all your computer needs. 
Northern Computer Is also pleased to announce Lorne 
Fisher as our New Education Salesman. Lorne comes to us 
with knowledge of computing hardware and software. He has 
proven to be an asset to the Northern Computer sales team. 
Both Tom and Lorne invite you to come in, have a cup of cof- 
fee, and see what Northern Computer has to offer you. 
Northern Computer -- Where The Future Is Now 
4720 LAZELLE AVE. 638-0321 
I 
INDL,ES 
0 j0¥ 
Baby's Name: Amanda Lorraine Munroe 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 10, 1992 at 7:01 am 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 5 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Robert & Christine Munroe 
Sister & Brothers --  Marlene, Robert & 
Michael 
Baby's Name: Nickole Leslie Wagner 
Date & Time of Bldh: 
January 12, 1992 at 10:50 am 
Weight: 6 Ibs.'13 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Mr. & Mrs Vernon Wagner 
Baby's Name: Brandofl Alexander 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 12, 1992 at 1:28 pm 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 3 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Sandra Pratt & Merv Padelec 
Baby's Name: Kyle Luis Pedro 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 15, 1992 at 1:07 am 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 13 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Joe & Juanita Pedro 
A brother for Joseph & Kalista 
Baby's Name: Rachel Danielle 
gate & Time of Birth: 
January 15, 1992 
Weight: 7 Ibs. lt/2 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: George & Dayle Desjardins 
Baby's Name: Logan Leo Gradon King 
Bate & Time of Bldh: 
January 16, 1992 at 8:35 p.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 4V2 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Todd King & Debbie Barclay 
Baby's Name: Shelby 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 17, 1992 at 8:33 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 13th oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Chuck & Debbie Montgomery 
Sister to Terri.Anne & Charles 
• Baby's Name: William Richard Fisher 
gate & Time of Bldh: 
January 17, 1992 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 12 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Dan & Rose Fisher 
YOUR DECORS' 
PRE-INVENTORY 
ROLL END 
& 
REMNANT 
SALE 
Now On, Yards & Yards 
Of Savings 
All In Stock Roll Ends & 
Remnants On Sale 
For ONE LOW PRICE 
$ 95 
Sq. Yd. 
SALE ENDS 
FEB. 29, 1992 
A NEW WORLD OF COLOR AND DESIGN 
.0 
YOUR DECOR 
T e r rMace ~!i!~~~Bt t Centre 
3202 Hwy, 16W 
IIII I 
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Nicole nets scholarship O U  rsma n led full life 
i Francis Henry Massey Seaton Northwest Community College student Nicole Collison has 
been named as one of this year's winners of a Canada 
Scholarship. 
Academic excellence is the primary criteria in this federal 
government program designed to encourage the country,s 
most promising students in scince and engineering. 
Collison is taking a first year science university credit 
course at the Terrace campus of the college. The scholarship 
provides $2,000 annually for up to four years. 
All aboard Agar express 
The Skeena Valley Model Railroad association is holding 
another open house this Saturday, Feb. 29, at its head- 
quarters at $010 Agar Ave. 
It's an opportunity for those who've dropped in at previous 
open houses to check on the progress made since. For 
newcomers, it's a chance to see one of the community's 
largest operating model railroads complete with painstakingly 
created scenery such as that found in the northwest. 
The open house runs 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. and admission is by 
donation. Bargain hunters should note the association will 
also be staging a garage sale, same time, same place. 
Chance to air views 
June is Clean Air month and the B.C. Lung Association is 
asking local students to get involved by Writing on the Air. 
That's the name of an essay competition the association has 
launched which asks grade 11 and 12 students to answer the 
question, "How can we keep our air fit to breathe?" 
Entries must be received by noon April 15 and the winners 
will be announced June I. The top placed essayist will receive 
a computer, monitor and printer with cash prizes of $300 and 
$150 going to the students placing second and third. 
Judges will include representatives of the B.C. Teachers' 
Federation and the B.C. School Trustees' Association who 
will be looking at content, originality and use of language. 
Entries must be double.spaced typewritten and not more 
than 500 words in length. The students must include the 
name, age, address, telephone number, school and class. 
They should be sent to the B.C. Lung Association, 906 
West Broadway, Vancouver, B.C., V5Z 1K7. For more infor- 
mation call toll-free 1-800-665-LUNG. 
Plant money stays here 
Local Canadian Red Cross programs received a $560 boost 
from the December 1991 Pointsettia Campaign. 
It was the fourth year the B.C.-Yukon division of Red 
Cross and Safeway had worked together on the campaign 
which sees the supermarket chain donate $1 for every point- 
settla it sells. 
Red Cross regional director Chris Bone emphasized those 
dollars are spent in the community where the plants are sold. 
More calendar dollars 
Winners of the past week's Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital 
Foudation's cash calendar draws were J. Berry of Sum- 
merland, Arlene Morgan from Vancouver, Skye McGowan 
of Tamuning, Guam (USA) and Glenn Thomsen, Murdo 
MacDonald, James Candelora nd Arnold Ferretti of Ter- 
,[ace. = f"!  " " +'~+ + a ~ " +.,~-'7+.:+, . . . . . . . .  ~ , '++-~++ ;' + ' . .  
it" + . . . . . . . .  I + 
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passed away suddenly Jan. 25. 
Born in Wayne County, 
Detroit in 1914, Wayne was the 
second eldest of six children. 
Eight years later his family 
moved to Ootsa Lake, B.C. and 
then to Smithers before, on the 
death of his father, his mother 
Emilie moved them to Terrace. 
(Seaton Station, between 
Hazelton and Smithers, is nam- 
ed after his father, Henry.) 
Francis served as an officer in 
the Royal Canadian Air Force 
in Europe during World War II, 
as navigator on a Lancaster 
bomber. On one occasion, he 
was pulled out of a mission he 
was supposed to go on and the 
plane and crew never eturned. 
After the war, he volunteered 
for a posting to Germany to 
help in the clean-up before 
returning to Terrace. Here, he 
worked for the L.H.K. sawmill 
then began his own contracting 
company, logging the Kitimat 
and Nasa Valleys and towards 
Prince Rupert. 
Francis also had a trapline 
which he bought in 1946 from 
Matt Allard. Matt had arrived 
in the Terrace area in 1905, 
homesteading at Kalum Lake 
on what is now known as the 
Hart farm and had in 1922 pur- 
chased the Beaver Flats trapline 
it had been the hunting 
ground for the Native family 
the Kennedys for many years. 
A logging accident in 1956 
landed him in the old Terrace 
hospital and it was there he met 
Ema. The couple were married 
Nov. 20 of that year by Father 
Mohan in the Catholic church. 
They had five children. 
After a heart attack in 1976, 
Francis retired to pursue his 
love of the great outdoors 
hunting, fishing and gardening 
- -  and to watch his grand- 
children grow. 
Francis passed away suddenly 
while out on his trapline with 
sons Robert and Kevin. 
That trapline had been a big 
part of Francis' life and he 
would go out every winter, 
snowshoeing the trails and span-. 
ding as much as six weeks out 
there at a stretch. 
Francis Seaton 
eulogy, his father's life on retur- 
ning to Terrace after the war 
seems a different world to peo- 
ple today. 
In those days, Francis would 
walk past farms and giant 
spruce and cedar to get to the 
back of the Horseshoe area 
where the ponds and marshes 
were home to huge flocks of 
geese and ducks. 
He'd also walk down the 
railway tracks to where they 
cross the Kalum to fish for spr- 
ing salmon, most of which were 
lost because the gear then 
couldn't hold the huge fish. 
And he'd row his wooden 
boat the length of Kalum Lake. 
On reaching the Beaver River, 
the trip upriver was made by 
poling the boat for mile after 
mile and dragging it around the 
log jams. 
That's where he had a cabin 
dirt floor and cedar shake 
bunk beds - -  in the midst of a 
stand of virgin timber long since 
vanished. 
It used to be a full day's 
journey then, but today his 
son's can make the same trip by 
jet boat in half an hour. Kevin 
wondered if his father's way 
wasn't a lot better. 
Francis' family have many 
fond memories and feel both 
pride and honour at the name 
he left to them. 
A memorial ceremony was 
held at the Sacred Heart Parish 
with Father AI Noonan of- 
'ficiating. Kevin delivered the 
i"+'AT-Ki~-~iiY gaid"dfi~iiig+thi~ .... eulogy, Ei'nie Webb read a 
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SALE! 
• . Stanfield's Winter Underwear Helly Hansen Ramwea, ~,  A ~ 
v c ,ooze, 43"  ",~ |1  o i~ OFF ENTIRE 
e'fv'.OlH00dedJackets2x,,,~.i,.i.'.ii49 ~0 ~lB~l~ IUSELECTION 
P.V.C. Pants x-xl ,n . , . ,  ............... 41 ++ 
P.V.C. Pants 2xl ,,. , . -  ................ 46"'  Red Strap 4711 ~ _¢1 9 
S0uweester, ,0-  16 90 Jeans ."1 .'11 " ,~ ....................... Reg. 41.98 ~ i 
Work Gloves Boot Cut 
2 0 %OFF Era'"' Le, v   "ns34 O 0 
SELECTION too. 4~,~ . . . . . .  
i 
Black Soft Toe Romeo 5499 Quilted Shirts $ 24"  .00 °,.0,.. 
m-xl, Reg. 29,98 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
26oo Black Steel Toe Romeo 57oO 
x-xl tall, Reg. 31.98 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Reg. 77.98 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Della Flannel Shirts 11 ° o, Toe Brow., Ro.,eo 62 oo 
m.xl, Reg. 14.98 . . . . . .  +~ .+ i . , . .  . . . . . . . . .  Reg. 82.98 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
m.x, tall, Reg. 15.98. 12 e9 Steel Toe Black Rubber Bool 9 299 
Reg. 29.98 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I .sOXs ................. 740  o 4]oe. Block..RUbbOr. ,Boot. 18"  
~ SKEENA MALL, TERRACE 
635-3249 
"Here 'n 
There" 
by Yvonne Moen 
/ 
SILVER CELEBRATED. Family and friends gathered earlier this 
month to celebrate Alfreda and Bob Price 25th wedding anniver- 
sary. The photo above was taken on the big day in 1967. 
poem and Rob Brinson sang. 
Pallbearers were Robert and 
Kevin Sealon, Wayne Wisk, 
Regean Bruneau, Adolf Lubke 
and Bill Christy. The reception 
was held at the family home on 
Seaton Ave. with the ladies of 
the Thornhil l  Community 
Church prov id ing the 
refreshments. 
Francis Seaton is survived by 
wife Erna, children Mary-Lou, 
Kevin and Robert and grand- 
children Angle, Rosalyn, 
Laura, Curtis, Carla, Claire and 
Emma Lee. 
Alfreda and Bob Price 
celebrated their 25th wedding 
anniversary with family and 
friends Feb. 1 with a lovely din- 
ner followed by an open house 
at their home. 
A l f reda and Bob were mar: 
tied Feb. 3, 1967 iu Vancouver 
and three months later moved 
to Kitimat where Bob worked 
for Northland Navigation. 
They moved to Terrace in 
1974 with Bob starting his four 
year apprenticeship with Ben- 
son and Hales cabinets before 
opening his own business in 
1978. 
The couple have two sons, 
Rob and Wade, both of whom 
work in the family business. 
Alfreda and Bob thank fami- 
ly and friends for the lovely 
evening and beautiful gifts. 
Terracev iew residents 
celebrating birthdays this 
month were Jonah Grey (Feb. 
7), Jerry Dunhan (Feb. 13), 
Morel Crotteau (Feb. 21) and 
Gertrude Wagner (Feb. 21). 
: +!~ +++}+++ ' i ~'~ + ~:'+':~+++ +++ ++t+i++~;ii+ ~ ~+!  P +:~:+, i ++: +: +~i +~ 
Discover the secret for yourself. 
Why Subaru recorded the h 
sales increase of any car 
manufacturer last year! 
• Japanese quality at affordable prices 
• All models available in All 
Wheel Drive 
• Outstanding 5 year warranty! 
I THORNHILL SUBARU I 
i 3026  Hwy 16 East, Terrace, . . DealerNo. 7041 I ,  635 7286 
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DARYL PITT finished second in the 37-kilometre Alcan marathon event at the Onion Lake cross-country ski trails Feb. 15. 
The only other competitor to complete the grueling event was first-place Dave AIIwood. 
Successful marathon 
at Onion Lake trails 
TERRACE - -  Despite fears of no snow, 
more than 75 people competed in the 
Alcan marathon two weekends ago at 
the Onion Lake cross-country ski trails. 
Only three competitors entered the 
full 37-kilometre marathon course, with 
Hazelton's Dave Allwood taking first 
place in that event, ahead of second- 
place finisher Daryl Pitt. 
In the 18.5-kilometre vent, it was 
Kitimat's Julie Stevens taking first place 
in the women's division. 
Ten-year-old Nathan Kerly was first 
in the junior division. 
Prizes were awarded to the winners in 
each category. 
Organizers said skiing conditions were 
excellent, enhancing the event and 
dispelling the myth that there is no snow 
at Onion Lake. 
They also noted the small army of 
snowmobile club volunteers who were 
positioned along the route to hand out 
juice and cookies to passing com- 
petitors. 
Cross-country skiers are seeking'a 
grant from city council for equipment 
and improvements at Onion Lake in 
time for next winter's B.C. Winter 
Games in Kitimat. 
Rob Brown 
on vacation 
Columnist Rob Brown is on vacation 
this week, but returns in next week's 
issue with his regular column, The 
Skeena Angler. 
SP(1)RT S NEW S 
JEFF NAGEL 638-7183 TERRACE STANDARD 
Gold for 
Bluebacks 
-- Page B5 
I SPORTSCOPE I 
Losier wins 
grant 
LOCAL BOXER Joey Losier is 
receiving a $1,250 B.C. 
Athletics award this week for 
outstanding achievement. 
Losier has lost only once --  
by •split decision in the gold 
medal final of the Jr. Nationals 
last year - -  and has qualified 
for the B.C. team to the Jr. Na- 
tionals again this year• 
"It's always a fight to get 
money," said boxing club coach 
Jeff Dilley. "This is really going 
to help." 
Although Losier is already 
carded to go to the Jr. Nationals 
which run Apr. 9-12 in 
Halifax this year: - - ihemoney i 
will go , towards, tray.el,.. (o,, 
Spee'ialized' training camps as 
well as equipment. 
Dilley said both Losier and 
boxer Darren Bell will be sent to 
some camps this year. 
He said it's unusual that a 
junior boxer is chosen for a 
B.C, Athletics award, noting 
that Losier was the unanimous 
pick of the B.C. Amateur Box- 
ing Association. 
Bikers 
plan ride-in 
MOTORCYCLISTS HERE 
plan to make Terrace a two- 
wheeling Mecca this summer --  
at least for the duration of 
Riverboat Days. 
Terrace Roadrunners Club 
spokesman Mark Collins ex- 
plained the club wants to make 
a ride-in a part of  this year's an- 
nual festivities. That would in- 
volve inviting members of 
motorcycle clubs across western 
Canada to join in the communi- 
ty celebration. 
Suggesting as many as 100 
out-of-town riders would accept 
that invitation, he pointed out a 
Ride-In was being staged in 
Dawson Creek the: previous 
weekend for the Alaska 
Highway anniversary celebra- 
tions. 
He anticipated many of those 
attending that event Could be 
persuaded to add Terrace to 
their travel itinerary, 
The club has asked the city to 
provide the required liability in- 
surance coverage and to provide 
campsites at Ferry Island. 
Registration 
' this 
weekend 
OFF THE WALL 
GONZO VOLLEYBALL action at its very best has returned to the Northwest Community College 
racquet courts. Yes, wallyball -- basically no rules volleyball in a racquetball court -- is back 
home at the Student Body Racquet and Fitness Centre, Spares are always needed, and prospec- 
tive wallyballers can drop in on league games on Tuesday and Thursday nights, from 6,.45 to 
9:45 p,m. 
Zone battle begins 
TERRACE - -  The Kermodes vs. The Rain- 
makers. 
That's right - -  the big one. 
Caledonia coach Cam MacKay will be hoping 
his squad can pull out another upset victory over 
Prince Rupert when the northwest archrivals 
clash in the best-of-three zone final this weekend. 
"We're the underdogs,', he says. "No ques- 
tion about it. But YOu never know. We were the 
underdogs last year~!' . . . . . .  
The 1991 zone final saw Cal push Rupert to 
three games and eke out a dramatic home court 
victory in the final game. " 
This time the Cal squad has lost the core of last 
year's enior players aald doesn't have the benefit 
IT MAY SEEM out of season, 
but softball season is jus t  
around the corner, of tiie home court crowd. They still look a bit 
In fact. registration begins green but have been improving steadily all 
this weekend at the Skeena season. 
Mall. Terrace Minor Softball .... " l f the kJds are ready to play and they play ag- 
representatives will be taking ~ ,gressivelyi they can beat them," MacKay said. 
registrations a t  a table there , But they will have to playa full game --  not 
from 5:30 to 9 p,m~: : Friday i 'Ust hal fa game or three quarters of a game " 
night and 10 a,m. tO5:30p'n!i: J Last week~ in their finn! game before zones, 
Saturday. Registration Con: they took on Oak Bay, losing at home 88-74. 
tinues for . . . .  " ' those same hours on  Overall the kids played qmte well," MacKay 
the Mar. 6.7 weekend, : : said of the 14-point loss, "We mrlde some really 
Call Gary Turner ]'or more in! foolish turnovers, But they)re grown a lot,)' 
forr~':  . . . . .  ,~¢  ~o4~ :: With fhr0e minutes left the Kermodes were 
down by only seven. "We were chipping away at 
them," he said. 
He credited Fraser McKay and Kurt Muller for 
their play that game, as well as the defensive 
work of Chris Tomas. 
Geoff McKay led Cal scoring with 22 points, 
while Mike Newhouse added 18. 
Before that Caledonia was in Abbottsford tak- 
ing on teams at a tournament hosted by the Men- 
nonite Educational Institute (MEI). 
The team were victorious in their opener, cap- 
turing a 99-88 win over Queen Elizabeth of Port 
Coquitlam. Newhouse led with 32, while Geoff 
McKay potted 28. 
Then they ran into the six-and seven-foot for- 
wards of Agassiz. 
"They were just huge," MacKay said. Ca/lost 
88-61, with Fernando Mil-Homens scoring 15 
points, and Agassiz went on to beat host MEI in 
the tournament final. 
Caledonia then dropped a close contest to 
Semiamhoo by a 80-76 score. The team ended up 
in plenty of foul trouble there, with six players 
fouling out. They finished the tourney fifth out 
of eight teams competing. 
The zone finals begin Friday in Prince Rupert 
at the PRSS gymnasium. 
Another 
milestone 
TERRACE - -  Number 3,000. 
In a basketball career full of 
triumphs it was just one more 
milestone for Terrace's Michelle 
Hendry. 
With a game high 34 points in 
the Simon Fraser University 
Clan's 104-78 victory over 
• Lewis Clark State Feb. 14, Hen- 
dry marched into the record 
books as just the 14th player in  
women's collegiate basketball 
history to reach 3,000. 
,, " I t 'snot  somethingI play fro; 
~ to.x.eadt~ a mi~atoae~ lil¢~.h'~:.~#~''" 
".~ she>:sal~d. " I  -play 'to 'have' fun .... 
and3.p]ay tO win. Anything else 
is pure bonus." 
And in typical Hendry style 
she was careful to spread the 
credit around. 
" I  put it into the team 
perspective," she says. "When I 
get an award, it's not just me 
that's getting it. There are 12 
other players on the court. It's 
everybody. I couldn't do it 
without hem." 
SFU athletics department of- 
ficials had planned a carefully 
o rchest ra ted  road t r ip  
calculated to bring Hendry to 
the brink of 3,000 in time for 
the Clan's final home game 
against Seattle University last 
Tuesday at Chancellor Gym- 
nasium in Burnaby. She would 
score her 3,000th point in front 
of the home crowd. 
Michelle Hendry 
Unfortunately the six-foot- 
two centre from Terrace didn't 
play along. She went on a tear 
on the road against Lewis 
Clark, unexpectedly scoring 34, 
giving her 3,003. Gunning for  
their 26th win of the season, 
Clan coaches simply forgot to, 
hold back Hendry and sidekick 
Andrea Schnider, who broke 
the NAIA record for career 
assists in the same game. 
And last week saw Hendry 
score another 30 points in 22 
minutes on Tuesday night 
against Seattle University in 
SFU's final game of the regular 
season. The Clan utterly 
dominated, winning 102-54. 
That victory gave the Clan a 
con't page B6 
Old but good 
THE TIMBERMEN won their own tournament Feb. 14-16 with 
a 3-0 undefeated record in oldtimer hockey action here. The 
Terrace Timbermen won the 'A' division, beating the Kitimat 
Merchants 5-3, knocking off the Riverside Wranglers 3-0, and 
defeating Smithers' J.P. Thomas Drillers 8-2 in the final. A 
Prince Rupert team won the 'B' division, with Terrace's Nor- 
thern Motor Inn Okies claiming second. 
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MEGA-MEDALS: Fifteen-year-old Denise Vanderlee won five medals in all three colours at the 
'B.C, Senior Provincial Championships in Vancouver. She won 8old in the 200-metre butterfly, 
"silvers in the 400-metre individual medley and the 5e-metre butterfly, and bronze medals in the 
1CO-metre butterfly and 2CO-metre freestyle. 
:Senior provincials 
i 
.............. +- ,u , , ,ph l  
.~ , I . . . . . . .  m ~ . . . . .  ' : 
TERRACE - -  A 16-year-old Terrace swimmer 
is the Bluebacks' first provincial champion this 
year .  
Denise Vanderlee won the senior women's 
200-metre butterfly event at the Senior Provin- 
cial Championships and Western Canadian 
Championships in Vancouver. 
She was one of four local swimmers who 
competed therel 
"Everyone  swam really well," club coach 
Three 14-year-old Terrace competitors - -  
Aimee peacock, David Vanderlee and Jocelyn 
Coxford - -  swam there. 
"This is the first time our club has ever swam 
at this meet and the first time any of our swim- 
mers has made the western championship 
finals." 
Peacock and Vanderlee both hit best times 
there, but Coxford was the star of the show for 
Terrace, making it to the finals in the 200-metre 
Hockey 
playoff 
format 
changes 
TERRACE - -  Nine teams will [ 
clash in the battle for the Ter- 
1 race Men's Rec Hockey League playoff championship when the playoffs tart Mar. 10. This year features a complete- 
ly different playoff format. 
Gone are the lengthy five-game 
series in the semifinals and 
finals. 
In their place is a double 
round robin system with single 
game finals that's expected to 
provide more exciting playoff 
hockey. 
In the rec division the teams 
will be divided into two pools. 
The first-place team will be pit- 
ted against he No. 4 and No. 5 
teams. The cellar-dwellers Will 
be up against he No. 2 and No, 
3-ranked teams. 
Each team will play the other 
two teams in their pool twice, 
for a total of four games. The 
top team in each pool will then 
playoff in a one-game final for 
the championship. 
The final pool lineup could be 
in question right up to the final 
regular season games. Precision 
Builders leads the rec division 
with 44 points on a 21-10-2 
record, but hard on their heels is 
All Seasons (21-12-1) with 43 
po in ts .  Norm's  Auto 
Refinishing holds onto third 
with 37 points, while Inn of the 
West is fourth at 36. Skeena 
Hotel has fifth place with 32 
points, and Back Eddy Pub is 
last with 22 points. 
In the over-35 oldtimers' divi- 
sion, only three teams will play 
off. That's because the division- 
leading Terrace Timbermen --  
with 35 points on a 16-7-3 
record with six games in hand 
over their nearest rivals - -  are 
away at a tournament for much 
of the playoffs. 
The other three mortal 
oldtimer teams will play a dou- 
ble round robin with the top 
two meeting in a one-game 
oldtimer cliampiofiship).L:finiil, ~ .... 
That would tend to' ind[cati~ a
dogfight between the Northern 
Motor Inn Okies (14-15-3) and 
the Riverside 'Auto Wranglers 
(13-14-5), both of which are tied 
at 31 points. Convoy Supply has 
the worst'stats in the league - -  
3-24-5 with 11 points and a 
79/189 goals for and against 
ratio - -  and will have to 
sharpen their game to have a 
shot at making the final. 
i . . . .  
ITP'S CRUISES 
MAKE ITP YOUR FIRST 
PORT OF CALL 
CRUISE  N IGHT 
February  29  8:00 p,m. 
Ter race  Inn 
Sponsored by Terrace Inn and Elan Travel 
• Entertainment by "In • Refreshments 
The Mood" • Chinese Auction 
• Blackjack, Crown & • Prizes, Prizes, Prizes 
Anchor (phony money SI Midnight Buffet 
only) 
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT TERRACE INN 
OR ELAN TRAVEL.; ................ ,$10.00 Per Person 
Your Escape Artists 
~ ~  Skeen,a Mall 
635-6181 
~r*l'lllllllll/I/lllllllllllllllll 
Everything For Your Windows 
.. ...and More/ 
The Quality of Custom... 
at Department Store Prices, or Less! 
SPR NG CREST.'"" " h.  
Window Decor ; ~~,-~ 
1012 Columbia Street, Smithers • Phone 847-3977 
lllllllllllllllll/llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/lll 
TERRACE MINOR 
BASEBALL ASSOCIATION 
1992 EXECUTIVE  MEMBERS 
PRESIDENT -Earl Peden VICE PRESIDENT- R chard Klein 
=.:i!i:. SECRETARY'S:Dab Jean !TREASURER' Terri Fick ~' ~ "';~'~,~.J 
UMPIRE & CHIEF -Andre Jean HEAD COACH - Bruce Nichols ' 
EQUIPMENT - Jim F ick  REGISTRAR. Myrna CuSs 
SPONS0RS'- Jim Flck BINGO -Terri Flck 
PUBLIC RELATIONS - Monica . BINGO - Urla Peden : " 
Warner 
HEAD COMMISSIONERS 
T-Ball - John Bandstra Rookies - Rita Armstrong 
Bambino - Mary Nichols Juniors' - Anna Lang 
Seniors' - Mens'- Urla Peden 
For any information regarding T.M.B.A. please call Earl Peden at 
PRE-INVENTORY SALE 
ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING 
IN STOCK IS NOW 
Bill Nash said last week. "This was an absolute- butterfly. • 635-5940, or our mailing address at P.O. Box 375, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
ly huge meet - -  or actually two meets." Next up on the Bluebacks' calendar is the ~ ~ ~Ir -~ 4B3. ' ', 
: The other half of the Feb. 7-9 weekend was 'AA'  provincials in Kelowna Feb. 21-23 follow- (~, '~] , j~  It~l~_.~-- 
tlae Western Canadian Championships, with ed by the Feb. 28- Mar. l B.C. Winter Games ~ ~11111I¢ 
:swlmmers corn eting there from as far east as and on Mar 6-8 they head to Victoria for the ~I[ :~LLUI ' I I~ J  
.Thunder Bay p 'AAA' provincials. =P r(a<"'-"-" "-"" [ i )½(.  TERRACE MINOR 4r~i (ll~l 
" EVERYTHING I 
i LhMUST / REGISTRATIONI 
SKEENAMALL T THE ~ ~ , ~ ~ ' J "  .~, %.',,,,~ ....,.: - ...... ~ ~ ~ '  ,:" .. "% "'~ ;~'. ~,si~ .~ , : 4 ..... ,'-.:. . . , 
T,me ,s eett,no short. ~. .f~. ".,~.. ~. • F..<:~..,, . - .. ~ ~,~.. 
Our hours are Fr,day, Feb. 28 ....... S:aO-8:30 p.m. ~. .  . . . . .  ... q.,.,~.~' • ~.~ , ~ - 
,! "~.~.~ ~Ii~:, ~ ~ " Salurday, Feb. 29..'9:00-5:00 p.m. ':: ::,: gethng longer. 
~' -  ~ ~ The deadhne for 1 991 Friday, March 6 ...... 5:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
tax-deductible RRSP Saturday, March 7..9:00- 5:00 p.m. 
contributions is Saturday, To REGISTER EARLY: Please mail to T.M.B.A. at P,O. Box 375, 
February 29, 1 992. Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B3 or drop off at All Seasons Sports. 
% 
Sale Ends Feb. 29 
OFF 
GEMMA BED, BATH & 
KITCHEN BOUTIQUE 
We will be open for 
your RRSP business: 
Thurs., Feb. 27. . .  9:30 am- 8:00 pm 
Fd., Feb. 28 . . . . .  9:30 am- 8:00 pm 
Sat., Feb. 29 . . . .  10:00 am- 4:00 pm 
Terrace Branch 
Telephone: 635"2261 
abank 
Skeena Ma l l -  Ter race  
Bed  & Bath  - -  635-3392 
K i tchen  - -  635-4086 
TOLL FREE - -  1-800-563-4362 
PLAYER REGISTRATION 
D I,BALL ~] ROOKIL [::J LtAMDINO [::] JUN~ORDABEI1UII' [ ] '5[NIOI I f lAOERU111 O MENS 
- ~)- 5 7 -  8 -9  10 - I [ - t2 13-14 - 15 IG-  t7 - 11 19 4 
i r  
NAME- - -  ~ B IRTHDAIE . . . - : , - .  
• _~._~...POSTALCOD£ AD0rtr5s . . . . .  . . : , ,  . " "  : ~' 
P H O N E . - - ~ .  _. ~TOf l  " ~! . - -  
PONl lOHS pLAYED .~ . - -  " " ~ - :~  \ '  ~ ' ' ~ i : '  - :: ,~',':::, "~;" i~:i s :~" ? (: ; 
:3 MAX. , , 
0 MANAGE 0 UMPtRE?::'~V~:~:.~' ~'~;. :" I-'J FIELOMAINT, 
[~] COACH OR ASSIST L'~ I~OREKEEP ' " :~ *; ,.";: ::'!'.i: [3  : EOT. MAktAOER 
ra fJns'r*Jc ~ " cl I~UHORAtSS ::'~ ~: E30VHEn 
[ PAFIENT WAIVER : ::~: '~'::% ' : :"  ':::: !::~(~'-::.'i-:: ~ "REGiSTRATiON FEE I I I 
I APpriOVALIOPARTJClPA/~/~Y&ALLBA~EBALLLEA(YJfACTMhEg WE ,| .= ~ - "  ~ CASn- -  
l l A~UMEALt TII~ RISKANDHAZNtO$ H¢ OENTALIOStX;HPARIK;~PAliOM" ~.;/' ( ~ : :  ~ i  ~ : " " 
1RAVELLINOIR) ANOfROMIHCACTIV11'EI~ ANOW~OHERE~Y: / "  ' ' eue^.e  
[ TOORF~ACIM'h¢S  FORANYGU~IMARI~NGOUTOfAN NNtWIOO~R -;~I -:.~ ~:' ": " " : 
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M Start Here 
OPENING NIGHT winners at the Terrace Legion Darts Open 
were Paul Dejong (left), sue simpson and Noel Noble. The trio 
took the mixed triples, a new event for northwestern tour- 
naments, knocking off Bill Robinson, Bob Bennett and Kay 
Munroe in the finals. Losing semi-finalists were Brian McCabe, 
Cathy Maestrello and Stef Maestrello and the trio of Malcolm 
Smith, Jacqueline DaSilva and Wendy Fisher. 
From B4 
Hendry scores No. 3,000 
27-1 season record - -  losing on- 
ly once to an NCAA team -- 
and a perfect 14-0 district 
record. Their nearest rivals, the 
Western Washifigton Wildcats, 
had a 10-4 district record. 
Hendry now has 3,033 career 
points and 653 points on the 
season. She has averaged 23.3 
points per game and has played 
an average of just 27 minutes 
per game. 
Only four other NAIA 
players have surpassed 3,000 
and only five have officially 
done so in the NCAA (although 
ficial records). 
The next player ahead of 
Hendry in NAIA scoring 
history is Wingate, North 
Carolina's Direne Thomas, who 
scored 3,141. 
Amid the celeb~'ations of last 
week, Hendry was also named 
NAIA national player-of-the- 
week for chalking up 79 points, 
29 rebounds and 12 steals in 
three Clan wins. 
And she was picked NAIA 
district 1 player-of-the-year fo
an unprecedented fourth con- 
secutive year. 
stars. And Clan coach Alison 
MacNeil, who collected her 
100th victory this month, was 
named district 1 coach-of-the- 
year. 
Although Hendry says she 
feels "pretty good" about the 
season's accomplishments, she 
says there is still another goal 
that has eluded the team. 
"The national championship 
would be nice," she said. 
SFU has a first-round bye in 
district playoffs, which get 
underway this week. 
Hendry is taking one step at a 
time and says she hasn't decided 
"I  have no idea yet," she 
said. "I ' l l  figure that out after- 
wards." 
She is currently completing 
her fourth year of kinesiology, 
which Would qualify her for a 
career in physiotherapy. 
But Hendry says basketball is
still on her mind. She begins 
Canadian Olympic team try- 
outs Mar. 26 and is still aiming 
for the summer Olympics in 
Barcelona, Spain this summer. 
Another option for her is to 
play professionally for one of 
BACK EDDY'S PUB 
"Your Friendly Neighbourhood Pub" 
in Terrace 
Come on in and let us "Servb You Rightl" 
,v,.**u,,o,,: s4.9 9 
Baron. of Beef . . . . .  
• , r ' 
EVERY SUNDAY: 
6 oz. Sirloin St. Sand.SS.25 
EVERY DAY SOMETHING SPECIAL 
Kitchen open 11 a.m. - 10 p.m. - 7 daYS a week : 
Hours of operation: Sunday to,Thursday 11 a.m,- 12 p ,m,  . 
Friday.& Saturday 11 a.m, - 1 a,m, 
635-5336 
SFU officials count the NCAA Hendry and Schnider were 
~;be!ng ' ,  nine from;unof2 .~ ~unanimotls!iSiekS;~for dist ict all~ 
~t. ~: t iv ; ,~ ' :~{;~/  ; - "~q :- , / "  "~"  , '7?;" • " .  
.~ ,~ '~A r )  open 7 days a week. . 
"%~'~"-,~.~.,4"I~.-~r Lunch Men. - Frl. 11:30- 2:00 prn 
(~ ~ " LI , ,~'  4 r~ Dinner 4:30" 11:00 pm 
' . .~vL  FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 
-0644 or 638-1503 '~' ' 
~g'HO 4402 Lakelse Avenue Terrace, B.C. 
.what She Will do after:the hatS: ~,the/.women~s,teams in;Europe . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [I ........ ~ f, . . . . . . . . . .  '~"':: ~' ~~ ...... . . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  " . - ' ,~  v,~ . . . . . . . .  ; ^. ,  , . . !  oq .~ r~w 
TERRACE - -  Nearly 50 Ter- 
race athletes are off to the B.C. 
Winter Games this weekend in 
Vernon. 
Numerous coaches and of- 
ficials will also be travelling 
there for the Games. 
The following athletes will be 
repres¢'nting the city in Pantie- 
ton: 
• Badminton :  Sur inder  
Dhaliwal, Tony Broman, Diane 
Cey, Lisa Mailloux, Nancy 
Condon, Chuck Cey, Laurie 
Buteau, Mike McAllister, 
Byron Mikaloff. 
• Boxing: Robert Doane, 
Buddy Doane, Clint Bell, Jassy 
Gill. 
• Figure Skating: Jessica 
Lambright, Nicole Page, Jen- 
nifer Kuehne. 
• Gymnastics: Trina Mateus, 
Kirsten Holkestad,  Leah 
Graham, Jenniver Naves. 
• Karate: Rosy Sanghera, 
Matt Merrill, Paul Fleming, 
Jassie Osei-Tutu, Jaime Janzen, 
Dab Casey, Darey McKeown, 
Ted Berlin. 
• Luge: Amy Kabernik, 
S tephan ie  Kuhar ,  Adam 
Kirkwood, Kyle Stevenson, 
Angela Rioux, Todd Taylor. 
• Swimming :Cory Holland, 
David Vanderlee, Jocelyn Cox- 
Smoothies ski to silver 
TERRACE - -  A Terrace skier 
was part of a northwest masters 
team that put together a silver 
medal performance in the 12th 
annual Labatt's Blue Over-the- 
Hill downhill race in Vernon. 
For ty -year -o ld  George 
Schibli, joined Smithers team- 
mates Wayne Huxtable and 
Judy and Bob Rowsell on the 
Smithers Smoothies team to 
clinch second place in their 
combined age group at Silver 
Star Mountain. 
They were competing in the 
175-200 age group - -  the total 
of the four skiers, ages. 
Last year the Smoothies won 
gold in Vernon. But it was no 
dice this time as they were 
ousted by a Vancouver team 
with two ex-national team 
members - -  Dan and Doug Ir- 
win. 
The northwesterners ended 
up placing 19 out of 70 teams 
overall, and all four members 
placed within the top 100 in- 
dividually among the 317 racers 
competing. 
.S_C o RE BOAR 
Recreational Hockey League Scores: 
February 15 
All Seasons 5, Precision Builders 4 
Skeena Hotel 7, Back Eddy Pub 4 
February 16 
Inn of the West 5, All Seasons 3
Oldtimers' Division Standings: 
Team GPW L T GF GA PTS 
TerraceTimbermen 26 16 7 3 136 78 35 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 32 13 14 5 100 121 31 
NMIOkies 32 14 153 99 121 31 
: Convoy Supply 32 3 24 5 79 189 It 
Precision Builders 9, Norra's Auto Refiliishlng 4 - ...- ~ 
rebr.ary. ,:i:. 
Precision Builders 6, Skeena Hotel 3 
All Sea/naB S, Back Eddy Pub 2 
• " "  February 19 ~ 
TerraceTimbcrmen 8, Riverside Auto Wranglers 5~: . . :  D.,2;..,;l.,;,al Division Standings: 
Northei'il Motor Inn Okles 4, Convoy Supply 0 
February 20 . GPW L T GF GA PTS 
Inn of the West 5, Norm's Auto Refinishing 2 ~ ~ ;~PrecJsloh Builders 33 21 10 2 176 128 44 
All Seasons 34 21 12 I 173 149 43 
Get your team or league on the ScorebOard/ Norm's Auto Refinishing 33 16 12 5 166 136 37 
Drop off  scores or standings to the T~rrace Inn of the West 33 17 14 2 158 159 36 
Standard office at 4647 Lazelle A ve,, or phone SkeenaHotel 34:15 17 2 177 176 32 
them:ihto638-7283.~=-- DeadllneisSp.m. Friday. Back EddyPub 33 9 20 4 138 152 22 
ford, Aimee Peacock, Tori 
le. 
Joe 
Mackenzie, Denise Vander e. 
• Masters Swimming: 
Mandur, John Dando, Scott 
Siemens, Marian Duffus. 
• Wheelchair Basketball: 
Olivier Poissonneau, John 
Reid, Silas Clayton, David 
Pereversoff, Tony Humphrey, 
Terry Reinert. 
Kitimat will also be sending 
competitors in masters wimm- 
ing, badminton, karate, figure 
skating, boys hockey, women's 
hockey, jude, speed skating, 
swimming, luge sledding, cross- 
country skiing. 
at Skeena Mall 
SAVINGS 
We gain a Bonus Day so we're 
giving you Bonus Savings! 
13% OFF 
AT ALL THESE PARTICIPATING MERCHANTS: 
San Francisco 
Saan 
Pet World 
Universal Workwear 
Cotton Company 
Jeans North 
H. Lehman Jewellers 
Rainbow Embroidery 
K Mart 
Super Sportscsrds 
Young Ideas 
Lady Footlocker 
Erwin Jewellers . Flowers Ala Carte : 
Gingerbread Playhouse Sight & Sound (tapes & dies) 
Sheflelds & Sons (o.c,.a,nn t~cco a to..ry) 
2 0 %  OFF : 
60 % O'~'-"~~F ,rdsistable J30  % values at other OFF 
merchants in the 
Skeena Mall 
5 0 %~/FOFF 40"% OFF 
4741 Lakelse Terrace 
! 
! 
I 
I 
vnnml,~ s, uuumv In~[ I  vv -w . . . . .  I 
I two entrees (up to a I 
value of *15.95 each 
I and enjoy dinnerfor two I 
for only $19.95 I 
I Not valid with dining cards. : 1  
L id until Feb' . . - -  - I  
Games athletes depart 
CALL 
638-SAVE 
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ACTION AD S +._+, 
v"BUY  v"SELL v"RENT P"TRADE 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Class i f ied  and C lass i f ied  D isp lay  
ADVERTIS ING DEADLINES:  When e stat hol iday fa l l s  on  a 
Saturday,  Sunday  or Monday,  the  dead l ine  Is Thursday  at  
5 p ,m,  fo r  e l l  d i sp lay  and  c lass i f ied  ads ,  
TERRACE STANDARD. 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified display ado must be prepaidby either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 words(first Insertion) $5.25 plus 12¢ for additional words. *(Addl- 
Uonal insertions) $3.50 plus 9¢ for additional words. $9.98 for 3 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non.commercial) Prices Include 7% G.S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
• Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4~ Wanted to Rent ].5. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc. 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7: For Rent Misc, 
8. Cars for Sale 
• 9. Trucks for Sale 
10; Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
16. Farm Produce 27. Announcement- ~ 
].7. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
].8. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
].9. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
20. Pets & Livestock 3].. Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Travel 
23. Work Wanted 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads 
under appropriate headings and to set rates theref(xe and to 
Uetarmlns page location. 
r The Terracn Standard reminds advertisers thai It Is against 
the provincial Human nights Acl to discriminate on the basis 
of ¢hildrel:, marital status and employment when placing "For 
Rent" ads. Landlords DaD slate a no-smoking preference, 
.'The Tmrase Standard reserves the fight to revise, edit. 
classify cr reject any advertisement and to retain any 
answers directed to the News Box Reply Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
-. Box rephes en "Hold" insb'ucllons not ploknd un within 10 
days of expiry of an advertisement will be deslroyed unless 
mailing instructions are received These answed~ Box 
Numbers me requested not Io send originals of denumenls to 
avoid loss, 
All claims of err(~s in advertisements must be received by 
the publisher within 30 days after the nrsf publlcat[0~. 
If is agreed by the advertiser oques~ng space that the 
"Babillfy of the Terrace Standard in the event of lailurs to 
pubnsh an advorllsement as ~ublIshed shall he limned to the 
amount paid by Ihe advertiser for only om incorrect Insertion 
for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incur. 
rect ~ omitted llem only, and that there shall be no liability In 
any.event grealer than the amount paid for such advertielflg, 
1. Real Estate 
CABIN FOR SALE. Finished cabin of approx. 
imately 900 square feet. Available for sale on 
4.24 acres of leased recreational property 
located on Scum Lake, 55 miles west and 32 
• miles south of Williams Lake. Comes with pro. 
pane stove, cook stove and propane lighting. 
Finished cupboards and interior water system. 
1, RealEstate 
WANTED TO PURCHASE: Fishing Lodge, tresh 
or salt water, Phone 403.241-1476 or fax 
403-241-0078, 4p44 
APPROX, 5V4 ACRES. Treed property In 
Woodland Park, approx, one mile norlh of Ter- 
race. Asking $25,500. Open to offers. Phone 
635-2315 4p44 
GRANISLE 3 BEDROOM HOME. New carpets, 
new linD in kitchen, caroort, landscaped. Big 
yard, Optional to buy: 6x8 shed. $35,000. 
1.697-2747 4p44 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: Appealing 3 bedroom 
split level on Lambly. Beautifully finished with 
many extras. Offers privacy yet convenience 
of living in the Horseshoe. Asking $132,500. 
635-2315 for appointment to view. 2p44 
KITWANGA 4 BEDROOM HOME, boarding ken- 
~el business, large garage, greenhouse, root 
cellar, lruit trees, fully lands~:aped. Box 69, 
VOJ 2AO. Phone 849-5427 4p44 
LARGE RESIDENTIAL LOTS. Thomheights 
subdivision. $18,000 to $19,000 OBO. Apply 
~last Holdings, Box 412, Kitimat, B.C. 4p44 
BY OWNER, Near new 3 BR, basement, car- 
~ort sundeck off kitchen with view. 5239 
No field or well. Lake has orivate air strip. Mtn. Vista. To view, call 63.5-9633 4p45 
Asking $16,500 for quick sale, Call Indra Gra- 
tlogarz'a t~Realty~Wo rld.'N o r t h e r n,for~lt~he r.tnf o ~-3'~l~J=eJ:J~.~'=~O~/~LJ*Y" '.'~ E~LO~T..EP~ 
398-8266 days or 398.7470 evenings, Lease and out on large lot. Asking $70,000. Phone 
'is 'assumable or available for purchase from 635-9041 - .~p45 
the B.C. Government. 44tin 80 x 200 SERVICED TRAILER LOT, close to 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING WORKS! You're school. Cabin revenue $250/month. Clear U- 
reading this aren't you? 638-SAVE. tin tie. Cash sale or owner/financed, Low down 
payment. 635-3767 8p45 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT Adams 
Lake, B.C. V= hour lrom Salmon Arm - 45 NEW LISTING ON SANDE BLVD. Three 
min. from Kamloops, 10 min. from Shuswap bedroom bungalow, 3/4 basement, patio doors 
Lakes. Fully renovated with very attraclive off dining area to rear yard, new carpeting in 
living quarters. Showing excellent return in an living room and master bedroom re-decoratod, 
area of growth and terrific climate. Start the nat, gas heat & hot water, situated on 75 x 
New Year on a positive note. Phone 200 ft. lot. Asking $69 500. Contact Rusty 
1.679.8904 tin37 Ljungh, Terrace Realty 638-0371 or 
635.5754. lc45 
PRIVATE SALE, 1,525 sq, ft. custom design. 
ed rancher in Thornheights. Three bedroom, WOODLAND HEIGHTS TRAILER. 14 x 52 ft. 
large kitchen, 2V= baths, double ja¢uzzi, 5 two bedroom trailer. RSF wood stove in the 
' skylights and many more features. Asking living room, fridge, stove, wahser ? dryer in- 
$134,500. Phone 635.2833 for appointment cluded in the price, Asking $24,900. Early 
to vlew, 4p44 possession can be arranged. Call Rusty 
Ljungh - Terrace Realty Ltd, 638.0371 or 
t= 33,ACRES / NORTH LOT1712 off 'the Nass B35-5754. lc45 
• River. Asklng$20,O00. Call (31 3)725-6363 
(Michigan, USA) 4p42 2, Mobile Homes 
3 BEDROOM l JO0 sq. ft. house on Pine TRAILER 10 x 50 WITH NEW FURNACE, N.G. 
Street in ThornhilL Interior estored, new cup- All furniture included. Good condition, nice 
boards, laundry room, large lot. $52,000, 
,835.9530 4p42 area i~ Thornhill• Price $7,500, Phone 
638.0939 eves, 4p42 
4 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, 4 level split home with 
carport, fireplace, sundeck. Excellentlocatio~ 1974 AMBASSADOR 3 bedroom, 2 
in Houston, two blocks from schools asking bathrooms. Asking $12,000. 842-5199. 
-$71,000. Call 845.2504 after 7 p.m. or 4p42 
847.2237 days. 4p42 WANTED: MOBILE HOME with gas furnace. 
APPROX, 1,300 SO, IT. 4 BR HOME, 4.way Send photo, price, telephone no. to Box 2138 
split level, Wired workshop. 80 x 140 ft. lot, New Westminster, V3L 5A3 8p43 
4705 Gaff Ave, $99,000. For apptmt, to BE'R'ER THAN AVERAGE 14X70. $5,000 
view, 635-6230 4o43 down. Vendor will carry balance at $B50 a 
month. Call 638-0800 or 638.1182 4p43 
WANTED to 1,056 sq. ft. $21,000 to $29,000. Deliver TO BUY Terrace, Smlthers, Houston, Burns Lake and 
Vanderhoof area. Set-up prices available on 
3 B ,R .  basement  home request. Call Herb Styles (403)264.6122 
5p43 
in Horseshoe  area  1971 MOBILE TRAILER 12 x 56, 2 BR., four 
~__  ___-~7~1000 " $901000 appliances, air conditioning and garage, Phone 
Serious Buyer. Tammyat 635.3763 4p45 
Please Call 638-1891 3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150.1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston, Phone 845.3161 31 tfn 
t BEDROOM APARTMENT right down town. 
Ridge/stove, security entrance. Paved park- 
ing, On site management, 635.7957 15tfn 
TWO STOREY FURNISHED ROOM TO WORKING non.smoking 
3 BR, HOME lemale. Students welcome. Allthe comforts of 
home. Two blocks Irom town $250. 
On  Co le  Cu l .de -sac .  N. gas  635.7504 after 6:30p.m. 4p42 
heat  & f i rep lace ,  ser ious  on-  
, ONE BEDROOM DUPLEX SUITE in town. 
qu i r ieson ly .  Fridge, stove, carpeted, no pets. 
3. For Rent 
ROOM FOR RENT in 2 8R house in Terrace. 
$250/month, Utilities included, Phone Ken 
638-1261 4p43 
SELF CONTAINED FURNISHED bachelor suite 
for single working person. $375/mo. 
635-3191 2p45 
I FOR RENT 
4500 Sq. Ft. Of Retail 
Or Warehouse Space In 
Whole Or In Part Available 
' March 1 
638-1972 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF KALUM & SCOTT 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
Fridge, stove, heat and hot,water Includ. 
ed. Carpeting, laundry facilities, storage, 
space. References required. 
. 1 Bedroom Apt. $405.00 When 
2 Bedroom Apt. $480.00 AvzBable 
3 Bedroom Apt. $550.00 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 ~ 
FOR LEASE- 
OFFICE SPACE 
670 sq, ft. of centrally located 
2nd floor office space overlooking 
Lakelse Ave. Reasonable rent 
and will re-decorate to suit te. 
nant. 
Contact  John Currle 
635-6142 Days 
635-9598 Eves. 
OFFICE OR STORE 
Space For Rent or Lease- 
4639 Lazelle Ave. - 1961 sq.ft. 
Fully air.conditioned ground floor, 
Owner will decorate or renovate 
to suite and rental could lead to 
building ownership. 
- Check This Out - 
A Great Opportunity 
Call 638-1200 or 
656-0365 (collect) 
4, Wanted to Rent 
PROFESSIONAI~ ~VITH:~FAMI~Y rOFYFIVB t re. 
quires house to rent, beginning Mar/Apr. No 
pets, non-smokers. 638-2070 4p42 
ACCOMODATION WANTED FOR SINGLE work- 
ing male, as soon as possible. 638-0129 after 
6:00 p.m. 4p43 
WANTED TO BUY OR RENT large family home 
with two or more acres in Terrace area 
1.856-7883 ~1p44 
PROFESSIONAL BUILDER/RENOVATOR re- 
quires Terrace house rental. Possible ex- 
change of services for rent. Long/short term. 
632.4110 please leave messages. 4p44 
MATURE, SINGLE, HEALTH PROFES- 
SlONALIntness instructor looking for semi- 
private accommodation to call home. NS/ND. 
Kathy 635.7234. work, 638.1904 mess. 4p45 
WANTED BY WORKING COUPLE: Rent to pur. 
chase 2-3 bedroom trailer or house, Write to 
Box 404 Terrace, B,C. V8G 4A1 4p45 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.D, 350 LOADER New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
• lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer 
• $19500. 82 lade 2-door auto - good coM. 
$1500. 14 ft. Tri-hun speed boat • 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
• hyd, jacks, $2000, New Kuboda fits plant & 
~attery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle. Ph. 697-2474, 19tin 
BUY HARDWOOD FLOORING from Francois 
Lake Woodworking Ltd. Our products are all 
Riln dried• Birch clear 23/8", $4.15 nor sq. ft. 
Birch knotty 23/8", $3.10 per sq. ft. Also 
Pine flooring; Pine clear 23/8", $2.10 per sq. 
It, Pine knotty 2318" $1,50 per sq. ft. 
1-695-6616 12tin 
PRE.FAB GARDEN, UTILITY SHEDS, 
greenhouses, garages, RV shelters, 
snowroofs over trailers skirting, joey shacks, 
decks, fencing, Phone Dirk Bakker, 638.1768 
evenings. 4p43 
PRECISION BAND CUT: Lumber, timbers, 
siding and firewood, We can supply any and 
all demands for size and volume. Will 
negotiate custom sawing, logging and/or pur- 
chase of private wood. Burns Lake. 695.6365 
or 695.6391 tin44 
NORTH PACIFIC SATELLITE SALES AND SER. 
VICE, Startrak 6 system with decoder top of 
the line electronic package, 3050 nstalled, 
Non cam-con decoders available lot rent, 
$29,99. 624-2122 located in Prince Ruperls 
Pride of the North Mall. 5p42 
DODGE 440 CUl Engine, only 30,000 miles, 
with Edelbrock pedormance intake minifold. 
No grease, lots of power $450; 305 GM heads 
recently rebuilt $125. 4 15" Gi 5.bolt 
Aluminum mags with new rubber $425, 
635.6809 after 5:30 2p44 
5. For Sale Misc. 
1976 JOHN OEERE BACKHOE. 24" and 48" 
buckets extra front bucket, rapid ram 
hydraulic breaker, Complete $20,000. Phone 
635-3741 4p45 
PRICED FOR QUICK SALE: 14" Aluminum 
Sprinbok skiff $800; 85 0MC $650; 155 0MC 
$1,000:120 Merco $800; 225 Dodge new 
brgs. and rings $100. Outboards: 40 HP 
Evinrude Short shaft only t/~ hour running time 
$1,600; 20 HP Johnson $650; 25 HP 
Johnson $850; 35 HP Johnson $950; Sun 
engine performance analyzer $350; valve 
face grinding machine $200; Sun 504 
distributor tester $75; 12" B&W TV $20, 
AMdek Video monitor $15; Gestetner 
duplicator $125 and Gestefax $175 or $270 
for both; spirit duplicator $20. Contact George 
at 624-6054 for further information or to 
make us an offer. May he viewed at NWCC 
Prince Rupert. lp45 
ABBEY 
VERTICAL PATIO DOOR 
BLINDS 
.* , 
; Reg. $199 i 
84"x  84"  Beige 
In Stock Now 
IRLY B IRD 
E7 
638-8700 
Hwy16 E Te£race  
8. Cars for Sale 
1985 MONTE CARLO SS. Harr~ to find. Fully 
loaded with T-top. Excellent condition in and 
out. Asking $15,000 632-4049 4p42 
1981 CADILLAC COUPE DE VILLE. Clean car. 
de Elegance interior package. Priced for quick 
sale. $6,500. 1.692-3015 or 1-692-3606 
4p42 
1983 BUICK REGAL 2-door, auto, cloth 
buckets, tilt, cruise, sunroof, 100,000 kin. 
Original owner. $4,000 1.692.3457 Burns 
Lake. 4p43 
1989 SUBABU DL STATIONWAGON. 4WD, 
39,000 kin. Like new. $12,000. 638.0925 
4p43 
1981 DODGE COLT HATCH BACK. AM/FM 
cassette, good condition. $2,000. 63B.1423 
eves. 44fin 
1985 WHITE HONDA PRELUDE 5 SPD, 
AM/FM radio, Pioneer stereo, excellent condi- 
tionL.'Mustsell,635,373;4 " " " 43tin 
1977 MID SIZE Two door Pontiac LeMans. 
Runs good, looks good. Garage receipts 
record, $900 OBO, Phone 638-1109 4p44 
1983 FORD ESCORT EXP. 4 cyl,, 4 spd., hat- 
chback. Looks like Mustang, sporty, 
economical. Excellent condition. Very clean. 
Well kept. $2,200 OBO, 1.692.3732 eves. 
.4p45 
1977 THUNDERBIRD. Excellent condition. 
Automatic. Loaded. $2,000 OBO, Burns Lake 
1-692.3446 eves, 4p45 
1987 PONTIAC TRANS AM. Excellent condi- 
tioo, less than 20,000 miles, Phone after 5 
635.8444 lp45 
1985 SUBARU GL SEDAN. 5 speed, low 
mileage, excellent condition. $5,000. 
635-7761 lp45 
1989 
CHEV ASTRO VAN 
8-passenger ,  V6 ,  Auto . ,  Air  
Cru ise ,  Casset te  
I15,995 :, 
McEwan I 
1 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1985 CHEVY HALF TON 4x4. Standard 
transmission chrome role bar. 3" lift kit. 33" 
Mudders, $9,500 OBO. 638.7203 after 6 p.m. 
4p42 
1988 EXTENDED CAB PICKUP. 30,000 ~(m. 
Tilt steering, cruise control, canopy. $16,000 
firm. 635.3101 4p42 
SACRIFICE1 SMALL PICKUP, 1987 Dodge D50 
Ram, 4 cyl., 5 speed, fuel Injected, AM/FM 
cassette, long box, low mileage, tinted glass. 
$4,000. 0uick sale. Phone 847-5541 4p42 
1985 GMC PICKUP. V6, automatic, good on 
gas, pavement driven, little rust; mechanically 
sound, $4,500 firm. Phone evenings to 
697-2380 4p43 
LOGGERS SPECIAL • 1988 Ford F250 4x4, 
3/4 ton, new paint, bush box and winch. 
$6,500 firm• 635.378I 4p43 
1989 TOYOTA 4x4 EXTRA CAB, Good condi. 
tion, canopy and roof rack. 847-4076 4p44 
1988 GMC SAFARI VAN Fully Ioadod. EC. 
One owner $15,000 638.8293 4p45 
1991 GMC 4X4 $15, 21,000 kin. Sunroof, 
alum, running boards, tilt steering, ext. cab, 
(~tq l ;  nnn  firm 635-7708 635-5464, 4p42 am/fm cassette, 4,3 L VB, $15,000 V,u,,,,-,-- APPLE itC COMPUTER. Comes complete with 635.6893 4p45 
Call After 4 P,M. monitor, Epson LX.80 printer, joystick, soft- 
ware635.9695and manuals. Asking $850 OBO, Phone4p44 1 990  I 
~ ~ f  GRAND CARAVAN I 
everything. If you're a collector, please phone 
846.9751 ordroplnatl617Hwy, 16(across EXTENDED VAN I 
from museum in Telkwa.) Norm May's Col. 7 -passenger ,  Vet  Auto . ,  I 
lectibles and Crafts, 4p44 Cru ise ,  Casset te  I 
,or sets. All In mint condition. All hockey ' 1  6,990 I 
cards except for a few upperdeck baseball. .. 
6, Recondlfloned $10,000 OBO. Large canvas 
tent, Sleeps 6 or 8 $50, 632.6043 4p45 - .  
6. Wanted Misc. 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling children's fur. 
niture, check with the Product Safety 8ranch 
of Consumer & Corporate Affairs Canada 
(604} 866.5003 to ensure it meets currenl 
Safety Standards. The sale ol non compliant 
products not only could result In a tragic acci- 
dent but also is a violation of the Hazardous 
Products Act. tin 
FOR SALE APT. SIZE Danby lridge, Price 
$140, Manual defrost. Good condition. Phone 
635-3475 4p44 
7. For Rent Misp. 
OLD BRIDGE PROPERTIES 
MINI- STORAGE 
24 HR, ACCESS 
REASONABLE RATES 
635-5350 
9, Trucks for Sale 
1990 
GMC SAFARI VAN 
8-passenger ,  V6 ,  Auto . ,  
Air ,  PW & PL, Cru ise ,  
Casset te  
s18,990 
McEwan 
T~rr lce 
635-4941 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
1972 24 IT, TANDEM AXLE Travelaire 
Trailer, new brakes, tires, upholstery, shower 
& toilet. Asking $6,500, Phone 635-5537 
after 5 p.m. 4p44 
13. Snowmobiles 
SNOWMOBILES FOR SALE: 440 Everest 
$750,1986 Tundra $1,250. 638.8933 4o43 
14. Boats & Marine 
LUNg "S" SERIES 14 FT. ALUM boat, Merc 
50HP, prop & Berkley Jet leg, low hours, 
telenex sheeting, Roadrunner 1,500 lb. trailer, 
14" tires, low range fish finder, Luhr Jensen 
down rigger. $4,000 1.699-6323 eves. 3043 
1991 35HP EVINRUDE outboard motor. Hardly 
used. C/w riverboat. Asking $3,500, 
1-697-2747 4p44 
TWO 50 HP EVINRUDE MOTORS, Three utility 
Irailers. ~1-567.4028 4p45 
15, Machinery 
INTERNATIONAL CABOVER 250 Cummins 
Diesel, Tandem axle, 32' flatdeck, cat- 
tleracks, log rigging for 33' short logs. Make 
me an offer. 1-694.3456. Burns Lake 4043 
265 MF TRACTOR with cab. A.1 condition. In. 
cluded are: Howard Rototiller - 72 In, blade: 
E.Z loader, new tires and brakes. 635.3415 
'~o44 
TROJAN LOADER, rebuilt engine. Good oondl- 
lion, open to offers. 635.4320 or 635.4805 
4p44 
FOR SALE OR HIRE 1975 740 grapple skidder, 
$16,000 with spare and chains or hire 
operator separate. Phone 638.0037 or 
638.12B1 4p42 
CAT D6 9U. Very good shape. Blade & winch. 
$10,500; portable sawmill, all steel, hydraulic 
with rollway, Power unit 671 Jimmy, best of. 
fer. Burns Lake. 1-694.3456 4p44 
08 CAT 36A: Brush blade, winch, ponyarch, 
wheelaroh, roll over canopies, final drive 
rebuilt, GOOd conditions. Offers •635.4320 
4p45 
FOR SALE: Timber totter skidder. 453 GM 
engine model 19, winch, 28.1x30 tires. Fair 
condition. S7,5000. Phone 635-2484 4p45 
16. Farm Produce 
CUMMINS RANCH HAY MARKET and Eat More 
Lamb Market will be closed until March 20. 
3p44 
GOOD QIIALITY 70 - 80% ALFALFA. Grass 
mixed square bales. Delivery is available. 
Phone 567-4285 4p45 
17. Garage Sales 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your garage? 
Advertise your garage sale in the Classifieds 
638-SAVE. tin 
18. Business_Services 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excit. 
ment, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635.6181 and catch the splritl 2tin 
20 WORDS OR LESS is only $8.95 for 4 
weeks in the Terrace Standard Classifieds 
638.SAVE. 18tin 
SHAKLEE WATER PURIFIERS DISPLAY, Feb. 
20, Hudson Bay Lodge, Smlthers, also other 
;)roducts. Feb. 28, Lakeview Mall. Burns 
Lake. Anytime, our home demo, Houston. 
845-2076 4p43 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638-SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
LOST: BLUE WALLET WITH ALL I.D. inside. It 
found please call 635-49B6 or drop off at the 
Terrace Standard office, lp45 
Wi l l  Cut  Down Any  Tree  Sa fe ly  
$1 ,000 ,000  L iab i l i ty  To  P ro tect  Your  P roper ty  
DANGEROUS OFF 
TREE REMOVAL BY 10% MONTH OF 
CERTIFIED CLIMBER MARCH 
Pierre Lussier 635-7400 
WHERE QUALITY AND SERVICE COME FIRST 
Yes! For Only $599.00 
YOU CAN OWN A BRAND NEW ELECTROLUX 
COMPLETE WITH POWER NOZZLE AND AT- 
TACHMENTS, WITH FULL 5 YEAR WARRAN- 
TY, NO DOWN PAYMENTI NO INTERESTI NO 
MONTHLY PAYMENTS FOR 90 DAYS O.A.C. 
Ca l l  Your  Author i zed  Dea ler  Jack  Zahodn ik  635-6609 
DON'T WAIT TO READ IT 
IN THE PAPF . 
jl t.be 7" Cather'tn( ritz,,, Ot oor°~t~Y~;~tv misseD, CaFLe~, 
v,d aqd , E~'izabet~...~ t AdarnS. V~.~ fother Mar~ ~ LewiS. '~ 
e Juo~/.. erend Writ(. ',~1 Hatilax a...nu..=,'eWe t r ieno~,  Wi.nn~ ~:.. 
Laurie by sister u~ .~ lamely v~nt ~C';==t onMon~ Fnenu. , 
o;=ter ot -~,,rnerCn; '~';.~mptete - _ . .c. L,~.,:, ." ap~;.. 
i •A : :  • ~!  . . . . .  
GIVE GENEROUSLY NOW. 
, IMPROVING 
YOU, ODDs- 
AGAINST 
#1 KILLER. ' 
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19. Lost & Found 21. Help Wanted 
LOST AND REWARD OFFERED: 4 year old GROW WITH THE FASTEST GROWING fur- 
spayed female long haired tabby cat, White niture chain In North America: United Buy and 
front and feet. Lost from Jackpine Flats. May Sell Furniture. From High School gladuation to 
be heading to Thomhill 635-6869 or Manager in 3 yrs;, to Supervisor In 4 yrs,, to 
635.5236 2p45 Area Manager in 6 yrs,, etc. We are opening 
30 locations during the next 12 months and 
have openings Ior 2 individuals who are deter- 
mined to become leaders in this exciting in- 
dustry. No experience necessary, but you 
must be willing to start at the bottom and 
work hard, No smokers, Phone 635.4111 9tin 
LOST KEYS ON A BRASS NRS Realty key 
chain. 635.5081 or 635.3513. Ask for Terry 
2p45 
20. Pets & Livestock 
PUREBRED REGISTERED BOXER available for 
stud. 2Vz yrs old. Fawn coloring. Great dispos. 
tion. 635.3677 evenings or weekends. Also 
large traveling kennel for sale 635.3677 45tfn 
REG. BOAT and four excellent breeding sows. 
Burns Lake 1-695.6484 4p42 
PORTRAITS OF YOUR PETS. Dogs, cats, 
horses. Done in oils or pastels. Guaranteed 
likeness. Wildlife commissions also accepted. 
Denise. 638-1512 4p44 
TWO UNREGISTERED TOY POODLES. One 
teacup male black $3501 One toy male white 
$250.1-567-4028 . 4p45 
REGISTERED PUREBRED PERSIAN OATS. 1 
blue male, 2 midnight magic black femal & 
delightful creams; Adorable temperaments. 
Guaranteed health. Can ship anywhere: Can 
sen photos in advance. $200 + VP. 
632.4547 4p46 
JODI'$ P£7 GIRE~RVI~$ 
IN HOME PET SITTING 
BOOK EARL Y FOR THE HOLIDA Y'Sl 
[ ]  Crate Rentals 
[ ]  Suppl ies 
O o o ~  EuJoy 
• ~.z  ~'..,)- ~'ut tutlr,'s 
C,-:-~ ". ~ TAKEA 
I Support Your Lung Association 
LEAD HAND MECHANIC for 5 bay truck shop. 
Medium and heavy truck experience. Class 1 
driver s lioence and B.C. vehicle inspector cer- 
tificate. Cummins and Detroit diesel ex- 
perience. Servlce and customer orientated. 
Please send resume to Venture Truck, Box 
520, Nelson, B.C. V1L 5R3 4p42 
OVERWEIGHT? Or sick and tired of being sick 
and tired? Call toll-free 1.978-6351 4p42 
TRUCK MECHANIC REQUIRED immediately by 
ocal Pr nce Rupert firm. Heavy duty, hydraulic 
and welding/fabrication skills an asset. Send 
resumes to Box 375 Prince Rupert VBJ 3P9. 
627.8427 or 557-4282 for information. 
2p44 
THREE FULL TIME AND ONE PART TIME posi- 
tions available in' local jewelry store. Please 
send resumes to S. Lynch, 4810 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G lW4 2p45 
WOOLWORTH ACCEPTS APPLICATIONS for 
employment every Wednesday. For an ap- 
plication and interview please apply in person 
to Personnel Dept. lp45 
PART TIME OFFICE WORKER REQUIREO. Com- 
puter experience an asset. Phone 635-2838. 
Ask for Linda. lp45 
23, Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- 
tisers that the human rights code in Bdtish 
Columbia forbids publication of any advertise- 
ment in connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires an Job applicant to furnish 
any information concerning race, religion, col- 
our, ancestry, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad, Address to: File , The Ter- 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1S8. Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies. 
Recycle non-commercial glass, tin cans, 
newspapers & magazines. Glass & tins MUST be 
clean (prefer without labels). 
BEHIND THE BINGO PALACE 
MONDAY - FRIDAY ................................... NOON - 4 PM 
SATURDAY ................................................ 10 AM- 4 PM 
24 HOUR DROP OFF AVAILABLE IN THE BINS OUTSIDE 
TION AD 
 'BUY v"SELL JRENT  'TRADE 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver. 
Users that the human rights code in British 
Columbia forbids publication ofany advertise. 
ment in connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires an job applicant to furnish 
any Information concerning race, religion, col. 
our, ancestry, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' Is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE. Forms, 
framing, siding, finishing inside or out. No job 
too small. Mike Gray. 638-0822 32fin 
"SWINGSHIFT" COUNTRY ROCK BAND. All 
types ol music. Available for parties, wed. 
dings and anniversaries. For bookings phone 
1.695-6469 after 6p.m. Burns Lake. 4p41 
WILL DO INTERIOR OR EXTERIOR painting. 
Reasonable rates. References. 638-8015 
after 5 p.m. Ask for Ed. 44tfn 
MOTHER 01:1 O mo's boy would like to babysit 
in her home weekdays. Quiet residential rea 
behind college. References available. 
638.i282 ' 4p44 
EXPERIENCED,~ ENTHUSIASTIC reliable lady 
wants full time or part time employment in 
housekeeping, meal preparation, pet sitting, 
grocery shopplngl errands etc. References 
available. Phone Julle 638.1860. Please 
leave message with your name and number. 
4p44 
WILL BABYSIT IN MY HOME in hospital area 
Mondays and Tuesdays, Drop-ins are 
welcome. 638.8015 after 5 p.m. 4p44 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER. Will do finishing, 
renovations, install cabinets, patio, painting, 
hardwood floors. Also build furniture, tc. Call 
635-6277 (leave message) 8p45 
HEAVY DUTY MECHANIC with interprovincial 
papers is looking for work. Willing to relocate. 
Call Olds, Ab. 1-403-556.2357 David. 4p45 
24. Notices 
PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor- 
tion and euthanasia. Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635.3646. 5tin 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite- 
ment, perhaps a tropical Island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635-6181 and catch the spirit! 2tfn 
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
Sunday School: 
(all ages) 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 a.m. , , . [. 
: Pastor: ,Rev. Run orr. 
2911 S. Sparks St, 638-1336 
THORNHILL 
COMMUNITY CHURCH 
Meeting at Thornhill Community Centre 
Sunday School 9:46 am 
Sunday Service 11:00 am 
AWANA Club Wednesdays 
MINISTERING TO CHILDREN 
LADLES BIBLE STUDIES 
Pastor Run Rooker 
FOR MORE INFORMATION PHONE 
635-2761 OR 635-5058 
32. Legal Notices 
'W- 
Point in the 
Right Direction 
Set kids on a course towards 
self-discipline and confidence. 
32. Legal Notices 
Private Sale 
TAKE NOTICE THAT PURSUANT 
TO SECTION 2 OF THE 
REPAIRERS LIEN ACT - 
A 1980 caterpillar 966C, Serial 
Number 76J15926 will be sold 
by Private Sale at Pinning Ltd,, 
4621 Ke]th Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. on February 24, 1992. to 
satisfy the indebtedness of Vic 
Cavalheiro, doing business as V & 
G Enterprises in THE SUM OF 
$23,730.86. 
The unit may be viewed at 
4621 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. Offers may be submitted in 
writing to Finning at the same ad- 
dress. Highest or any offer not 
necessarily accepted. 
REPAIRERS 
LIEN SALE 
Take notice that pursuant  to 
sect ion 2 of the Repairers 
Lien Act a Caterpil lar 3304 
generator  set  c /w  Cat  
package, 113  kw, serial no. 
83Z01084 - -  will be sold by 
private sale at Finning Ltd., 
4621 Keith Avenue,  Ter- 
,race~~ B,C.,,t.Qn February~8,  
1992. .To  .sat is fy the in- 
debtedness  of Mez lad ln  
Lake Serv ice  Ltd. In the sum 
of $11 ,869 .66 .  
The unit may be v iewed at 
4621 Keith Avenue,  Ter- 
race, B.C. Offers may be 
submitted in writ ing to Finn- 
ing at the same address. 
Highest or any offer not 
necessari ly accepted.  
• ~iii~!ii I!~IIII/ 
VISA 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA  
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION & HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
ADVANCED PUBLIC NOTICE 
HIRED EQUIPMENT 
The Ministry of Transportation and H ighways would  like to 
let the public know of the deadline of March 1 5, 1 992  for the 
registration of hired equipment in the Skeena district. The  
time between March 15 and April 1 being used as a grace 
period for this off ice to make personal contact with current ly 
registered owners  who have not yet re-registered. Let ters  
have been sent out to all currently registered owners.  
Final hiring lists will be compiled on April 1, 1992 and all 
registrations received after that time will be recorded on the 
late registrations list, and consequent ly  may not receive a 
share of the available work  
If you would like to register your equipment, forms are 
available at the Skeena District Office, No. 300-4546 Park 
Avenue,  Terrace, B.C. . . . . . . . .  
J.R. Newhouse  . . . .  
District H ighways Manager,  Skeena District , ! 
5keePS 
5awm=lls e 
PROPOSED SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTIONS 
Notice of preharvest si lviculture prescription, pursuant to 
Section 3 of the Si lviculture Regulations. 
The fol lowing areas have a proposed prescription that will ap- 
ply if approval is obtained from the Ministry of Forests. The 
proposed prescript ion will be available for viewing until April 
1 O, 1 992 ,  at Skeena Sawmil ls Office, Hwy.  1 6 W., Terrace~ 
B.C. during regular work ing hours, 
To ensure consideration, any written comments  must be 
made ,to...the J .G,,~.COWMAN,, R,R,E ..... Skeena Sawmil ls 
F ,~I:A, 16682,;~Box)d ~9~s'Eerrace,,',B~r;V~,G,4A3~, qQ ~lLe~r~t~h~a~,: 
April 17, 1992.  
FOREST LICENCE A16882 
Cutting Cut Block Location Area Amendment 
Permit (ha) Yes/No 
030 1 Taylor Lk. 36.0 No 
030 2 Taylor Lk. 80.3 No 
040 1 West Tchitin R. 60.2 ~lo 
060 1 East Tchitln R, 103.2 No 
100 1 W. Nasa/Van Dyke 86.8 No 
100 2 W. NasslVan Dyke 110.3 NO 
200 1 Little Paw Cr. 64.0 No 
About the Terrace Standard 
HOURS: 
Our off ice is open 8 :00  a.m. - 5 :00  p.m, Monday to Friday 
8 :30  a.m. - 12 :00  noon Saturday. 
DEADLINES: 
Deadlines for classif ied advertising is 12 :00  noon Saturday 
before Wednesday  paper, 
Deadline for space booking of display advertising is 5 :00  pm, 
Friday before Wednesday paper. 
Deadline for submission to the editorial department is 1 2 :00  
noon Friday before Wednesday paper. 
SUBSCRIPTIONS: 
Subscr ipt ion rates for the Terrace Standard are $30 ,00  per 
year. 
HOW TO CONTACT US: 
We are located at 
4647 Lazelle Avenue in Terrace, B,C. V8G 1S8 
phone 638-7283 FAx 638-8432 
CFNR RADIO 
BINGO 
Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio in 
Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley 
MULTIPLE GAME FORMAT - TICKETS ONLY $1.00 I 
2 games for 4 games for $1 ,000 ,  I $1,000 each week  every other week  
Tickets Available At: 
House of Simolghets, Benson Optical, Northern Drugs, Sheffield & S0n, Northern Health 
Care, West End Chevron, East End Chevron, Agar Red & White, B & G Grocery, Wayside 
Grocery, Terrace Shell & C/W, Hilltop Grocery, Arthur Wilson, Copperslde III, Rhoda 
Seymour, Kltselas; Gloria Morven, NNB; Riverside Grocery, Thornhill; Gitlakdamlx Youth 
Group, New Alyansh; Roberta Clayton, New Alyansh; R0n Samparn, Greenville; Wayne 
Talt, Greenville and Merci Moore, Canyon City. 
I 
Call 638-8137 for more info. 
( ~  MinlsW of 
Province of Heanll 
BdUsh Columl~a DiVISiON OF 
VITAL STATISTICS 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE Is hereby given that an application 
will be made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant 
to the provisions of the "Name Act" by 
me: 
NAME OF APPLICANT IN FULL: 
Lozlnsky Julia 
OF 4704 Goulet Ave. 
IN Terrace, B.C, V8G 4E4 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY 
NAME FROM 
SURNAME, Lozinsky 
GIVEN NAMES, Julle 
TO 
SURNAME, Lozlnsky 
GIVEN NAMES. Christine Julle 
DATED THIS 19th DAY OF February A.U, 
1992, 
( ~  ProHnca o4 Ministry of ( ~  
British Columbia Forests 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION 
FOR TIMBER SALE LICENCE 
A36577 
Pursuant o Section 16 of the Forest Act, seal. 
ed tender applications will be accepted by the 
District Manager, Kalum Forest Distrlcl, Terrace, 
BrlUah Columbia, up to 8:30 a.m., on the 27th 
day of February 1992, to be opened at 9:30 
a,m. on the 27th day of February 1992, for e 
Timber Sale Licence to authorize the hm"vssting 
of 3,e53 cubic metres, more or less, of Umber 
located in the viclnlty of Rosewood. SO knl north 
of Terrace In the Kalum Timber Supply Area. 
VOLUME: 3,553 cubic metros, more or lees 
SPECIES: Hemlock: 33%. Cadet: 21%, 
Slxuce: 38%, BCsam: 2% 
TERM: One (1) Year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $12.70 
Bidding le restricted to persons registered in
the ,Small Buslneu Forest Enterprise Program, 
Cetegof7 Two (2). 
If there Is no Inlereat fran Category Two (2) 
regiottanta on the suction ¢~oldno date, then the 
sale may be readvedlsed for offer under both 
categories. 
Pi~rttcula's may be obtained from the District 
Manager at NO. 2oo.ea2o Kenh Avenue, Tor. 
race, BrlUsh Columbia, V8Q 1L1. 
Queen Charlotte Division 
MacMillan Bloedel Limited 
P,O. Box 10 
Juskatla, B.C. VOT 1JO 
Telephone: 557-4212 
Area Code: 604 
FOR SALE BY TENDER 
Bids will be acce pted for the purchase of the following equipment: 
1 on ly -  1968 26' Madill Steel Tug c/w GM-8V-71 and Allison Marine 
MH37R gear. 
1 only -- 1979 D8K Crawler c/w angle blade and cat winch. 
1 on ly -  1972 Timber Jack c/w 11 KW Lister Light package and folding 
tower. 
1 on ly -  1980 90' Madill Tower mounted on P-16 Pacific Carrier. 
1 only--  1974 Nodwell Swamp Buggy powered by 300 C.I.D Ford 
1 on ly -  1979 7220 American Log Loader c/w Cypress Long boom and 
wooden snorkel. 
1 on ly -  10/10 Lawrence boom maintenance winch. 
1 only - -  1974 Gardner Denver Drill/Air Trac 
1 only -- 1975 Gardner Denver Drill/Air Trac 
1 only -- 1963 Line Horse/Tyee winch mounted on HDX Hayes 
This equipment will be sold as is, where is, with no guarantee.of serviceability 
either expressed or implied. It will be the purchaser's responsibility to pay all 
taxes and transfer fees. 
Terms of payment will be cash or cheque. The highest or any bid not necessarily 
accepted. Equipment o be removed within two weeks of purchase. 
Sealed bids marked "Surp. Equip" bid should be submitted to: 
MacMillan Bloedel Limited 
P.O. Box 10 
Juskatla, B.C. , . : ..... 
VOT 1JO 
Attention: Sam Stanko ..... - 
~, Equipment Supervisor - 
p.m. March 11, 1992.  . 
( : -  ~ 
i i i i 
i . 
i 
i LEGAL 
SECRETARY 
The MINISTRY OF A'I-r0RNEY GENERAL, 
Crown Counsel Office wishes to employ a
part.time Legal Secretary in Smithers. 
This busy office requires an energetic 
secretary to provide 'secretarial, ad. 
minlstrative, and clerical support for 
Crown Counsel• Duties include monitoring 
case files to ensure readiness for Court; 
preparing all documents and cor. 
respondence r lated to court proceedings; 
notifying witnesses of trial dates and ad. 
Journments; preparing avariety of routine 
legal documents; liaising with Police, 
Judiciary, and defence lawyers; typing 
confidential correspondence; and perform. 
ing othergeneral "office duties. 
The successful appli(:ant must possess 
4 years tenographic experience and have 
150 words per minute typing, with Word 
Perfect experience an asset, Prefer Grade 
12, supplemented:with legal secretarial 
course; 4 years related experience within 
the Criminal Justice system; and 
knowledge of Criminal Code and Court pro. 
ceedings. Demonstrated ability to work in- 
dependently and C0mmunlcate elfectively 
under stressful circumstances including 
dealing with reluctant or hostile clients. 
Applicant must consent o a police record 
and other eference checks. Eligibility list 
may be established. 
The salary for this position is $13.78 
• $14.86 hourly. For further information, 
~lease contact John in the Crown Counsel 
Office in Prince George at 565.6090. All 
applications must be received by the 
Regional Personnel 01flce, No. 320, 10t 1 
Fourth Avenue, Pnnce George, B.C., V2L 
3H9 (FAX 565.4161) by 4:30 p.m. on 
March 18, 1992. Please quote the com- 
petition •umber AG92:407. 
~P 
p I 
GET PAID TO TRAVEL 
THIS 1992 
Cruiseline jobs available 
Clerical to hospitality 
positions open 
,Ca l l  1-689-8328 
FOOLS 
RUSH IN. 
YOUR LOCAL POLICE L"] ICBC 
A local Hotel is now accepting applications 
for the position of full time 
Restaurant/Kitchen Manager 
This experienced working manager must display strong 
leadership and communication skills. Experience in quality 
food prepai'ation, menu developmenL budgeting, cash, hiring 
& t rair)ing, and promotions is a must. If you are aggressive in 
sales, bottom line results, and customer satisfaction, apply 
with resume to Box No. 15 c/o Terrace Standard, 4647 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 $8. 
Residential Support Worker 
Orientation Program 
Northwest Training Centre 
GENERAL iNFORMATION 
Deinstitutionalization of mentally handicapped and mentally ill 
individuals is the philosophy of the provincial government. In 
light of this, more people are needed to help meet the 
challenge of integration into the community. This training pro- 
gram is for individuals.who wish.to ,develop ~the, basic skills 
n'~cL~sseit~ owofkWit~"~ne~t~ly~tan~lal:Flbed~.merd~l~ il  and i 
geriatric individuals. " . . . . . . .  ' 'IA 
'EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
This program will provide you with the basic skills to apply for 
entry level positions in residential care facilities. In addition, 
you will receive certification in First Aid, Class 4 Drivers 
Licence and Foodsafe course. 
* *A training wage will be paid to participants who are not 
presently on U.I.C. 
Applicants for the program will be expected to attend a 
screening program. 
PROPOSED START DATE: March 9/92, 
TIME: Monday through Friday 8:30 a,m to 4:30 p.m. 
PLACE: Northwest Counselling Training Room 
For more information contact Canada Employment Centre 
635-71 34 or Northwest Training Centre 638-8311 -- Lorna 
Sandhals, 
TIOI.  AD 
v" BUY v'SELL v" RENT t ITRADE 
HAIRSTYLIST 
NEEDED 
Full service salon offering 
Hairstyling, Esthetics, Tanning 
and Toning has an immediate 
open ing  fo r  an  exper ienced  
Hairstylist, 
Excellent opportunity to build 
clientele quickly. 
, Apply with resume to: 
Images By Karlene 
4652 Lazelle 
Terrace, B.C. 
, Atten: Karlene Clark 
I 
i i i  
'TERRACE BLUEBACK 
SWIM TEAM 
Is looking for a responsible 
person to be an 
Assistant Coach 
The successful candidate will be 
responsible to and under the direction of 
the head coach, Mr. Bill Nash. Salary will 
commensurate with work experience and 
qualifications. Closing date is Friday, 
February 28. Mail applications to: 
P.O. Box 244 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4A6 
Attention: Rob Todd 
~ KSAN ltOUSE SOCIETY nox 587, TERRACE, B.C. 
Veo4g5 
SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
VICTIM ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
Volunteer Positions Available 
We are currently accepting applications for positions within 
the Sexual Assualt Centre & Victim Assistance Program. 
We require volunteers to fill positions for many program 
areas. 
TRAINING WILL BE PROVIDED. 
For further information & applications 
CALL 635-4042 or 635-2373 
Deadline for applications: February 28/92 
# 
SKEENA CELLULOSE INC. is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Repap Enterprises. Our operations include a 
woodlands and sawmill group in Terrace, B.C, and a two-line, 1400 
tonne per day kraft pulp mill in Prince Rupert, B.C. 
SKEENA PULP will be having a scheduled maintenance shutdown 
from April 6, 1992 to April 10,1992, We are currently looking for 
tradesmen who are willing to work for the duration of the shutdown. 
We expect that over-time hours will be required in some cases. 
Supplemental tradesmen are required in the.!0!low!ng.trades ! ;.;, 
. . . . . . .  •MiilWr.ig.ts .'piPefittefs . . . . . . . .  
• E lec t r i c ians  • Ins t rument  
• Welders  Mechan ics  
Candidates for these positions .~hould have completed an 
apprenticeship and will hold a valid trades qualifications ticket. 
The hourly workers at Skeena Pulp Operation.~ are represented 
by the Pulp, Paper and Woodworkers of Canada, Local No, 4. The 
current hourly rate for journeyman tradesmen is $22.275. 
Interested candidates should mail or fax a resume by March 6,1992, 
in confidence to: 
Mr. David Reid, Perso nnel COOrdinator 
SKEENA CELLULOSE INC. 
Skeena Pulp Operations 
P.O. BOX 1000 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J 3S2 
Fax: (604) 624-0311 
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DATA PROCESSORS 
WANTED 
Individuals with, data processing 
skills/computer skills are needed to input 
raw data from completed survey question. 
naires. A home computer or access to a 
computer, familiarity with appropriate 
soltware, and experience insecretarial or 
data entry work is necessary. An ex. 
cellem rate of pay for the right people. 
Call 635.2300 during 8:00 to 4:00 
weekdays or 638.8960 evenings until 
9:00 p.m. ask for Or, Kenn Whyte. 
i i 
HELP WANTED 
part time 
LAUNDROMAT 
•ATTENDANT 
Must be pleasant and 
courteous. 
Texti les knowledge an 
asset. 
Inquire in person to 
Rlchards on Emerson. 
i 
HUKSTA FORESTRY SERVICES LTD. 
P.O. Box 258, 
Old Massett, Haida Gwali, V0T IM0 
(604)  626-5455 - (604) 626-5103 Fax 
Huksta Forestry, a Silviculture and Forestry Consulting firm based in 01d Massett, Halda 
Gwali (Queen Charlotte Islands), is seeking the services of a highly motivated penon to 
work in a professional dministrative capacity as a full time Admlnlslrator. Work to corn• 
mence by March 04, 1992. 
RESPONSIBILITIES: 
• Administrative; word processing, data entry, office communications, file management. 
• Bookkeeping; Must have some knowledge of AccPac version 5.1 (Computerized Ac- 
counting) Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, Payroll, Year end prep, T4's, etc. 
• Professional writing; Proposals, reports, contract tenders, correspondence and promo• 
tional material. 
• Budget development. 
• Some cartography. 
• 40 hours per week. 
OUALIRCATIONS: . " 
- Minimum of Grade twelve ducation. College or University education preferred. 
• Ability to write and communicate effectively. 
• Basic typing skills• 
• Basic Computer skills - knowledge of Microsoft Word and Excel. 
• Vehicle and valid drivers licence . . . . . .  
SALARY: 
Starting at $1800.OOlmonth• 
• Will be competitive and determined by qualifications. 
DEADLINE: Submit resume by March 02, 1992 • 3:00 p.m. ' 
By FAX: (6N) 626-5103 
By Mail: Huksta Forestry Services Ltd. " , 
P.O. Box 258, 
Old Massett, Haida Gwali : ' i i  
V0T IMO : 
~ KSAN HOUSE SOCIk'TY ,o~,.~ 
VSG 4BS 
i ¸ ~• 
JOB POSTING 
Employer: K'SAN HOUSE SOCIETY 
Location: Administration Office 
Position: Clerk/Secretary 
Qualifications: 
Experience and training as a confidential Clerk~Secretary. 
Computer literacy, typing speed and accuracy at an accep- 
table level. Training and/or experience with processing and 
,managing acc,ounts,receiv~ ble and payable. Training 0pd/o~,~ 
~er=er~c.e  ~n~!payroll, E•xp T lenc,e:.aqd/or.:trajn~pg.~q &ccP~ 
~'~count ing Syste'rfl; would I~e an asset. ' ' ' '  ; ":' ~'~ 
Terms: 
This is a non union position reporting directly to the Ex- 
ecutive Director of the Society. A complete benefits package 
is available upon successfuly completing a three (3) month 
probationary period. 
Starting wage is $8.00 per hour. 
Employment in conditional pending the results of a criminal 
record search, 
Deadline for application is Feb. 29, 1992. 
Send resume to: 
K'SAN House Society 
3224 Kalum St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2N1 
Attention: Executive Director 
CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM 
Fill Out & Drop Off Or Mail To Terrace Standard 
Penny Saver 
8 insertions $8, 95 
(4 insertions in the Terrace Standard, 4 insertions in the Skeena Marketplace) 
UNDER 20 WORDS 
I 
" I , I " 
• L • 
'• I • . . . . .  I : ¸  • ••1  . . . .  • • • • • 
Name• 
Phone 
r-IVISA/r-IMAsTERcARD No. 
Cheque 
Address 
Start Date 
Expiry Date 
4647 Lazelle Ave,, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1S8 
638-7283 
k t lb ' t~  . 
We're Looking 
for People 
to Spread the News 
~ l f  you're reliable, then we 
have an excellent opportuni- 
ty to make additional in- 
come in your spare time. 
If you or someone you know 
is Interested, then give us a 
call TODAY! 
Carriers 
Needed For: 
Route No. 125: 
31-3200 Kenney, 31-3300 Munroe 
4800 Lazelle area. 
Terrace Standard 
638-7283 
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638-SAVE 
ACTION 
v" BUY  'SELL v 'RENT  'TRADE 
j '  
~u -~ Ski 
" ,/ Experts 
Test  Sk i  Rossignol, 24. Notices Numerology & 30. Obituaries 18. Business Services 
PR0.LIFE EDUCATION available to general /1~ Kabbala Workshop , . ~ Kastle, Fischer, 
public: videos, oamnhlets, lending library, ~-~" David Bronfield. ~ Solomon, Tyrolia, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor. CONTANT - -  JENNIE I ; Blizzard or K2 skis for a 
lion and euthanasia. Student enquiries If interested call Nirvana for day and you will be 
welcome. Call 635.3646. 5tin info. 635-7776 Tho Lord took her to Himself on Thurs-, ~ automatically el igibleto 
BORED? L00KING.FOR A~RE~.  ,i day, February 6, 1992, after a I 10  oo! courageous truggle with cancer in her I ment, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan ~ I ~  s Travel at 635.6181 and catch the spirit! 2tin From the BAHAI HOLY writings 68th year, Jennie is lovingly remembered I 
by her husband John; children, Linda and I . . . . .  in skiwear and accessories! 
Walter Mantel' Martin and Susan C°ntant' I F O O L 5  East Indian Cooking Class "Mah;rial civillzallon is like unlo Annelics and Ken Baker, Henry and Janet I See your friends at 
Monday or Thursday the lamp, while spiritual civilha- Contant; grandchildren, Ronald, Steven, I I~,11 ==~I~ • • i  • Winterland Ski for details, 
Vegetarian or Non-Vegetarian lion is the light in the lamp,,." David, John, Nathan, Michael, I I F I  l i~ i i l l  IN  Phone 635.9555 
3 dishes $25.00 Christopher, Reanna, Scan, David and I li~t, V i~ l l  • Sales .Serv ice -Renta ls  
Call 635-5409 To explore these writings lurther cah Michelle as well as many relatives and I YOURI.O~I.POUCl [}ICBC Open daily at 8a.m. 
IJ35.3219 or 636-9012 dear friends. I 
John and Jennie Contant established I 
'++++",n+r+,n+, ,  
CORRECTION They retired and moved to Victoria in I 
1971. I 
Visitation on Sunday, February 9from 2 I 
In this week's Kmart fl~;er the follow- p.m. • 3:30 p.m. in the chapel of First I
ing errors have occurred: Memorial Funeral Services, 4725 Falalse I ,~% TERRACE CENTENNIAL  L IONS CLUB 
Due to unforeseen circumstances ~i:: ...,/~ii./~ Drive, Saanlch. Funeral services on Man- I 
the 'Lisa J' Cosmetics featured on day, February 10, at 1:00 p.m. in the First I ~ ~:  "'2 
12 th AN N UAL Page 1 will not be available for this Reformed Church, 661 Agnes Street, VIc- I event, toria. Interment a  Royal Oak Burial Park. I ..... ';~'~ ~'- 
The Ladies' Work Oxfords featured Flowers gratefully declined in favour of I 
on Page 8 are not Canadian made as The King of the hill I memorial contributions to the Victoria I 
appears on the illustration, is over the hill. ' Hospice Society, 1900 Fort Street, Vie-, LADLES 
We apologize for any Inconve- Keep eating the pork Dad. I toria. B.C. VSR 1J8. Arrange through thel I I ~1 
nlence this may have caused. 
Kmart Canada Limited ~ ~ 
Evangelical Free 27. Ann0uncements DIAMOND 
C h urch of Terrace MR. AND MRS. JAMES TARON are pleased to HAROLD MUELLER 
announce the engagement of their daughter 49 years - passed away on February 
presents Jenine Marie to Mr. Steven Basaraba of Tar- DINNER race, B.C. Wedding to take place in October, 4, 1992 In Mills Memorial Hospital, Tar- I | 
OR IG INS OF 1992. 1p45 race, B.C. !!/e!l!~!te~yen~c~e~!?c:!!!: Harold was born in Hines Creek, Alberta t 
THE UNIVERSE E ~ of  ~ but grew up in the town of Peace River. 
Harold worked at Loveseth Automotive SATURDAY MARCH 28 Lh, 1992 
"THE FOSSIL RECORD" in both Peace River and Dawson Creek. In (604) 635-7868 
Sunday, March 1 
6:30 p.m. 
Corner of Park Ave. & Sparks 
Moderator: Rod Freeman 
D.Ed. B.Sc. MS. 
FREE ADMISSION 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
TERRACE STOCK CAR ASSOCIATION is adver. 
t ~ ng fo%Tonde.r,~+t0 operate Fqod Conces,sign + 
unit +'pfeferably.~+Successtul applicant will b e,+.,~+ 
required to pay a $250 deposit which will be 
returned if garbage is kept picked up and 
disposed of. Season runs approximately May 
1 - Oct. 1. Please apply to Terrace Stock Car 
Assoc., Box 1021, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4V1. 
For lurther inlo. phone 638.0609 ater 6 p.m. 
Deadline Mar. 1,1992. 6c40 
O0 YOU OWN THE BOAT, THE CAR or the 
house that you want? Do you have financial 
independence and freedom? Ifno, then call for 
a free, no risk, no obligation presentation i
the privacy of your own home of Canada's 
finest business opportunity. Prince George 
1-562-4161 4p45 
PRICED RIGHT 
Newly decorated beauty 
salon for sale. Owner retlr- 
ing. Exce l lent  re turns .  
Serious enquiries :nly. 
Phone 635 2753 
evenings 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard, Confidentiality is assured, Phone 
B38.7283 Monday to Friday, 9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES. Is there something 
about he Watchtower that makes you uneasy 
but don't know what it is? I1 so, you are not 
alone. Phone 1.847-4354 for recorded 
message, tfn4O 
'~,~ Nirvana Metaphysics 
and Healing Centre 
"" ' J 'OFFERS COURSES 
STARTING MAR. 2 
Pro.register. Attitudinal healing, 
Light Within, Intro to Metaphysics 
Nirvana Friends, Healing 
Workshop. 
3611 Cottonwood 635-7776 
STOP SMOKING 
- - I I  - r  
LASER THERAPY 
, Sa fe ,  Effective, Painless 
REG .................................. 59.00 
*SPECIAL 'S39.EA. +mr 
IN PAIRS WITH AO. SINGLES $44.00 
WILL BE IN TERRACE: 
WED.- MAR. 4 
Thank You 
We wish to express our heartfelt 
:hanks to Dr. Peter Van Herk, the 
nursing staff and to all our friends 
and family for their loving support, 
donations and flowers during this 
sad time in our lives. A specia I thank 
you to Father AI Noonan. without 
whom this occasion would have 
been much more difficult. 
Margle, Laura & 
Kelly (Pomponio) Mueller. 
Thank 
You 
+ Lar ry++sY~(rn i ly  wouid 
like to extend a belated, 
but heartfelt Thank You 
to the Terrace Inn team 
and all those who par- 
ticipated in and sup- 
ported or otherwise 
made . possible, the 
Larry Swanson 
Memorial ball tourna- 
ment held each year. 
I Ropes p ys off 
• . 
30. Obituaries 
GAnnETT, ROBERT LESLIE 
Born Feb. 8, 1935, died Feb. 11, 1992. 
He is survived by his mother Isabel Gar- 
rett, his daughters Cindy, Lisa, Kelly, 
Shannon, his son.in-laws Ran, Nell & Tony 
and his grandchildren Danielle, Taylor and 
Gillian. 
Sadly missed - forever cherished. 
Donations may be made to Mills Memorial 
Hospital Cat Scan Project. 
~?+ +>~ ++ +.+~+, 
WANDA WALBERG 
John Currie, Presldeht of 
NRS Pruden & Curfle (1 976) 
Ltd., would like to welcome 
Wanda to the NRS Marketing 
Team. Wanda has recently 
completed courses through 
the University of B.C, qualify- 
ing her for a Real Estate 
Salesmans Licence. 
A twenty-six year resident 
of Terrace, Wanda invites 
her many f r iends  and 
associates to contact her for 
all of their Real Estate re- 
quirements. Wanda may be 
contacted at NRS Pruden & 
Currie (1976) Ltd., 4650 
Lake lse  Ave,  Phone 
635-61 42 or after hours at 
635-37341 
1972, he and his wife Margle, plus two 
daughters Kerry and.Laura, moved to Ter- 
race. Harold worked for Norlhem Magneto 
Automotive and more recently, I & C 
Enterprises. 
Harold is survived by his wife Margie 
and daughters Kerry Lee Pomponio f Vic• 
toria, and Laura Lynn Mueller ot Terrace. 
He also leaves two sisters Helga Germain 
of Whitehorse and Edith Gamble of Sylvan 
Lake; plus three brothers, Hans and Jack 
of Edmonton, and Bill of Peace River. 
Harold was predeceased by both his 
parents. 
Harold will always be remembered as a 
man who loved life and always had time 
for his family and friends. 
~ funeral mass'was ;held on Frday,~ 
~fiJa~j'7," 1992 lap Sacred'Heart Parish: 
th/'Father AliaS' F. +NoTn~;: O:M:i. +, 'of -~ 
ficiating. Interment of ashes followed at 
the Terrace Municipal Cemetery. Dona- 
tions to the Canadian Cancer Society were 
made on Harold's behalf. He will be sadly 
missed. 
BOYONA 
B~011SH 
ANOYUKON 
c.,oM~=,mrn'Y 
N~AF'~ 
At~CX~'nON 245 
AI.rroMoIWE 
Engine= rebuilt for ~ & 
t~ud,,~ 6 _Cyl. from ~J;~95, 8 
Oj{, ~m $1095. $ Year or 
100,000 Km ffmltedwarranty. 
Bond Med'~nl~d ~72-0~41 
8.7 p,m+ 7 days. Tog,free 1- 
800-863.2521. 
BUBJOgqG $1,.q=PLIF.$ 
I:X;X3 RSI WlNDOWSl Interior 
and extedorw~ed, meUd and 
Freroh doom, wood wft¢lows, 
~sk~L~EMO R E ! C'~dl ¢°lle~t 
R DOOR ~mdW1N- 
DOW In Vancouver at 
(eo4)266.1 t01. 
• =Usm~s opmmza~'n~s 
OPENING g.O.I Build your 
dynamio business as Man- 
ager or Consultant selling 
women'e fashions =ru home 
Great Insole[ Ex=it- 
plSelf-MolivaIedl COL- 
(=o4)~Jm-4~o. 
C, OLOURFUL BUSINESS. 
u haw ~flaJr farcolour 
gn? Dsoo~ln~De.n, 
Canada's f~s~est gm~ng m- 
~dor Decorating Fran~tse 
Is exp=a~ng In g.O. Training 
provlded, rower Midnlsnd 
62~-~722, Provtndsl 1-800- 
~-8722. 
OPERATE FROM Your  
HOME, Make $800 per rode. 
Sell Beotdo E¢oot=rsl Best 
qt,~l~ ~d pdm. Expertl~ 
supplied. He!ppeople. be- 
Game In=epenaent. 
(604).384-3817 V]~oda. 
WarOa gf~*tlme easyJobl Buy 
It[ Motemyde, sul~moblle, 
mow'mobile seJvege esteb- 
fished elx years Kelowna, 
Thru bldmom apt. above. 
$179,000 ~omplete. Dan's 
C~e 8~0-1959, 
D~U..BR~ WANTED. F_poxy 
clone I~oor cov=dnge/e~xy 
terrazzo, l=xcellent pmflt~ 
limed ~ompetlt~on, ~1 train- 
Ing provided. Minimum in- 
vestment$10,000. (604)327- 
0840. 
~=j  
I 24 HRS. 635"61811 
COOL PRICES 
MEXICO ON SALE 
March departures from Vancouver 
MAZATLAN ............ =699pp 
PUERTO VALLARTA .... =799 
LOS CABOS..,........,;=799~ 
~!X, TAPA=..~;;;;.-=.-:,-~7~}9) 
MANZANiLLO..., ..... ,=1149 
CANCUN & COZUMEU1049 
EUROPE ON SALE...TWO 
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE!!! 
- Fly Canadian 
- Purchase before 15 April 
- Good for one year 
- Must travel together 
- Restrictions apply 
- Check our prices 
Inn of the West 
Banquet Room 
7 p.m. Cocktails 
8 p.m. Dinner 
TICKETS S55 °-° I 
On sale at Erwln's Jewellers in the Terrace Shopping Centre 
beginning February 28 at 7:00 p.m. 
(No money will be accepted prior to oDonlna solo date) 
..... MAJOR PRIZES ' Y  :~  L 
. . . .  DIAMOND R ING-  ERWIN'S JEWELLERS 
TRIP FOR TWO TO ANY CALIFORNIA OR WESTERN CANADIAN" 
DESTINATION ' . .... ' .!: 
. CANADIAN AIRLINES INTERNATIONAL " '  
ENTERTAINMENT 
Fashion Show by Rose's Ladles Fashions & Uniquely Yours 
Horse and Manager Raffle - -  Pick the stud of your choice 
Male Exotic Dancers - -  For your pleasure 
I I I I  I 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
• These ads appear ~n morn tttm 100 ¢ommun~ newspapers in B.O. and Yukon 
and read~ mare than ~ mUllon readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR!BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. • 
I In 
for P..5 
$195 +=. 
$3,TOoa~ha~dt~m]wo~ 
BIJSINE~ OPPORTUNITIES 
$$0,000~. ~OMMIS.91ON In 
dlreot sales, advanoementin- 
gert4ves to manage_ ment & 
dlreotorshlps, B.O. wide. 
Phone: V~¢ouver 681-4662 
or 435-4122 Mr. Harley ~md 
Mr. H~dley. 
B41,1E;~ PERSON.4J.S 
Fun.flllediove fie,People ask. 
Dr. Don 'where can we get 
sexual F'odu<~s ~mte l~ '  
Nmv they're ~v~lable • 15d- 
v=~uar=-~e~d, or~er~- 
Iogue ~,-5.50 to: or. UGh e 
Products #1173-1124 
Lonsd~e Ave,, N. V~¢ou- 
ver, B.o, VIM 2H1. 
..~rlldng ~olour figure pharos 
of West Coast models. For 
sample photo and ~nf~. write 
Bonny $. Box 2069-R MPO 
Vancouver, B.C, V6B 8S3. 
Include Potage. Adults only. 
¢OMINO EVENTS 
VANC~UVERISLAND COM- 
PUTER SHOW. Saturday, 
Msmh 7, 10 A.M - 6 P.M., 
~n~.4~a Hall, Sidney, B.C. 
$4,000 in DoorPdzes.Ro~d 
Canad~ Musf= Demonstra- 
tions. Information Semina~. 
Tell-free 1.978-6180. 
EDUCATION 
TRAIN TO MANAGE an 
ApanmenVOondomlnlum 
bullcilng, Many[obe vadable. 
Government licensed home 
study~ertht~t~on o urse, Call 
for detal1¢ (~04)~1-6465 or 
1-800-.68~9. 
VANCOUVER COMMUNI'rY 
COLI.EGE ls now aooepl]ng 
apldlOatlons for It~ Room,- 
don FsoilllJes Management 
P ro~.  ~ld [t~ Re~re=at~on 
Lea~r~lp Program, The~. 
are two-ye~',~reer-orbn=eo 
prm3rFme at I.an ~u'n- 
FOR SAlE MISC. 
966 Lo~ders~ Grapple or 
Bu=ket. AsphaJt Plant and 
Paving Equipment, Dump 
Tru¢l~, Back Hoes, 1213 
Gushing Plants, 18--x 36" 
Jaw Crushers, ueliy ~umps 
Tank~ and Truck. r ~1 ~0 
Ka~pe 49s.67m. I 
BURGLAR BARS. AU~c~v.e 
white window grills ixovioe 
d~soreet home escudO. E¢o- 
nomfcaland _gt~mn_taed.We 
ship, you ins~l. Ag s~s,  15 
years experlen~e. _C~,=a~.mn 
Security Produ¢1~. T,~,-free 
1-800-661-7&.~5, Ex~ 1. 
i 
OUTERWEAR FABRICS! 
I_m~pdceslGore-Tex, EIItrex, 
~cmlil~es, ~mt , .  ISend 
$5.85 to: Rying Fabric=, 4~ 
AndersStreet, Red De~r, AB, 
T4R t B7 forsample pai~ge 
andu~es.l(403)340~1,533 
for intonation. I 
MONUMF-~/TS - Buy~emo- 
rtaJsd~re~from anu~rer  
at wholesale pdoes..W/Re or 
phone !or free breohLm to. 
Young s Memorials ana 
Stoneworks, 4348 M~in 
b'lzeet. Winnipeg, Man, P,30 
4A3. 1(204)SSS-S988~ Fax 
(~o4)~ms-~o4~. "! 
OON / MEgSER an(;[ ;other 
memorable record'mg~ from 
the good old da~. F~r free 
~alalogue ',~'i~: Music Barn, 
Don Mils Rd., Unit 6- 
807 N. Willowd,='de. OnL! M2H 
BNB. I 
HANDLE STRESS. GAIN 
CONTROL OVER THE RE- 
ACTIVE MINDI It slar~, with 
thls book D~ar~t~cs:The Mod- 
em S~;er~e of Mental h%alth 
by.L, Ron Hubb~rd.$7~0.To 
order call 1(604)6814~18. 
.Diarmt~ Found=~t~on,l.401 
we~ l-I~mlJngs ~'aeer~ ivan- 
OAIFIDENtNG 
The UIt/mate Gardener's 
Stere. 1,000% of Products, 
a lehouses,  F Flrop 1¢~, 
Odp Irrigal~on. :luRe =ok 
Selection. 72 I: ~ge, I lO~ 
filled, 1991 c~ ~ogu~ $4, 
refundable on order, ' +~t- 
em Water Farms, #103- 
20120 641h Ave., Langley, 
B,O. VBA 4P7. 
HEALTH 
Want Painless relief from 
Hemorrhokl pa~ using a sim- 
ple procedure? Send $7.o0 & 
S.A.S.F.. to Health Help, P.O. 
Box 3~377, MPO, Vancouver. 
B.C. VGB 3Y3. Money Back 
Guarantee. 
CALL NOW], Free Mail Order 
Catalogue form Vitamin Dis- 
count Steres` Please call 1- 
800-663-0747 or In Van~ou- 
ver321-~00 forallyourVlt~- 
rain Needs. 
I'IEL= WANTED 
CRUISE LINE EMP.LOY- 
MENT PACKAGE. Types of 
Job~/How la get those Jobs/ 
~orth Amedc~ Contaot O[- 
aotory/Momt For det~dls Cd[: 
~O4)535-3539. 
FINANCIAL INDEPEND- 
ENCEoan be yours develop- 
lng Maser Territedes for $18 
billion book buelness. Tm- 
mendoue profits, bonuses. 
Complete tmlning, Ill,time 
opportunity aW~ its ya ~. To 
qualify ¢aUI-801 ~t6:..~. H00. 
Journeyman Eleotrkd~n 
Wanted. Goad wagee and 
benefits for selected appli- 
cant ~endresun Le:Tm ;Elec- 
tric, Box 247, Ulfooet, B,G. 
VOK IVO. 
WORLDWIDE LOG & LUM- 
BER sssk~ a plalnerman. 
Must have experience in 
setup and grinding of 
woodmgEng equipment' Re- 
ply to Box 1501, Cochrane, 
Nben= T0L lWO. 
I'iELP WAN'iF.D 
TAKE FINANCUU. control of 
your Ilia. Retail Camel[on's 
C, anacr~n mt=le Sheer, non- 
• un hosiery & jewellery, for 
~xcegent pmfiL~ Call colle~ 
'604)S53-~682. 
Experlenmd Dispensing Op. 
fi5an required for Kelowna 
company, Minimum two 
/ears experience, contact 
ensexperien~helpful. O0m- 
;elt~ve salary and benegs. 
~end resume with refomnoes 
to: OptJoal, 22800 Le~e 
Road, Kelown=~ B.C. v!X 
6G6. 
PERSONAL 
IEID A LITTLE SPICE! Col- 
lege Roommates - Cindy, 
Usa+ Diane and Jennifer - 
I'mve exc~g per,~r=d pho- 
tos of memselvee for Sale. 
For dlsc~eetinfo,write SPICE, 
Box 670.GB, Kelowna, B.C. 
V1YTP4. Adultson]¥ pleaser 
HERPES -Introdu~on 8err- 
foe Dir~reet a~d pmfesdonal. 
Call: (604)299-0922 Mon.Fd 
920-4 P.M. Pn :~ R~-: 
l~tJone, :..'+:; 
REM. ESTAT£ =!" 
PROPER~S TO BE soLD + 
for unpddtaxes. Gown Land 
ova]ability. For information 
onboUlwflte: Properties Dept~ 
CN, Box 5,380, Sin. F., Ob 
L~wa, 1<20 3,11 . . . .  / 
SERVICES ~'] 
 orlC++ =+ 
el ,4. Wenar tzial ~wyer f=' 
22 years. OaU ooileot:'-" 
feesavaJlable, Injuredln B.~ 
only. +" • 
FULLY ESOORTED TOUR. 
Europe 24 days, Departs 
Canada M~y 07/92. GII for 
details. 0HEAM TRAVEL, 
Chllllwaok. (604)792-9207 or 
1-800.66|-2142.' . 
AT SLUMBERLoDGE 
• (One Treatment) 
(Follow-ups are $25.00) 
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 
Prince George 
561-7170 
SPECIALTY HEALTH PRODUCTS 
& PURE LIFE VITAMINS 
.AVAILABLE ~ i  
S 
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,L I' %- 
HOME PLAN D~S[GN NO.  A -233 . . , . i i . , , ~ ~ ~  ~ , , ~ L ~ J ~ " ~ I ~ L , ,  
Empty-Nester 
Offers Comfort  
And Versatility 
Width: 44'-0" 
Depth: 51'-6" 
U . . . .  
- ~ ' - ~ - - ~ - - ~  ~ .................. . . -~_=.  . ............... 
B R " bedrooms and a roomy family ance to its winning floor plan 
:~  I0-3×9-6 Look at the lovely master bathroom are accessible, this empty-nester offers much 
r~ ON suite complete with its own But wait, there is more and comfort and versatility 
bathroom and wall of that is why we refer to this throughout. A large formal 
1t,-3X13-O ~L  
rmhr1<j 
G ALLERY 
I 
Main  F loor :  1451 sq.  f t .  
Second F loor :  910 sq. f t .  
BR 
10-3 X9-6 
~Second Floor 
House Plans Available Through 
Tm'ace 
,. - . • . MEMBER OF TIM BR MARTS LTO 
3207 Munroe ,  Ter race  
635-6273 
closets...it even has its own 
private patio. To complete 
this main level are a big laundry 
room and a guest powder room 
behind the staircase. Up a 
beautiful curved staircase 
a very spacious gallery greets 
you and from here all three 
plan as versatile, notice that area graces the right side 
one o f  the  three  bedrooms as you  enter  and c lose  to  the  
is a large seLf-contained formal dining room is a big 
suite...which could be used kitchen with adjacent family 
as a master suite if you prefer room and a gas fireplace. 
to second floor or as a guest This cozy family area will 
or nanny's room. provide a haven for quiet even- 
From its fresh exterior appear- ings and informal gatherings. ! o,,,=,:, I I I 
P iLI.j rIm III/m Jl 838-1400 ll 
ii 
' "  ~J= ' . ~ / I 
PRICE REDUCED 
Move in the Spring and enjoy the three 
large cherry trees in bloom. The rest 
of the large yard is attractively land. 
scaped with perennials and more fruit 
trees. Enjoy the unique grape vine 
growing up the side of the house. Was 
$65,000, now $62,000, Call ERiKA 
for details. MLS 
WHAT MORE DO YOU NEED? 
Modernly decorated and a complete new 
kitchen. Cozy home that looks just like 
new. Reasonably priced at S75,600. Call 
ERIKA ,today. MLS' ~ .. 
This low maintenance home is completely 
finished. No need to finish the basement 
or repaint, just move in and put up your 
feet• The 3 levels give you and your family 
living space. 2 brms up with 1 down, 2 
full baths, attached garage, large kitchen, 
etc• Call ERIKA right now. $11§,000 MLS 
, 
YOU DESERVE THE BEST 
One of the most magnificent views of 
Terrace and the mountains available 
from the Iivingroom, dining room, kit- 
chert and master bedroom of this 
recently renovated home on the 
Bench. For complete details and an 
appointment to view this outstanding 
home, contact DICK EVANS. 
DEJONG SUBDIVISION 
One of thp larger homes in Terrace & 
under 1 yr. old. 5 brms on. upper level. 
Jacuzzi on main floor and upstairs plus 
ensuite. Main floor lamily room with 
natural gas fireplace, large kitchen with 
~'built-ins" and 13 x 13 breakfast room. 
, .Formal iving ancl,di.niog 3ogre., ,dg~t~)P..,~t-! 
tachod garage, double paved drw, land~; 
scaped and fenced yard. if you are looking 
for a large new home in a choice area, call 
I DICK EVANS for further InlormaUon. 
[ COMMERCIAL BUILDING 
I S120,O00 
I 3 sections, main floor 1,900 sq. ft. Poton- 
| ttal office space above. Make an offer. Call 
===~ d ick  evans  J 
3 BEDROOM MOBLI.~p,~G~E 
with large a~[~Lt~w~,l~O"~qLX:]l~dition 
Ha~'~nl~J Ln~ed ~d~ natural 
gas J~k~c] '~~i rep la~l  ~. 
Must 'be s~lff~l~,~'51~..IC~tl JOH
for further ~ l l~ .  MLS. 
INVESTMENT 
Small house on an R3 zoned lot. Thls ren- 
tal home is an excellent holding property. 
with potential for a revenue home. Call 
JOHN EVANS for further etails. 638-1400 
~42,600 MLS : ~',,~ 
BUSINESS oPPORTUNITY! 
Known as Oil's Place at Lakelse Lake. 
Restaurant, pub and store. Class B licence 
in cafeteria and dining area. Class D 
llcence in 60-seat pub and 20 seat patio. 
Good potential for hard working couple. 
Call JOHN 638-1400. MLS 
i 
Great Ho=sesho,~d.,,~ti~. ~100 s~. 
ft., firnshe~ I~e1~l~i~i't)rl~e~'~ room, 
;~.1]., c~arl[~%l~e|l~f~j,'1~l~ "~d family 
h o m o .~l i~n ~,~I~S,~O 0-, Exclusive 
wPh ~RelMa~Bontact GORDIE 
SHERIDAN, 
IT'S TIME TO UPGRADE 
There's no better time to purchasel With 
interest rates at 9.75% for a 5.yr. term 
and a very strong market, what better 
',tree to'sell and move up to that special, 
"home? For ar~ up to date list el all hbmos. 
for sale In Terrace and surrounding areas 
and a market evaluation of your current 
home, contact GOHDIE SHERIDAN at 
Re/Max of Terrace. It's the experience 
that countsl Phone GORDIE SHERIDAN, 
SOONER OR LATER, SPEEDING 
CATCHES UP WITH YOU. 
BRENT TUGWELL 
!:. i:..: :i :. ¸ i:,:..:,:: : . ,..::::: 
 TEm ACE 
CARRIER 
OF THE 
WEEK 
- Quarter Cheese or BIg Mac 
- Large Fries 
- Regular Soft Drink 
- Sundae 
Compliments of MacOonalds 
In a c lear  record  of  de l ivery  
and  a job  wel l  done  you 've  
earned  a FREE McHappy 
Meal ,  
STANDAR D 
PUT THE :ITY AT 
Ave. in the Horseshoe, over 
1300 sq. It., nat. gas heat, fami- 
ly room oil kitchen, 3 baths, 4 
bedrooms, fireplace, hay window, 
patio doors to rear concrete deck, 
double carport, lots of storage, 
landscaped and fenced lot back. 
ing onto Caledonia playing lields. COMMERCIAL BUILDING 
YOUR FEET,,. 
When you live in this comfortable, 
4 bedr• full basement home. You 
will love watching the sparkling 
city lights at night and the 
dramatic view of the Skeena 
Valley and Coastal Range Moun- 
tains by day. Enjoy the cozy 
warmth of a fireplace ither in the 
Liv. or Rec. room or relax on one 
el the patios outside surrounded 
by rockgardens, shrubs and 
beautiful trees. Yours for 
$179,500. Owner will consider 
smaller home as part payment. 
See this well kept home today. 
FANTASTIC VIEW LOT 
Fantastic In every way. a view in 
all directions, access via paved 
driveway, frontage on Birch 
Avenue, fruit tree, shrubs and 
solid base for construction. Ser. 
vices available. Asking $69,900 
MLS 
im i ia~i i lm l= 
MLS 
IDEAL FOR THE "FIRST 
HOME" BUYER] 
If you qualify, 5% down will get 
you Into this comfortable and cozy 
3 bedroom bungalow. Added 
features are a floor to ceiling dou. 
bib fireplace and extra storage oil 
the carport. Thelarge 81 x 132 
lot Is attractively landsEaped with 
lawn, shrubs, and evergreens. 
Call lor more details today. Asking 
$79,500. Exclusive. 
THORNHILL HIGHWAY 
FRONTAGE 
Zoned highway commercial. 
Located on the highway access 
road, this 1.2 acre parcel provides 
high visibility and easy access. 
Asking $59,900 MLS. 
Commercial building on 4600 
Block Lakelse Ave. Lower level 
currently leased. 2,600 sq. It. 
main level and 1,800 sq. It. on 
the upper level. Natural gas fired 
hot water heat. Excellent holding 
propertyl MLS $149,500 
14 X 52 FT MOBILE HOME 
Attractive trailer with 2 
bedrooms, wood stove in the liv• 
ing room, fridge, stove, washer, 
dryer and living room drapes in• 
cluded In the price of $24,900. 
Exclusive. 
TdORNHILL DUPLEX LOT 
Located on the corner of Thornhtll 
St. and Old Lakelse Lake Road, 
frontage on both roads, lot lightly 
treed and ready for building, water 
available from the Zeigler system. 
$22,500 
~nrrn  0 I .  
Neat & clean newly renovated 
house on full basement. Property 
backs onto Thornhill Creek. Quiet 
dead end road. Very private .69 
acre. $58,500 MLS 
GOOD RENTAL HOME 
2 bedroom, non'basement home 
in good Horseshoe location has 
seen recent interior upgrading: 
new flooring, n.gas furnace, hot 
water tank and electrical. Only 
$48,000. Excl. 
HANDYMAN IN THE 
HORSESHOE 
Two bedroom older home, located 
on a 75 x 122 ft, lot, 4 pce, bath, 
front & rear porches, fruit trees, 
large garage/shed in the rear of 
the house, Asking $44,900 
KALUM LAKE DR, 
- ACREAGE 
Located Just past Dutch Valley, 
16.07 acres, fronting on Kalum 
Lake Drive. Timbered with road 
access into the property• Signs 
posted. Asking $39,900 MLS 
4 BEDROOMS ON MAIN 
FLOOR 
Excellent lamily home with 4 
bedrooms and laundry on the 
main floor. 1,392 sq. It. living 
space, sunken living room, nat• 
gas hot water and heat, patio 
doors to rear concrete deck, ac- 
cess on two streets, full base. 
ment with 5th. bedroom and 4 
pce. bath. Concrete drive, land. 
scaped and fenced lot• Asking 
$104,900. MLS 
35 THORNHILL ACRES 
Beautifully treed land accessed 
from Laurel Street and can be ser• 
viced by the Zelgler water 
system. Property extends to Thor. 
nhill Creek on the south.west cor• 
her. Askin~l $79,500 MLS 
2408 KALUM ST. 
Large 94' x 297', level building lot 
with several large cedars and 
other established trees. Ideal lot 
for mulU•famlly development. 
Asking $31,900 MLS 
• i 
Sylvia Griffin 
Ralph Godlinski Rusty Ljungh Christel Godlinski (R.I.B.C.) Joe Barbosa Ron Redden 
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PLAN NO. NB-~I  
T'ft4~N OIIIgN LTD. 58 ' -0"  
MAIN FLOOR PLAN 1425 50.  FT. 
Elegant Retirement 
Home 
Designed to suit empty 
nesters, this contemporary 
rancher design offers a 
spacious and comfortable 
living environment. 
A fashionable stucco ex- 
terior is complemented by a 
grand style raised entrance 
way and feature windows. 
Double doors lead into a 
good sied foyer. To the right, 
an extra large living room 
features ample room to ar- 
range furnishings, and has a 
fireplace, a stylish vaulted 
ceiling and access to the 
veranda outside. A large 
country kitchen features an 
efficient working layout with 
a pantry and a work island. 
An extra bedroom will 
comfortably accommodate 
overnight guests. The master 
has his and hers closets and a 
four piece ensuite with a rais- 
ed soaker tub, 
Licensed Premises 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
W~:DNESDAY IS 
SENIORS DAY 
Senior Citizens receive 
1 0% of f  menu pr ices  
(Specials exempt) 
Monday to Friday 
7 a.m. • 8:30 p,m. 
Saturday 8 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
Sunday B a,m, • 3 p.m. 
located in 
the 
SLUMB   
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 Lake lse  
PHONE 
Verne Ferguson 
635-3389 
I/ 
Brenda Erickson 
638.1721 
/11 
01ga Power 
,35-3833 
iordon Hamilton 
635-9537 
LOVELY, LARGE & LOG 
If you've been looking for the uniqueness 
of log and the convenience of town we 
have it!! On a quiet residential street on 
the bench this home offers 4 brits., 2Vz 
baths, large living room, master bdr. up 
has ensuite & gallery. Family room off kit• 
chen has french doors leading to rear deck 
and fenced yard. Call Brenda to view 
638.1721 MLS (920009) 
ACREAGE IN TOWN 
Uncleared acreage on the Bench near 
N.W. Community College. 4.37 acres with 
lots ot trees. Listed at just $62,500 MLS. 
Cag Olga Power at 635-3833. 
CONDITION "EXCELLENT" 
12 years old - Just reducedt! 
4 bedrooms + 2 baths 
2 fireplaces ( 1 wood-1 gas) 
Specious eat-in kitchen 
Dining room + french doors 
New carpet + line 
N/G heat + hot tub 
Garage + fenced back yard 
$109,0OO Call Joyce Findlay 
NOWll for your appointment to view, 
635-2697 (91 OO18) 
BENCH SECLUSION 
Lovely older home on 4.49 acres on the 
Bench. Large living room with fireplace. 
Two bedrooms, one bath. Concrete block 
garage. Nice quiet location, a good buy at 
$83,900 (920044) MLS. Call Joyce 
Findtay 635.2697 
J 
GOOD THORNHILL STARTER 
3 bedroom home in good condiUon oo nice .... 
large lot. Large enclosed front porch, 10 x 
16 storage shed and 12 x 16 workshop. 
Wood stove in living room keeps 
everything cozy. An excellent buy at 
$58,500 (920045) MLS. Call Gordon 
Hamilton 635-9537 
COUNTRY LIVING AT ITS BEST 
This lovely 6 bedroom home puts comfort 
first. Standing on 4.26 acres, it has 2 
wood burning stoves, workshop, family 
room, country kitchen, den, guest room 
and 3 baths. Large trees, deck and good 
well water. A great location for a bed &' 
breakfast. MLS. Call Ric White at 
635-6508 $138,500 (920013) 
<~ .~i ~t . . . . . . . . . .  , ~ 
FANTASTIC VIEW HOME 
Family home on large view lot. Very well 
maintained 4 BR house for the active 
family who wish to entertain. Excellent 
parking area, double car garge with 
automatic doors. View from sundeck pro- 
vides spectacular view of Terrace and the 
mountains. $199,000 MLS. Call 01ga 
FIRST TIME BUYERSI 
Excellent starter home on Southside. 4 
bedrooms, 2 baths with partial basement 
on nice large lot. Needs only a little TLC to 
run it into something special. Priced at on- 
ly $68,000. Call Joyce Findlay 635-2697 
MLS (920028) 
Power 635-3833 1 ~ .  " ""' ' 
BEAUTIFULLY TREED SETTING MELLO~I' CHARM 
Lovely ranch.style home on large 1.6 acre 
lot. Large sunken living room with circular 
fireplace. Vaulted ceilings add to the 
spaciousness of this 3 bdrm home. Price 
reduced to $114,951. Call Ric White at 
635-6508 to view. (900087) MLS 
Enticing Southside home designed for liv. 
ing. Stucco/wood. Quiet street, great fami- 
ly area, gas heat, hardwood floors, eat-in 
kitchen, 4 BR/4 pce. bath, main.level 
laundry, fruit trees, fenced yard with back 
alley entrance. *$79,900" (920040) 
Brenda Erickson 638-1721. 
2 STORY CHARMER 
Lakelse home with family values. Quiet 
street, woodburning stove, finished base- 
ment, easy.care landscaping, large view 
deck, well water, 3 BR/2 baths plus on- 
suite baths. Self contained suite in the 
basement, *$89,500* (920002) Evan 
Young 638-1273 
Joyce Findlay 
635.2697 
Evan Young 
638.1273 
Ric White 
REAL'IX WORLD-CANADA, 635-6508 
PROUD SPONSOR I F THE CTV 
OLYMPIC TELECAST 
Deborah Ashton 
635-6508 
Wightman & Smi th  Rea l ty  Ltd .  
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED 
® 
FOB YOUR FAMILY 
- 1,500 sq. ft. - Fireplace 
- 4 Bedrooms - Sunroom 
Asking $109,500 Exc. 
Call Jim 
RESIDENTIAL LOTS 
Close to the downtown core we 
have for sale two 66' x 122' and 
one 85'x 122' cleared and level 
residential lots, ranging in price 
from $14,900 to $19,000, For 
more information, please give us a 
call. MLS 
BETTER TAKE A LOOK 
Priced at only $58,000 this very al. 
fordable 868 sq. ft., 2 bedroom 
bungalow featuring 12 x 24 detach. 
ed shop, 70 x 132 fenced yard, 
alley access to rear of property, is 
well suited for the young couple just 
staffing out, Located near schools 
and downtown. For your personal 
appolntmenl to view call Hans. MLS 
Stan Parker 
636.4031 
I I I 
LIKE NEW 
This beautiful 1,298 sq. ft. 3 level 
split home in immaculate condition 
comes with 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms plus an ensuite and 
much more 70 x 132 lot fully 
landscaped and a 18 x 24 finished 
garage. A must to see. Call Shaunce 
for more information. $144,900 
MLS. 
RURAL ACREAGE 
Just north el Terrace we have for 
sale 2 acreages, One of them is 
16+ in size and the second is 
10+ acres in size, For maps or 
more information, please give Hans 
a call. Asking $19,900 each. MLS 
NEW REMO ACREAGE 
5.74 frontage in New Remo 315 
feet frontage on Nelson Road. Has 
power off Nelson Road. For further 
Information call Ted Garner 
635.5619 MLS 
Jim Duffy 
635.6688 
. . . . . . . . . .  I I II II 
NEW LISTING 
Very attractive 70 x 120 lot on 
quiet no thru street. The property is 
cleared and fenced with 20 x 24 
garage and is ready to build or 
relocate your mobile home. For 
more information call Gordie Olson. 
Priced at $15,900. MLS' 
LARGE BUILDING LOT 
Here is a building lot that will allow 
you to construct he home you have 
always wanted. Frontage of 82.5 
feet in prime location. For Informa. 
tion and a copy of the survey plan 
call Gordie Olson, Priced at 
$31,900. Exclusive. 
HIGHWAY COMMERCIAL 
Attractive, well.maintained 2,741 
sq. It. shop with 2 bays, hydraulic 
hoists, olfices and show room. The 
property is 2 plus acres and is par. 
tlally fenced and has paved parking, 
Check out this''great opodunity to 
relocate or start up a new business. 
Call Gordta Olson for more Informa. 
tion and your appointment to view. 
Priced at ~174~9Q0 MLS. 
BUILDING LOTS 
Located on the Bench, close to 
school, we have listed 3level 
building lots. Each is 60 ft, plus by 
142 It. Call today about these lots 
priced from $21,500 MLS. 
I 
Gor( on Olson 
638,194§ 
NO 
11 SUITE APARTMENT 
This apartment is just minutes from 
the down town core. Each ot the 
eleven suites has a Iridge, stove 
and a four piece bathroom. There is 
ample storage in the basement 
along with laundry facilities. Finan. 
clal statements are avaitable. Are 
you looking to make an investment 
with a steady return? Call Ted now 
for more information. 635.5619 
MLS. 
MOBILE ON LOT - 
JUST LISTED 
Exceptionally nice mobile home, at. 
tractlvely decorated, spacious 
rooms throughout, bright and conve. 
nlently layed out with front.end kit- 
chen. Situated on large fenced yard 
providing ample parking. Don't 
hesitate in viewing. Asking 
$54,900 MLS, Call Laurie. 
123 ACRES 
Located in serene and picturesque 
area of Cedarvale on east side el the 
Skeena River. Approximately 3 
acres cleared. Year round creek 
main road provides year round ac. 
cess. First and second growth 
timber. Asking $65,000. MLS. Call 
Laufle. 
Laurie Forbes 
636.6382 
,,QUESTIO N 
......... 
Hans Stach 
636-6739 
ABOUT IT: 
m 
PRIVATE ACREAGE 
Attractive 4.4 acres close to town 
with developed driveway and 
building site. Serviced with water 
and hydro. High assumable mor- 
tgage makes this a great invest- 
ment with a low down payment. 
Ideal for relocating your mobile 
home. Listed at $25,900. 
FOR THE DISCRIMINATING 
BUYER 
is this truly beautiful custom built 
home offering quality from top to 
bottom. From vaulted ceilings in the 
living room, to a spacious master 
bedroom, to all the finishing fix- 
tures, this home has so much to of- 
fer. Over 2,100 sq. ft. plus base- 
ment. 3 bedrooms. 2Vz baths, dou- 
ble garage. Peaceful 135 x 178 set- 
ting, Call Jim today for more infor- 
mation and your appointment. MLS 
FAMILY HOME 
Check out this tO year old, full 
basement home located in the Thor- 
nheights ubdivision. 1,110 sq. ft., 
4 bedrooms, 1V= baths. Fireplace, 
rec room, natural gas heat and 
much, much more. For more details 
and your appointment to view, call 
Jim today about this home priced at 
$99,000 EXCLUSIVE 
• i i i  
Shaunce Kruisselbrlnk 
636-6362 
Ill 
#. ~. ;~. '~"  :2 '  
START 92 RIGHT 
Check• out this 3 bedroom 
Horseshoe location. 918 sq. ft. 
home. Payments could be cheaper 
than the rent you are paying now. 
Call Shaunce for more info. 
$59,900 MLS 
COUNTRY RETREAT 
Only a short distance from town in a 
quiet subdivision, This 1,590 sq. 
It., 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom, on a 
.67 acre lot is a must to see. Call 
Shaunce for more information. 
$83,000 MLS 
LOTS TO LOOK AT . 
With all the amenities available, 
gives great building opportunities. 
In town: 3801 Dejong $25,900; 
3823 Dejong $25,900. In Thornhllh 
Cicre and Kirkaldy $14,500; Lot 4 
Mountalnvtaw $12,000; Lot 10 Ker. 
by $5,500. Call Shaunce for more 
Information. MLS 
i ~ • ~i~ ~ ~¢ 
Ted Garner +J 
636-6619 
I 
T 
Feature 
Home By 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
N]q ,  r f f f f l  " - ~ ' ,¢H l l  
I n  a Summit Square * One and two bedroom 
• condominium, you'll have units 635 to 869 sq. ft. 
it all! Alocation noted for • A we l l -ma inta ined  
its quiet and convenience, established building, to be 
and a private recreation extensively renovated:  
cehtre. It's your oppor- new carpet, new counter- 
tiinRy to purchase a home tops, new lino, reland- 
of  your own - -  or a scaped, and all areas re- 
superb investment proper- painted. 
ty ~ for half the price o f  a • Park or mountain views 
single family residence, from all suites. 
elite," 
IsAvE 
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COSTS 
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. ~ome 
~o&, 
AREA 
REPRESENTATIVE 
Name 
Address 
) 
I/,~l~i I%l=rr"iiM~JI 
635-7526 
Tel 
• City __Postal Code 
For a beautiful full.colour 
brochure filled with proven ~ ~ !  
houee deslgn~ ~al, tod~y to: 
• SPRUCE 
CAPITAL HOMES 
443 N. Nechako Rd., Prince George, B.C. V2K 4R6, 561-2079 
• Refrigerators, ranges. 
*Large in-suite storage 
areas. 
• Central leisure facility 
with exercise gym and rac- 
quetball court. 
• Ample surface parking 
for residents and guests. 
• Low month ly  
maintenance f es. 
• C lose  to Ter race  
Hospital. 
• Close to the shops and 
services of Skeena Mall. 
Prices start at $29,000 
MLS for a 1 bedroom and 
the 2 bedroom start a t  
$37,500 MLS. For a per- 
Sonal veiwing of the show 
suite call Dave now, or 
come and compare at the 
OPEN HOUSE 
This Saturday, 
February 29 between the 
hours of 11 - 3 p.m. 
Stop  by to look and 
browse  in the SHOW 
SUITE  No.  1 206 .  
HOPE TO SEE YOU 
THERE!!  
QUALITY FAMILY HOME 
$129,500 MLS. Located on a quiet 
street on a beautifully landscaped 
lot, you will lind this 4 bedroom, 3 
bathroom home. Features include a 
large kitchen with built in Jenn-Aire, 
dishwasher and oven. Large lamily 
room on the main Iloor as well as a 
bright rec room down make enter- 
taining easy. You will also find 
an added bonus of a separate 
garage and workshop with electrici- 
ty and heat. Call Suzanne or Joy to- 
Custom designed and built this 
dynamic 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom 
level entry home is without doubt ! 
meticulous both inside and out. 
From the Grand Entrance foyer with 
its gleaming ceramic tiles and 
skylights to the modern kitchen 
with a working island and custom 
built cabinets. Vaulted ceilings 
create an atmosphere l openess 
and a southern exposure with lots el 
windows let the natural light in. Pro. 
udl~, otfered for $139,000. Call 
Suzanne or Joy Ior more details on 
this exclusive home. 
John Currle 
635,9598 
.~-  PRUDEN & CURRIE 
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MUSICWEST 
~ a l i o n a l  Sound Recortl ing Conference, 
Music Festival and Music I~xhibi l i |m. 
Vancouver Trade and Convention Centre 
May I - May 4, 1992 
SEND USYOUR DEMOl l  A f l ~ '  . / . .  
TApE ANDYOU COULD.:. ,. 
• 1 three.day Full Delegate pass to Music West 
• Demo critiquing session with A&R person of your choice 
2 nights accommodation at the Georgian Court Hotel 
• Return airfare to Vancouver 
Music industry reps from t /S ign  a record contract/ 
across North America will 
v' Secure be at Music West looking I I Itt l l i~  u l  l l un  l J 
fo~ fresh new t~le,t, V' Get a publishing deal! 
Anything can happen at Music West/ 
I Please fill ot t Ibis cnlry forln all( b" ~g t ~ o ]g w ] a ~ ¢ uo z pc of I 
I Your best ol'igimd sore, to Sigh! & Srmml by March 22. ] 
I 
I Band Name: 
Band Leader: 
Mat ng address: " - 
City: Prov.: " " Postal Code! 
Telephone: . " Best time to call: 
To help us program Music west. please number the categories inorder ot your preference: 
• I Demo Tapes Publishing Contract Negotialion 
I Management Publiciiy & Promotion " Nelworking 
A&R Reps FACTOR funding Independant Releases j 
For more Information about Music West, Phone (604) 684-9338• Fax! (604) 684-9337 
or write to: Music West. # 203- 1104 Hornby Street. Vancouver. B.C. V6Z 1V8 
GRAND TRUNK 
~ RESTAURANT 
...homestyle cooking at reasonable prices... 
Breakfast, Lunch 
and Dinner 
Specials "Daily" 
I  e,c,ou 11 
"Homemade"  Soup:: ' : 
[] 
/ Hamburger 's  Hot Off ! 
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 
BREAKFAST SERVED "OPEN TO CLOSE"  
.~  S~UMBER LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1R6 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (197.6) LTD. 
EXTRA INCOME 
is what you wdl get when you live in 
one side el this tastefully 
redecorated duplex and rent the 
other side out. Both sides offer 
spacious kitchens with lots of 
counter and cupboard Space. Simple 
floor plan makes maintenance a 
breeze. The back-yard .offers 2 
garden areas as well as 
greenhouses. 0tfered at  $92,500 
MLS. Call Suzanne now Ior more 
details. 
i 
will be delighted with the spacious 
rooms and open tloor plan affording 
a separate dining room as well as' 
an eat.in kitchen. Natural gas heat 
and a cozy wood stove, are 2 o t  
several benefits this starter home 
has to otter. Priced to sell at 
$79,900. Call Suzanne tor a private 
showing today. 
MOBILES WELCOME 
PRIVACY GUARANTEED Two lots provide over V= acre in a 
With this lovely wooded 19.6 acre residential area of Thornhill with 
parcel minutes from town. Spring water and n.g, available. Offers to 
Creek runs through the front portion $10,000 for both lots. Call Joy, 
of the property. Asking $46,500. MLS. 
Call Joy. 
Joy Dover [}ave Reynolds Suzanne Gleason 
635-7070 636-3126 635.6952 
1976) LTD. 
WHY PAY RENT 
$12,500 
This 3 bedroom mobile home would 
make a great starter. Has n.g. heat 
and n.g. hot water. This mobile is in 
good condition and is located in 
town. For more details call Dave 
now, MLS. 
ON THE BENCH 
This 77.85 acre parcel el land has 
access from North Thomas and 
Dairy Avenues, as well as 
Huckleberry and Elderberry, May 
have future sub,division 
possibilities. For more information, 
call Dave now. Asking $99,500 
MLS. 
HOME ON ACREAGE 
2 bedrooms A-Irame style home 
situated on 150 acres in R0sswood, 
Perfect for a weekend retreat or 
year round. Asking $44,500 MLS, 
Call DAve for more deta Is, 
BRIGHT & SPACIOUS 
$29,900 MLS. This very appealing 
14 x 70 Meadowbrouk Maned 
Mobile home has been totally 
renovated including carpets, 
linoleum and all new drywall on the 
interior. Offers a spacious eat.in kit- 
chen and living area decorated in 
todays modern colours. Make an ap. 
pointment o view this alfordable 
home toda lCall Jo or Suzanne. 
EXECUTIVE LIVING AT 
ITS FINEST 
~$154,500 MLS. You will not find 
i better value than this 5 bedroom, 3 
bathroom executive home situated l
after on One of the most sought, 
i streets in Terrace on a large sunny 
i ioL You'll discover:a Spacious kit- 
chen featuring loads of honey oak 
!cabinets and 10ts of counterspace 
i perfecl for preparing those family 
size meals, Vaulted Ceiling adds a 
bright spacious appeal to entertain. 
merit size i!ying r0om which otters a 
spec aCu!ar ylew of the distant 
,mountainsi Call Suzanne now for 
Lyour 0wit pr vate vew ng 
i : i/¸¸~ 15 : i:i:i!~! :ii:iiii~i~i%~:,~ill 1:5ii 
Derlck Kennedy Wanda Walberg 
635-3042 635-3734 
4650 LAKELSE AVE, 635-6142 
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B.C.'S TOP BROADCASTER SUPPORTS THE STAY-IN-SCHOOL MESSAGE. . 
BCTV anchor Tony Parsons Ryerson Polytechnical Insti- For those students who aren't Parsons' news style caught !~usiness world than it was 
credits a solid educanon with 
getting him where he is today. 
In addition to anchoring 
British Columbia's most- 
watched evening newscast, 
Parsons is BC-TV's vice presi- 
dent of news, mnnmg a depart- 
ment of 85 people. 
"Today, a high school di- 
ploma is the minimum require- 
ment for most jobs," says 
Parsons. "Students who don't 
finish.high school enter the 
work force at a competitive 
disadvantage.'.' 
Parsons, who studied radio 
and television arts at Toronto's 8CTV ancho.r Tony Parsons 
,N  SC.OO"  
So you're thi~ing cfl~oUt 
dropping out. School's a bore, 
your grades aren't so good and 
you don' t see the point of math 
and science classes anyway. 
Before you make your 
decision, take a minute to 
look at three reasons why 
staying in school is a good 
idea: 
• You'll earn more money. 
ave.rage, hig.h school 
.grads.earnS55 per week 
• more.than dropouts. 
Think about it ~ if you 
work 50 weeks a year for 
the next 30 years, that's a 
whopping $165,000 more 
in earnings! 
• You'il have:the t~ining it 
takes to apply for.. most .of 
the higher-isayingj0bs.'' • 
Statistics how that more 
than 60 per cent of all 
new jobs created between 
now and the year 2000 
will require a minimum of 
a high school diploma 
and half of those will call 
for 17 or more years of. 
traimng.: . :-: - ,. . 
• You'll have a better 
chance of staying off the 
unemployment line. 
Dropouts tend to be 
unemployed almost wice 
as often as high school 
grads. 
tute after graduating from high 
school, urges young people not 
to underestimate the-impor- 
tance of proper training. 
"It helped me acquire the 
necessary skills to land my first 
job as a radio announcer," says 
Parsons. "I think it's so impor- 
tant for students to take advan- 
tage of their high school years 
to map out their career future." 
.s/~re what sort of work they'd be 
suited for, Parsons uggests they 
tap into the services of their 
occupational guidance counsel- 
lor. Parsons peaks from experi- 
• ence: "My high school coun- 
sellor heard me read a paper 
aloud in class and suggested I 
investigate a career in broad- 
casting. Obviously, it was good 
advice." 
HOW YOU CAN GET 
INVOLVED 
One in three Canadian • • If you're a member of a 
students are in danger of drop- 
ping out of school this year. 
They need help from people 
like you so they can make the 
most of their potential and 
keep their future On track. 
Here's what you can do to 
help: 
service club, encourage in- 
creased awareness of the drop- 
out issue through luncheon 
• speeches by specialists 
In .Your Business 
• Adopt a student, class or 
• school and invite students to 
visit your work place ~ it will 
the attention of CFTO TV in when ] started out. The best 
Toronto while he was working edge you can give yourself is a 
for one of the s top radt~ good educational grounding 
stations. He ~ orked his way up and it all starts witl~ a high 
the CFTO ladder fi'om reporter school &ploma, sins I m-sons. 
to anchor. He then joined the "While some of the subjects 
CTV Network and was trans- you e studying may seem 
ferred to Vancouver. In 1975, . ',,nnecessaw now, you never 
Parsons joined BCTV. " know xxhen that piece of 
kn~ re'ledge might prove valu- 
"It's a more competitwe able." 
TEST YOUR ~KNOW.HOW 
TRUE? OR FALSE? 
QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
I Dropouu earn less money than '~tlltl!lUl pin: uola:nnpa 
high school gn'aduams.- jo s.maa L I - g l a.,!nha.t 
2. Math am:l science classes don't 
have anything to do with the real 
world. 
3. Dropouts wind up on the " 
unemployment line more often 
iI!a~ sqo[ a~au ~soul 'O00Z 
,ma,( atl~ put,, a~ou aa,ma{[ 
• saa.,l.~Oa~ pa1 ~s.,~o I .~q pajea.la 
• lOOtpS ~!nb oa ala."l! [ a.loul o.m 
-'laaa ~g .~.mOtl + £ I ,'kq.,laOa~ smap 
than high school grads. 
'9 
.ms mq:~ ,xxotts sa!pm S 7~FlXdl '£ 
'xm aad 0E °lq!pa'm'! tm ~! 
, OJU[  ZI 1odo . l  g 1 3 ' t l l3  
In Your Home help them make the connec- 4. Canada s high School dropout , . , : p i', :[.. ~D "HSIVd t, 
• Take time to discuss chool lion between work and their . rote is only 10 percent. "a:l~,npm~ OtlaX aSOtla sv ualjo . . . . . . . . . . . .  st, aal,x~a ISOmlU pa,~oldtuau 
and personal issues with your studies 5. Many stu&nts are drawn a,vay ~ aq m ptm sm0doac1 'HFPdJ. '£ 
children ', ®- Include Stay4n{Scho.o[ .,:' i:': -.:: f'(om school by part time ]obs: ~ ; ; "aDk l ; ) l~) .  e, pul: 
• Encourage your Chil'&en t6' fi~essages in C orbo~aee advei{is. ' :; '` ~' " flat:u, aamba, spp!j qo!,~u.~,,,o.,~ 6. There arejustas many jobs . .  .a.qmst:j 0l atl~ jo at,!N "~S'IV:I "Z 
get involved in school-related ing available to high school dr@outs "amnpu.~a oqm asotl~ 
activities • Offer incentives to employ- as there are tO graduates, they u.vtla ssa I .tua.~ . ad gg uae.a 
@ ° , , , V~stt your chdd s school, ask ees to improve their educa- just don't pax as inuch, smodm p 'aSt,.aaau u O '3FlXdl • I
questions and, if possible, tional levels 
become active m the school - -  - -  ==- -  == == ==- - - -  ==- - - -  == =-  =-  ==- -  == . . . . .  ==-= . . . . .  I" 
system as a teacher's aide or in 
some other volunteer capacity I ~ . .  I ~ For more Stay.in,School and career information; 
bi Your Communi ty  [ : write and send your return address to: 
• ,- Check.out the.school .... ! ~ ~ ,  ,En, quiri~es Centre ~,, ; 
| ~ Eniploymegt and Imtnigratioii Canada ..... ~ystem dete~'mine'the sp cial i Hull, Quebec needs of students m your K1A OJO 
community then pick a I 
project and get it started " I " Please send me: •Career-related infom~atkm V_J 
• Gain support from recrea- | S-rAy ,N SCHOOL 
tional, community and church | Stay-in-School: A Parent's Guide 
groups to add a Stay-in-School | Straight Talk About Staying m School 
message into their programs 
- - '1  
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i 
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Terrace & 
District 
Credit Union 
4650 Lazelle Avenue, 
'~/~._~F/~. ~ .  Terrace, B.C. 
635-7282 
YOUR DECOR 
Terrace Carpet Centre 
/202 Munr0e Street at Hwy. 16 W. Terrace 
635-2976 
. . . . .  \ \  ...... 
[ - ~ r ~  
4501 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
638-1.158 
5raid Insurance 
Agcnc.ics Ltd. 
WAYNE BRAID NOTARY 
4648 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
638-8581 
Copper Mountain 
Electromcs Ltd. 
4450 Greig Avenue, Terrace 
4652 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 635-9054 
635-4997 
B. .~ Freightliner M,B. Trucks 
A l~wlol OI Byfown O~esel Sales Ltcl, 
5408 Hwy, 16 West, Terrace 
635-4938 
M 
GREYHOUND 
COURIER EXPRESS 
4620 Keith 
635-3680 
==== 
TERRACE 
INTERIORS 
4610 Lazelle Avenue 
635-6600 
HQirwave  
SALON BARBER SHOP 
4644 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
635-5727 or 635-4555 
#J_f Nor/hernComputer 
4720 Laze l le ,Avenue  
p.o.E 638-0321 
FAX 638"0442 
HAIRBUSTERS 
Skeena Mall 
635-2432 
::~ TEILRACE STAN DA !_{I ~ 
~:1 [- .................. ;/;,;;;g,,iii;gk:~74F,-7 ............... - . 
4647  Lazelte Avenue,  Ter race  
638-7283 i 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Gre ig  Avenue 
635'2909 
i 
1 
